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AP.S'II_ACI 2.,4q_ I
This Jnv¢.stig;_tJor, v._s c on¢:crnvd v. ilh _ _._1_,_t_!¢: _pc,turc ,_dJt,t_\'c
ante_na systen_ t o_ appl_,_tion tt_ Ft.(eix'.r_g telemetered d;_t..t troth
remote" spac.e _.ehl¢les or satellites. The primary trite:ion for deter-
mining the fcasibll_ty of su(_h a systen_ has been economic ¢ons_deration_-
but of necessity many physical _onstraints imposed on both a s_nglc an-
tenna and a mult:plv apelture system t_ave been evaluated. These ._n¢lude
such factors as acquisitmn and combin,.ng of signals, look angle, shadow-
ing, propagation influen_e_% system spatial band_idth, collimation. ,mer-
ference, doppler effects, reliability, and noise. Specific conclusions
have been made for a system operating at a frequen,y of 2. Gc, but the
system model adopted allows quick evaluation at other frequencies. At
a frequency of 2 Gc, the crossover point between a single antenna oI a
multiple aperture configuration occurs for an 85 foot reflector. However
this transition region is not critical. For lunar range communications
a single antenna appears to be the most economical, whereas at inter-
planetary ranges aperture equivalents of around 400 feet are required
and achieved by arraying eight 142 foot antennas. _fl _,,w'_
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Thc ,b:l!l_ tt, d_=tt',t _vc<_k _:_'i.:].-,!r,,::',d,.>t.i:;t._],,_,_. r_'t :>,
dire< fly r<'l,ilcd I<_ l}_t ,irc<i _,£ the _4r,>ti_.d<i:_t_i!li,_ft.,t'_v_.!4 ,ip,.rt,_r,.
l_ilrgt., c _ll_._tlng ,irL.,t.-, 4re lic,_.,-,-,,lry f_,r ',', idcb,,rd <_r f_,r l_,r',g r<ti_"
tt tlllllllltlllit _ttl,)ll-% lIl ord_'r tt_ ,i, |Iivvc _tc¢ t'l_t<I,_)lc ai_4i_<t]-t_,+ n,j:_v r,t'.<,>.
I-)<trabc>llc ref|cctctr ;illtt'I/ll{lb 85 fcct in dl,illltlt'r, c. elll,i[_lt' cif ht'Ilii>l.iiit'l'-
ical covcragc, aft' llltJPt" t_jF It's.'4 slan(l<ird "!, ,tt<tlog' ilt'._!l.'- av.:lablt' frtlll_
several lll{tllt.l(d(ttlFt'r-'_. "ltle salllt _ 1.4 <iltitc>--.t trill." tif 1_0 fcJot <tperturca,
Parabol:c rcflc, ttJI'a _ i0 I-t:et lit dlatllt'tt'r rift' also <ivdilai_Jlt' <tlld c;<in
operate ovcr a largc ]part <..if the tlltcrv\vavc region. Above approxirll<itcly
300 feet diameter, h-.mispherical-(overagc parah(lll( reflvctor ,-.interin,xs
becotne iticreaslngly inore costly and ec(:,n(,lnicaIly prohibitive.
Larger antennas (:an bc built by maintaining the refle, tor fxxtd ,_,d
scanning the beam by moving the feed. The 1000 feet diameter spher...:._l
reflector antenna at Arecibo, P.R. {illuinilxated area of 600 feet dian-_. )
1
is an example of such an antenna. Its scan is limited to ±_0 °. The
inability to obtain anything near hemispherical coverage with large,
scanning-feed antennas lin_its tht_ir usefulness in spac:e communications.
Not only is it econoniically difficult ttJ build large, n_oveable
apertures, but other factors such as propagation n_edia inhon_ogenieties
and bean-_ pointing accuracy further restrict the ability to achieve large
physical apertures.
Array antennas of n_any thousands of elements offer litt!c practical
advantage for large ground-to-space conllnunication antennas in the sizes
and at the frequencies desired. Their cost is as rnuch, if not consider-
ably more, than the large parabolic aperture. Furthermore, they are
generally difficult to operate over more than a single frequency band.
Large collecting ,_it)crturt-5 C_in also bc obtained _ ith a large number of
flat plates each of rricJdc.'_t size arid feed fr'oil_ a sc_u_'ce lvcat,'d <,n a high
tower. The beam is _tt.crcd by pc,sitic_ning the indl,.'idti<_l flat tJl,ttc<_.
This appro<:t<: h h<t._, n<>t bc_n tll_rt>_:g_,lily tested <irid would pr<lU, bly htvc
poorer sidt.lcQ, cD and a h:gh,.r nc)ise tcI:?pt'r<_ture tliarl (t;_n\'t'litlt>ri/,.l
!
cuvvr,,gL.. |! _:_}_' h.,vv :p,., ;_,l:.'_.ddi,i,1, ,l_,.'.,h_,'.,.,'v,.r .tL !,,>g rar:_.
ll'ltt'rplt_tlt't,, PV , _':_.:i_','_!' ;tic,It,--.
Tht. appr,,,,, h t_, la,'¢t, at_-rt,.:,_._ prt._vn,_'d in th_ rvp_rt ;* ,o
less tonvcnlion,l], hv_,_:.-ph,'ri-,,l _.ov,_r_igt ", par;_bol_v refl_.¢',or a_,'_'_,_:as
properly c o_nl_i,,ed ,,,ld act_n R _n ,_ni._,n 1_ pr_,dm e the t'ff,'ct of a single,
large ahtvnn,._. "I'}',_' ,nu),: apt. rt_._rv ,,rd.,'n,:a syslt",,a _s an c¢onwr,_!cal
and tec hn:( ally tea _ iblc ,:_et hod for re,1 i zi r_g the type of pcrforn_an,: e
needed t(} < ommuni_at_, s;_tisfa_tor_ly ;it the long ranges rt, qu'.rcd for
spacecraft applica_iong.
The malor reason for considering the mult:-aper'ure anle,:na
system in_'.:ally _s the reduc:ed cost as (.ompared _'ith the s.ngle artcnr.a
of equivalent area. However, there are other be,refits which are inhcrt'n'
in this approach. "Ihese may be listed as follows:
Flexibili'.y of Operation - The antennas may be operated as a
coordinated group for h:ghest performance or they may be divided into
subgroups for separ,,:e simultaneous missions.
Reliability - The loss of one or two units does not cause cata:s_ro-
phic failure of tht. syslem.
Reduced C(ms'ruc'._on Time - Limited mass production can be
applied and each aptenna is a proven design that is within technological
capability.
Improved Antenna Performance - Faster tracking and slewing
_i_!_[
iiiiiiii_i
0 rates are possible and it is easier to achieve a system at higher fre-quencies that: w_th a single aperture.
Freedom I-'ro_r, Atm,._spheric Inhomogeneity - The atmosphere is
esse_,tially uniform a_ro_s each ir:div_dual antenna aperture.
Beam Pcl_:_ing - Pol, rl{_l exists for fine-grain ele:tr_al Lca::_.
pointing as, _ell as ,:ours_.r m_,chanicat pt_nting.
x
D:vcrs}_v t{{'_ ep::;,n At l_,,v angl,_5: _f elevat.,(,n, when fadi:'g dpe
to the pr_t_,,g,i'i,._r, rned',,,_', is _rnp,,rtant, the rnt'lt:-apcr_,Irc _ys_c:r_
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lntcrfervl:_c P, cdu, ',,,n - :\v,.t:i._!>,i'_'.y ,,f ,__:.._.uy _',.:_.>: i,v:r,:::'.s :.w'nv _
reduction of _xLterfcrt.n<e by prt,p,.r _ v,q:bin:ug.
Growth - [It:_ts may bc readily added :u thv" i_turc.
The purpose of the study rcp,ortcd here is to evalua'.c the util_'/
,.)9 <of the mult_-apert,art, antenna ¢_,,£, t t-. ar:d to suggest are;,.> of ai,pl_ca_:on.
The pr.mar,/ appl:r ation is for rcce:v pg tcloFnctry s_gnals from spa-e-
craft at lunar d_stances (5. 8x 10 5k:n) and at :nterplanclary d,stances
(2.6x 108kin), but the sy_'en_ can be m_,d_f_ed for transn_ission from
the Earth to the spa:ecraft, if des:re£l. The results of this study
provide guidelines for dctern:_mng the be.-,t system conf'gvrat:on includ-
ing the optimun: numb_:r of suhapertures, thc:r size, and sp_ci:,g for a
specified equivalent aperture size. The var:ous n_ethods of comb narg
the outputs of the several antennas are examined and the advantages
and limitations relative to conventional systems are established. The
requirements describing #he scope of this research as specified :n the
contract Statement of Work _s reprodued in Appendix III.
The concept of the multi-aperture g,ntenna system :s an outgrox_:b
of diversity reception cornrnonly employ_:d in <ommunications and of the
adaptive antenna. Apper:dtx I g_ves a brief historical review of the
origins of th_s type of system.
Following the summary in Sect;on 2 _s a section giving the assump-
tions made concerning the type of cornmun:cations systems that .,-nigh'.
be carried by lunar and :nterplanetary range spacecraft. It :s necessar}
to define a model of the spacecraft system so as Io properly specify the"
4i!!
<
ground antenna sy._tem, t'specially the ,.,,.,_.:bin:ng method. The
important system characteristics are the type of modulation employed
and whether or n¢,t a p:lot, or carrier, s_gnal is ava_lable,
The analysts of _he number :,f sut).:p:.rtures and the op:i:num d :t:
size is pres:ct::cd 1::Sect:oft 4. The c ritcri_,n :s based l_rin:arily on
econorr:ic cons:idc, r,ttit,n;, Section 5 d:s_ uss,.s tht" various fact ,rs ,.'}:,:'
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of the scvcr,_l ,_ntcx,t_,,__trt,d_.._{r_bvd _n .Sv_ t:_m b.
systelll Collflgtll',tt1or:. "l',Vt) dc_tgn <'xamples arc given in Section 8: ont.
[or lunar range, the othcr tot lntvrpldnvl,try ritr_gt'. The final scc1,1on
compares the rnult_-ai_crture antenna systems tv, c<,nvcntional /lr-ltl_'llr;,_ls.
3,4
In addition to this final rt.t)orl , '\vo quartt, rly rt'ports have beun
issued whi¢ h provide furtht'r dr'tail.
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t. SLiM.MAltY AT';1) CO:;CI.L:9!c).L%
"J-he IlILI]':-¢11;1'I ¢l, rt • dli_t.Ii,,.,l ( t_,'., t t)t ;_ ,! _t';l s,_,t' ,l.ei[] t-, t_/iL_Illlt dl
melkod of a,;h.e_,i..< large rt.ct'.vill_ .poI,ur,,_ x,.h.r_ .' _ n..! pra, t,cal
to construe* a single re'_le, for dlt*t'nli,'i. "the oLlt]lLlt_ Of t}l(: _Inlt'1111,.TiS
consiituting the m,.,l.l.aperT,.,re .-ysten-_ _'_,T_ be eff -_en, ly co,nbir_ed b_'
utilizing some adaptive s_ henle _tl,-..tl aS & ph,t._t" ]oT'k loop for each
an*enna. This repz, tI dt.'a.ls ehe r,'Li, 3._: sv._tern fa<*ors lilac n_ust be
considered in a,;'essng the feasib'l,-_" a=d eval,:::i,ing the utility of this
antenra con,:ept as well as provid.pg de.::gn guide._ !or system specifica-
tion.
The opti,mur_; nu:nber and size of the indlv{dua! antennas of the
multi-aper',_re sys!etn are determined ,.sing *he cr,*er:on of minimum
system cost. Since an, enna cos's vary almos', as the cube _.f the diameter
it is cheaper to obtain a number of smaller antennas than one large
antenna of the same total area if the cost of electronics per antenna is
negligible. When *he elec*ronics cost :s no* negligible there is some
optin_um number for max:mum economy. :t is shown that the multi-
aperture antenna be'ones e;:onomically rewarding when the electronics
cost for a single antenna is abou: one.ten*h (or less) the anienna cost.
The conditions under whi( h the cross-ove? point xs reached between the
multiple aperture ar.d single antenna depends primarily upon the frequency
of operation. As ;* is more expensive to make antennas of a given size
to operate at a higher frequency the use of the mul*.iple aperture approach
becomes more desirable as the frequency LncIeases, assuming a fixed
electronics cost. At 2 Go, with minim,am e_ectronics cost of the order
of $i00,000, the transisiion point is in the vicinity of an 80 to 85 foot
aperture. Differen+ electronLc costs can change this conclusion.
Furthermore, the cross-over between the two ts n.-_t a sharp one.
It was fo,ind tea" +here is li'tle nee-] for a rn,ii*_-aperfure antenna
system to satisfy tee spocifl( "_* space rom:_,:r_;at_ons req,,irements for
a It, r, ar-range svs*eq_ a* frequercies a' lea÷* _,_s high as g G( . A single
reflector an{e,.:ea sho:ld t,e able '(; perf.,r:n si:t_sfar*or:.ly.. If, on the
6
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_erc agaii, assuincd tL_ bc $100, 000, :}_c i:l,,dcl (Icvcl,.q_cd In th:_ .-'udy
indicates that a r_lult_-apcrltll-c <.trlt,'t_a l._ preferred, lhrcc s,ab._p_.rt,=-rcs
(each h_i, vi'ng an apprc, xiiliate di<iint.tcr of 50 Ice!) rcpre._ent the Iliii],rni;:,l
cost configuration, alilitJugh lhe sav_i:g is relatively small -on the oldci
of 2 5%.
The conclusions for an interplarlctary range com_nur_c<_tion system
are diffL, rent Ill,in f_r tilt_ lunar range _-VSlcnl. Mul'i-apcrturc anlenr!as
are decidedly advai_tageous in thlb aptil'_cdtlori because of thc need for
collecting apertures larger than can be economically achieved with a
single dish. For the model of the spacecraft parameters adopted it
appears that aperture equivalent of at least 400 feel are required if the
information bandwidth is of the order of 100 cps. At a frecluen'-y of 2 Gc
such an antenna is most economically represented by eight 142- apertures.
In converting the results presented here to practice it should be realized
that antenna designs are available at certain preferred sizes. The
"optimum" is not sharp and there would be little lost if the appr+.Jpriate
number of the nearest standard size antennas were used instead of the
precise antenna diameter specif,.ed by the analys_s.
While the state-of-the-art does probably allow constructior, of
400 foot apertures at a frequency of 2 Go, an equivalent aperture car, be
achieved for less than half the cost (excluding fixed cost) if the multiple
aperture approach is used. Furthermore, during acquisition detection
capability equivalent to alines'. 25% of the worth of the 400 foot anterir'a
may be lost due to pointing errors. Thus it appears desirable to use the
multiple aperture antenna for receiving telemetry data from ,nterplane
tary sources.
There are other physical constrain+s beside pointing errors wh,ch
£ ._
I lOI • .....lin_it antet:nas in phys:,al _ize and have been recognized sore( ........
as limiting factors. It appears lhal tb.crt,_._l tolerances will tl,ni + 'he
antenr.a gain of a stc_gle d_h to)/tr(,tltld 64 (It)tllll('._S the _Tintcv.,l<t is
operated lri a r/id_>:ne or the mutiiI_li' ;ipt:'rtt:re syslcili is adtJp!ed.
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,'-"orthe radomel or _olnbining lossvs.
Consxderablt. stttdy _as glvetl to I:)v problem of effl< ,t.ntly _ ornbin-
,ng the outputs of the various antennas. It ,s st, ggested that x_henvver
possible a narrow band pilot signal be prc, vidc.d to gild :.n the co:nb.n,ng
proc ess.
Other problems, in¢:luding acquisition of signals, bgindwldth,
interference, rellabil,ty, and sLting have been investigated and fJund to
present no restriction.
The (:hief con<lesion of this study is that the multi-aperture
antenna has an m_por_ant area of applica,_ion when the maximu_n com-
munication capability is desired and that there are no known fupdamental
l_mitations which might prevent the successful implementation of an
operational system.
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3. COXIXIt'NI_[A! IO;,_ S':',qlli.': M(.)I)I-;I.
In order t_)an,:lyz_, tht. r:l_Iti-,:i,cv_tir_.. ,,t,t_'nIni ,i- tilt' gr_,i:nd
terminal of a sl),_, t, t.t)lll.'II_,t[l_..tI'_k,I)_ N}'._('III, _tl!llt' i(t,',l .r:_i[._t t),t' h/[(l of
tile nature of the st)at ct r_ft tt'rI_in;+l, lht- _ontrd, t Stitt_':t_t'_t Of
Requirements li_ted it. A!_pcndix III, dlffcrt._t:att, e t_o types of corn-
munication systcm_, one' i,,r lunar ranges (_.8x 10bl_-,I_) ,ind the other
for interplanct,try range._ (2.6x 10 8 k:_). The con.,,id,'r/,t,lc diffcren,:e
in range ma_ifc._t._ :_ _'If pri:narily i,', 'he avail,_blt inf,)rmati_,n bar_d-
width that can be tran_n_itted. The gre_,ter the bandwidth, the greater
the transmitter po_er. With prest.nt technolvgy, TV bandwidths are
practical at lunar distances but information b_,nd',vidths are lin_ited to a
few cycles, or tens of cycles, at interplanetary d_s'ar.ces. As related
to the problem of op'imum combining of the output s from the several
antennas the major difference in spacecraft systel?rls is whether a
suitable pilot or carrier signal is available. Wi,h a pilot, the combin-
ing can be accomplished adaptively to give the effect of efficient coherent
addition. Without a pilot, incoherent addition may be more suitable.
The present state of technology in spacecr,_ft communications is
advancing rapidly. It is d:fficult to accurately specify a communicat:on
system that is t')'pica|. Nevertheless, some assmnptions have been
made for purposes of this study. These are summarized !r. Table 3. 1.
Appendix V summarizes the characteristics of several spacecraft
communication systems. Also given in this appendix are calculations
of the performance of the assumed lunar and interplanetary range
systems.
Although the interplanetary system is of relatively modest band-
width and low data rate, there are indications that TV transmissions
over these ranges are desired and being plam_ed. Such a system would
require considerably i,t_ger i;_:r,vcr and !arg,.,r ar_.tcr, n_ ;_nert_res than
assumed in Table' _. l. The availaInl_ty of a pil_)t can be assumed in this
case and the c()mbirair_p, r_(.th(,d_a would t)(' more lik(' t}_();(' for the lunar
range system dis(:us_,cd in this report.
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TABLE 3. 1
Assump_,,ons Concerning Spacc(:,l,, Co,,nrnunications
1_u na r Interplaneta ry
Transm._'cr poxver 15 w 100 w
Antenna gain 6 db 17 db
,.,Eosses and dc> gn margin 5 db 6 db
Range 3.8x !0Skin 2.6x 108kin
Telemetry mode PCM/FM PSK
6
Bandw_dlh --,10 cps --,10 cps
Pilot Yes , No
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4. Tttt-2 NI_.\ItsI:_R C)t." SUtSAt,I_;tlTURt-;S
4. 1 The Modt.l
--, 1
In the second quarterly report the cost of d _i_gI_. ar;tc_'r,a
was established to be approximately
Cost = 0.92 q f D 2'94
,,,,'here f is the maximum usable frequency of the antenna exp:'essed in
gigacycles and I)the d_ameter of the dish in feet. This cost expressioz_
includes the reflector, feed support structure, mount, and dr:v._ng
motors.
For antennas being used in multiple aperture systems the
cost for a single antenna will vary as
Cost < 0.92 _/-fD 2"94
n
But D = D/_fn, where D is the diameter of a single dish of equivalent
n
area. In other words, for a system requiring a ground antenna of
diameter D, the same system can be composed of n antennas, each
having a diameter D/'fn.
antenna cost as
Cost
Thus, it is possible to specify the ground
< 0.92 n NFf (D/,fn) 2" 94
However, this expression does not reflect the savings in development
cost when more than one of the same quantity are built. Furthe,-more
certain economies in mass production could result if the number of
antennas is large. Based on information gathered during the course
of this study, it seems reasonable to assume that the cost of the second
antenna and succeeding antennas is 70% of the cost of the first antenna.
A mathematical representation of such a model is
C A : Antenna Cost --: . 92',rf [ 1 4 .?(n- 11] (D,/xfn) 2"94 (4. II
Electronic equipn_ent will fall into three classes v..Jth
respect to cost. First, certain electronic equipment will be common
to both the single or the multiple antenna system and hence enter as a
fixed cost. All fixed cost quantities are ignored i_ this discuss,or_ of
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del)endi,_g on thv ,lt_Inbc_ o_ ,tnlci_nas _nd c-_nsc tLe (.1(._ Iror_( - , o._t to
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costs will not only vary with I}lt._ number o r antennas, but will vary ..... .......
according to the frequency.
Toward the goal of establishing a nlathen_tti(.al lll(.)dl2l Of
electronics cost in the Ieceiving syst_,m several m_ufactu_e:s of such
equipment indicate that approxln_ately 10% savings may be expected for
each octave increase in the number of identical components. An app_oxi-
0.9 .....
mate model is that the cost oI electronics varies as n Such a model .....
says that 10 components can be purchased for the price of 8 singl}, and
100 components cost the same as 63 bought separately.
The cost of electronics may be written as
0.9 .............
C E = Cost of Electronics = an + fixed cost, (4.2) ....
where a is a constant depending on the cost of electronics for a single
antenna, If the electronics cost for a single antenna is Sg00,000 then
the model assumes that if 4 antennas are used (I_5 foot aperture size)
the electronics cost is still $200,000 for each antenna if pu:chased
separately, but with a slight e_.onon-_y if purcKased as a group of four
{i.e., total electronics cost is $697,000). ....
A third cost to be considered in designing a receiving
system is the cost of operation and maintenance of the antenna, be it
a conventional aperture or multiple aperture. This <ost has been ex-
pressed in terms of a fraction of the initial cost for each year o£ ar.t!.c-
g
ipated operation. Thus this expense might be expressed as
-- Operation and Maintenance Cost :.{_3CA+'TCE) Y (4. 3)
._.t . ! ........ }_'ii_l OFt a f_ct_._cJtt_l p&Ft t.t.t.-Wllt'i'{_, flit* tkJ_t i-lvlb L't:{-[l asstll-l]({.d to d{, ....... i ..... . ; .... l ui-i" ,i ..
antenna cost (_) and the electronics (ost (]), over a spee:if:ed per';od of
operation y.
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sybtc'lil cO--t trio:t- (Jr |cs._ to II'lT_:i':t_l;F t!:,_i. _t .<,li,glt' di_li, "l'|it- ciu_ii_t,tlt, s
and v tap. be t!',ed ,_s p_iranictcrs to tlic ttroblcrri t(> eXlJ]Vr'e tt_c!r
effect on the nunal)t-r o£ 8ubapertutles+ Sllict_ vet), ft'V, niultltJle apt, r-
Cures presently c'xist, it is difflt:ult to ot)ia_n ll_,forlll-_ttion tin olierat;l/g
and mainte!',ance cost.
The total cost of the multiple .'aperture systenl, aside from
!
fixed cost coIlltllotl to both single or nmltlp!e alilennas, ma} be written
as the sum of Equations 4. 1, 4.2, and 4 3. The possibility exists that
there are other costs which have not been included but do vary with
the number of antennas. For example found<ttion cost can vary with
the number of antennas, but it is believed that such variations are
small compared to the other included costs in this model The deci-
sion to calculate each aperture equivalent rather than differentiate the
expression to find a minimum was made during the previous quarter.
The primary reason for this approach is to indicate the sensitivity of
the cost to the number of elements.
4.2 Minimum Cost As a Function of Equivalent Aperture Size
It is difficult to estimate the parameters [3 and '7 which
govern maintenance and operating cost For values reported in the
literature of 13 0 02 and _ -- 0 102 , a family of curves may be
developed in which all quantities are kept constant except the aperture
size. Figures 4 1 through 4 5 indicate the cost of a multiple aperture
system maintained for ten years of operation Fixed costs are not
included in these figures, and calculations have been made by summing
Equations 4 1, 4 Z. and 4 3 Each curve is labeled a(cordiILg to the
electronic cost c
It is observed that the ratio of the electronics cost to
antenna cost greatly influences the optlrrmnl nulnber of elements The
smaller this ratio the l<_rger the optimum nunal)er of antennas to be
used in t}_e system l:'urtb.ermore, the optin_tln_ nutnber of antei;I_as ib
s mall
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A bctlvr ,a,l, t_ ii:dlc,,tc ttiv i_:_orn:.Lt.,o,': tol_laita.d zi_ th_,c
curves is it) plot the r_tlc> of t. lcLtro,.xics c(,._t to aT,lvrma or)st as ;l
lul_¢tiOn of the o|;t!._x>__r_ r, urxlt,er of elelaxcnts The curve lat,el 10 )ears
in Figure 4 6 indicates the optirnuni iiulnber of al,,tenn<_s to be used
once the electronics and antenna cost are established for a single aper-
ture having the required si-'ze to give a needed signal-to-noise ratio
This curve is independent of the frequenty of operation since the an-
tenna cost increases as the frequency increases and thus alters the
electronics to antenna cost ratio.
4, 3 Optimum Number of Antennas as a Function of the Period
-" of Operation
Two additional curves are shown in Figure 4.6 for 0 arid
20 years of operation The general conclusion that can be draw'n from
this result is that once the initial antenna and electronics cost are
established for a single aperture the optimum number of elements
decreases as the length of expected operation increases. For example,
if the ratio of C E to C A is 0.01, then the optimum number of antennas
is 14, 11, and 9 for 0, 10, and 20 years of operation.
The optimum number of subapertureu to be used may be
represented by
where C
Y
C/C___E7E___) 0'6353nop t : , (4.4)
is a constant depending on the number of years of expected
operation. Values of C between 0 and 20 years can be expressed as
Y
-Z -3 -5 3
C - 0 656 - 4 45 x 10 y + 2 4 x 10 5. 37 x 10 y , (4.5)
Y
where y represents the number of years of operation. Equation 4 5
has been plotted in Figure 4 7
It is evident that the optimum number of elements is not
large for aperture equivalents tip to 250 feet (less than a dozen for
typical elcctroni(s co)st), Equation 4.4 indicates that the optimum
19
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nun_l)er of elcn',¢ ,_ts v, ill inc rc;._st> if tl_¢.' al_.rlurt, slzt. Tht.c:(_rlws cl,lltt:,
large. But even _}icn CE/C A 0.0021 corrcspor, dl:i_ to a 600 .root
"_ ....... " O ,¢ C1( *v_'_''_'t 5dish operating at 2 Gc for i0 years tnt. uiJtiiiitiir_ ......... _.'r .........
is 32 for an electronics cost of $-t00,000.
4.4 Optimum Numt0er of Antennas as a Function of the, FrequenCy
The curves expressed in Figure 4. 6 arc most conveniert
since they are independent frequency as previously expl,itined. }Iowever,
the data contained in this curve should not be used indiscriminately.
For example aperture equivalents significantly less than 85 feet should
not be used with this model and frequencies which are greater than the
maximum usable frequency established by thermal tolerances for a
given aperture should not be used. (See Section 9.)
4.5 Maintenance and Operating Cost
The model adopted for the multiple aperture system cost
involved a maintenance and operating factor which depended on both the
antenna cost and the electronics cost. All figures sketched have been
prepared on the basis of 2% antenna cost and 10% electronics cost
(_ = 0.02, _ = 0. 10) for each year of expected operation. The sole
basis for this choice is the work of Schrader who suggested these
2,3
particular values. Figure 4.8 establishes the cost of maintaining
a 250 foot aperture equivalent for a ten year period for several values
of electronics cost. Thus, the maintenance and operating costs vary,
and actually have a minimum. Note that the minimum is different from
the total system minimum cost {See Figure 4.5)
4.6 The Optimum Antenna Size
• It is possible to express the optimum antenna size to be
used in multiple aperture system rather than the optimum number of
apertures. Table 4: ! summarizes the results of this section in terms
of the optimum size apertures to be used as a function of electronics
cost and length of operation. This Table is considered approximate
because the number of subapertures is always an integer, and hence
22
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for fixed elcctroqics cost, there can bc sorbic x,_i;_t_on it. 1he optJmurn
aperture size. Sexeral general observatio,_s may be n:ctde from th_s
table. First, the subapertur:, site i_n,cre_,_svs _it!: a:_. increasing !-,.,:gt!,,
of operation as well as with ip, creasing electronics cost. Set:ond, tl,e
subaperture size decreases with increasing frequency of operation.
These facts are evident from Figure 4.6 and Equation 4.4, but Table
4. I establishes the I_elative subapezture sizes found in this section.
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5. SITING
There are a large nu_lbcr of factors _hich it_f[ue_lce the spacit_g
configuration al_d the separatio1_ bet'_t'l-I_ t'l_:r_ts i_ a n_ult_plr ap_rt_re
anten:la system, and include such quantities as the required look az_gle,
shadowdng, propagation effects in the atmosphere, transit time effects
across the array, collin_ation, solar and lunar interference, and dop-
pler frequency differences across the array. The topic of siting as
defined here is limited solely to the decision of element placement
and not the requireme_ts of real estate on which to locate the multiple
aperture system. Any real estate chosen for a single antenna will be
adequate for the array antenna system, since normally the isolation
of the antenna from man-made noise at the frequencies being considered
may be accomplished by an envirc;nment removed from such noise
source s.
Not all of the above factors are independent, and some depended
on other parameters. For example the look angle depends not only on
the propagation effects of the atmosphere, but on the noise temperature
of the antennas. This noise temperature in turn depends on the fre-
quency of operation. Nevertheless, the intent of this section is to
establish the relative effects of each of these above factors on antenna
siting.
5, 1 The Look Angle
The look angle is defined as the angular coverage required
of the aperture receive system. If no constraints had to be applied to
the problem, the minimum number of complete systems to provide
continuous coverage would be two, each having hemispherical coverage
and located at opposite points on the earth. However, terrain conditions,
isolation from noise, and multipath problems usually limit the coverage
of an antenna to something less than a true hemisphere. It would appear
then that at least three complete receive systems would be required.
A beneficial constraint is obtained when the receiving aperture is
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limited to a syst_.ni of < orllllitli_,lt, ali()Ils lJt-t_,t, ccn tilt.' t-art}, ,.ti;(t lllcJCi:_, or
the earth and other reln,.iining planets, l_l I;'l_.,urt' 5. 1 the ai-l{jle tt;_it
several of the planets nl/.ti<.t, with plane of tl,t, ecitlator as a fui_,-IioI: of
time during the year 1964 is sketched. It is observed th_t all planets
O
lie well within :L30 at the equator. Similarly, the moon remains within
• 2-5 ° in this period of time (these data have been obtained from reference
o
1). Thus, the coverage of space is achieved b)' steering ±30 in the
north-south d_rection for antennas lot:ated near the- equator and used
for either lunar or interplanetary communications.
It is necessary to briefly discuss the nature of the overall
communications system, because antenna siting requirements are
highly dependent on the type of system used. For example, if continuous
contact with the lunar or interplanetary vehicle is not necessary then
a single antenna is sufficient. However, if the requirement is for con-
tinuous communications, then three antenna receive systems are
believed necessary as previously mentioned. The geometry of the
look angle is shown in Figure 5.2 where the elevation angle _ is used
instead of the look angle (the angle measured from the zenith).
Figure 5.3 indicates the relationship between the look angle in the east-
west direction at the equator as a function of the actual number of
antenna sites when the space vehicle is at infinity. Using a finite range
changes this curve only slightly at lunar ranges, and to a lesser extent
for interplanetary ranges. If three sites are used around the earth
O
separated by 120 in longitude, then communications from any two sites
exist at a point six earth radii away from the center of the earth if the
look angle is 70 ° (20 ° for ep in Figure 5.2).
It has been necessary to explore the features of the look
.-,,l_,e--~_ In" t _'-_,,_light of certain constraints. These constraints are bene
ficial in that the required look angle is reduced to ±30 ° in the north-
south direction with the reduction in the east-west direction depending
on the number of receiYing systems. The effect that these two factors
28
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play in the actu,._l elcnlcr, t pl_<emvnt will be mort, ex'id¢,r:t iz_ Sc¢:tic,_ns
5.2 and _. },
**_u5 _a_ OilL) tl_C _()llblI'd. ill[_ })£'llClICl_l tO limiting the iovk
angle have been consider¢:d, To define an optin_un_ louk ang[_, ruquires
knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio of the system for a given error
Z
rate. For this reason it is recommended that the term "optln-mm"
not be associated with the look angle because systems of this type are
more readily e_aluated in terms of signal-to-noise ratios and error
rates. There is no look angle _hich is optin-_urn, only maximum angles
to which the receive system should perform. Also, depending on the
nature of the system there could be two "optimum" look angles -- one
for acquisition and another in which the system could operate provided
the system was "locked-up".
The look angle physically falls into two areas -- those for
_hich the designer has son-_e control and those which are uncontrollable.
In the latter category are two principal considerations, the atmosphere
and the noise temperature of the earth. For the atmosphere the follow-
ing areas must receive attention:
a) noise
b) refraction
c) fading
d) attenuation.
All of these must be evaluated as a function of zenith angle. Refraction
effects have already been determined 3 and summarized in Section 5.3
and on the basis of existing experimental evidence, this effect is not
severe. Attenuation variation is also known to be less severe than
phase perturbations so that on!y the increased attenuation due to in-
creased path length within the atmosphere need be considered. Fading
is of different origin than attenuation and phase {refraction) perturbation.
Fading is here defined to be interference caused by multiple paths
through the atmosphere, ar:d this phenomenon is disr tissed more fully
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t_.nnas are compared in Sc_tion %.8. The origlr, and frequcr, cy ch_._:._c-
teristics of noi._;c generated v, lthin the _tlnc_sphcrc are x_cll known, as
4
well as the effective noise telnpcrature of the earth. Schradc'_ + coil-
siders this problem indei_ender, t of the ai_,tcnna radiation pattcri_ and
further analysis of the antenna pattern affects have been Irl_de in
Sections 5.8 and 7.4 of this report on the received ,oise.
Those factors which affect the look angle over which the
designer has son_e control are:
a) Mechanical (Mount and Feed)
b) Terrain
c) Spacing (limitations due to shado_'ing, bandwidth
and discrimination).
While the designer may not have absolute control over each of these
factors, he can design to minimize their effect. For example, the
mount and feed can be built to accommodate the required look angle.
Feed considerations are mentioned k_ecause certain types of low-noise
front-ends suffer coolant spillage if steered to far from the zenith.
Terrain can be controlled to the extent that the antenna location would
not be in a deep valley which would hinder comnnunications but at the
same.tir_ea shallow valley terrain n_ight be most desirable to reduce
man-made sources of noise.
It is obvious that the look angle cannot be considered inde-
pendent of all other factors. All limitations affecting design are
evaluated in the following sections.
5.2 Shadowin_
The minimum spacing between antennas of a multi-aperture
receive system is determined by their mutual aperture biocking, which
depends on the n_inlmum elevation angle at which space vehicles are to
be observed. Note that the elevation angle is the complementary angle
to the look angle. Figure 5. 4 depicts the situation. The minimum
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spacing Srnin is given ii_ tt. rin_ of t}l_. rnin:i_lun_ elv',dtion .tnglt* by
S = D/sin 0 = D csc 0 (5. 1)
min min m
and is sketched in Figure 5. 5. Thus, if 0 is 15 °
rain for 60-foot
apertures the minimum spacing is 230 feet, and if 0mi n is 60 ° this
spacing is reduced to 70 feet.
If the antennas are placed on a rectangular grid of spacing
Stain' the aperture blocking of Figure 5.4 occurs only when the target
direction is parallel to tb, e grid. t.tox_,e_er, for the particular system
under study Equation 5. I and Figure 5.5 do not pose any real limitations.
This,is due to the following considerations. First, the gain of the an-
tenna system will depend on the number and size of the antennas and is
essentially independent of their orientation. Second, the orientation
of the elements will primarily influence the shape of the main beam,
and could be advantageous in designing a beam to readily acquire the
receive signal when the transmitter comes into "view". It is manda-
tory to make other decisions about the multi-aperture system before
any conclusions can be reached about antenna element orientation.
Other limitations such as the methods of combining signals as dis-
cussed in Section 6 influence the manner in which the elements may be
located. For example, if phase-lock loops are used, then it is required
that the elements be located clause together to take advantage of the strong
cor-,relation existing between close elements as discussed in Section 5. 3
so that the lock-up time will not be prolonged.
It is believed that shadowing will innpose no strong limita-
tions on the multi-receive system, and since the total number of sub-
apertures is not large (at least from the viewpoint of economy as dis-
cussed in Section 4), the elements can be placed in such a manner that
shadowing will not occur at any of the required look angles.
5.3 Propagation Influences
A detailed discussi(n of propagation effects has been pre-
viously performed and only the conclusions from this work are given
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here. The sketch in Figure 5.6 t:st.blisht, s thv gc_zn_.t-'/ of tv._,
receivers looking at a signal originating at a ver_, large distance.
With such a model, it ha_ been shown that
• t_t.1 ..%,_I ¢_.,.*t,,-,t "
a) the present theory of u_-': Ic_.tr_c o,_ ............. '__n,_
in the troposphere is able to predict within ext,er._mental error tb.e
phase fluctuations em:ountered in a quiet atmosphert..
b) the rms phase fluctuations vary, linearly v,ith the
frequency in the troposphere,
c) angle of arrival scintillations are less than the phase
fluctuations,
d) the model used for the troposphere to account for
phase fluctuation can be modified to explain certain gross effects in
the ionosphere,
e) the rms phase fluctuations due to variations in the
electron density .in the ionosphere vary inversely with the frequency,
f) the rms phase fluctuations also vary with the square
of the critical frequency in the ionosphere,
g) the phase scintillation cannot be predicted for the
ionosphere with the confidence that it can for the troposphere due to
lack of knowledge of parameters for this region,
h) the loss in gain due to atmospheric perturbations is
less than one tenth of a decibel for rms phase fluctuations less than
0. 15 radians,
i) strong correlation exists for antenna separations of
up to one-half the blob size dimension,
j) bandwidth limitations due to dispersion in the ionosphere-
exist,
k) and more meteorological data is required to accurately
• -,,-¢,rliet tho pha,_e fluctuations and correlation between antennas
Of primary importance is the effect that this model has on
a receiving system. Several features will be demonstrated. First
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the troposphere h:a.-, bee,', "_ho\_n to ¢.au_e a _,_,ar"6qu,xrt. pha._e sh_£t
due to random pl_a_e delays givt.n by
where
Second,
2
{2
t
8_ 2 I L AN 2 10 12
t t
k2
(5.z)
1 is a measure of the scale of turbulence in troposphere,
t
L is the path length of the signal in the troposphere,
t
AN is variation in the refractivity (N = [n-l] x 106),
k is the wavelength of the received signal.
the ionosphere also creates a mean square phase shift given
by
2
a. = 2_ IL " --
x i i k4
c
(5.3)
where
1. is a measure of the scale of turbulence in the ionosphere,
x
L. i8 the path length of the signal in the ionosphere,
1
k
c is the mean square value of the electron density
)a(AN/N E from the mean and
k is again the wavelength of the received signal.
Since the phase'fluctuations in the two regions are independent the
total mean square phase shift is given by
2 2 2
= Q. + a1 t
5
The loss in gain due to such phase fluctuations is
(5.4)
m
2
"'_ (5 5)G=G e
o
If a model for the troposphere and ionos --_P',_z*e--2s" assumect__ s_lch that at
the zenith L _ 10 nailes and L, _ 40 miles with L. extending from 60
t 1 1
to 100 miles above the earth (radius of the earth equal to 3963 miles),
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ther. it is t)os._;blc ttJ dctvr_ni_c t|_c gain lo,_s d_w to fl_,t_ati_Jn_ i_ tlie
atmosf)!_ere. At a frequ(.:_.cy of 2 Gc (\ 0. 5 foot), with ! : 200 feet,
t
_ :_ i6, 400 feet, k _ .30 rneter_ (I0 M_., an ¢_xlrcrnc value6),
l C
(AN/N) Z= 3 x 10 .4 (Colin) 7 2and AN :: .25, the gain loss as a function
of zenith angle is illustrated in Figure 5.7. While this curve best
depicts circumstances for a clear sky, non-turbulent atmosphere, it is
believed that atmospheric conditions will not limit the multiple aperture
approach under more severe forms of Climate.
There are other considerations to be evaluated in consider-
idg propagation influences. The scintillation in the angle of arrival
establishes the upper bound on the maximum ante,ma size, and in
particular affects the single aperture more than the multiple aperture
approach. This is because the larger antennas (in terms of wavelength)
have the narrower beamwidth, and hence are more affected by a scin-
tillation in the angle of arrival. Assuming that the troposphere is
primarily responsible for scintillation in angle of arrival (at 2Gc iono-
spheric scintillation is an order of magnitude less than tropospheric)
and assuming that the rms phase scintillation must lie within the 3db
points of the main beam of the aperture, it is possible to establish an
upper bound on the aperture size as a function of the zenith angle.
However, this upper bound is large, and even for antennas looking
near the horizon the maximum useful aperture size is approximately
6000 wavelengths. Observe that this value is increased from our
3
previously reported 2-500 wavelengths.
The atmosphere also imposes other constraints on the ground
antenna system, be it a mult!ple aperture or otherwise. Two limita-
tions are imposed because the dielectric constant of the atmosphere is
different from free space or a vacuum, r _r_t, u,_persxon ;*" ,1,,-, {roD.O-
sphere limits the bandwidth of the received signal. Figure 5.8 estab-
lishes the relationship between band_vidth and operating frequency.
This phenomenon will only affe<t the lunar range con_munication
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relatively narrowband tcl_._l_.try s'f_trn_. S_-tt._nd. t]_ _ r,._e_ed ,:t;T_x]
arrives at t}i_. _ntt.l,zla fz. ozn ,_li api_..ir_.:l! po._Jti_._ difft, rcnt from tLe
true posJ.tion betatlsc of atl"llOS[l_l_.:t'it, rcfra_t:o::. If _ttmo'_I,h,.ric
conditions and the true position of the _pat_e probe are I_no_n the appar-
ent position of the _ehi_le can be calt ulated. This do_.s not in_l_de
random effects which generate angle sci_tJllation, but invol-'es slatl_
atmospheric coz,_ditions. The extremt, conditions fvr refraction angle
error as a function of apparent angle of elevation can be sketched for
0% and 100% relative humidaty as indicated ira Figure 5.9 for the
standard atmosphere.
This refraction phenomenon establishes the first real lower
bound on the look angle of a practical antenna site. Curves such as
Figure 5.9 can be readily calculated on a computer if sufficient infer-
marion is available with regard to the atmosphere. However, unless
meteorological soundings are taken quite frequently, this will not be
the case. Of course such soundings are only necessary just prior to
acquisition of the space vehicle, but will involve the tabulation of a
large amount of experimental information in a relatively short time.
Figure 5. 10 indicates the difference in the refraction angle error
between 0% and 100% rel,_tive humidity as a function of the apparent
angle of elevation.
The primary effect of this phenomenon is to make the
acquisition difficult. If it is required that the space vehicle be located
in angle between the 3db points of the antenna, then the refraction
error limits the look angle. To illustrate the influence of the atmos-
phere with regard to refraction consider Figure 5. 11. Shown here is
the maximum aperture size in wavelength.,; as a function of the look
angle _,._-_-;'k,,.,.. _:,,_gl--)....... It is obvious that if the antenna is corrected for
either 0% or 100% relati,,'e humidity in the standard atmosphere, a
n_uch lar_er aperture may be used (this curve applies equally _'e_.l to
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either relar",e httlnldlry level). Ari umorrct:t,.d ,xr_tt.t:_:._ ,.,,}_ch i_,
pointed in th(. trut + d;+t+etti_>'+ of t}w target is far n+(+rc limited in +i,'+e
when scanned nea'. + the horizon, than 0t_e which is t.orrected accozding
to the standazd atmt:_sphere. Regardless of atm_._spheric conditio_)s
or corrections, it appears that the multiple aperture system has an
advantage over a single paraboli,, aperture when operated near the
horizon (the effect of noise near the horizon is discussed in Set.lions
5.8 and 7..t).
The actual maximum look angle depends on the mode of
operation in acquiring the probe signal. For example, if the multiple
aperture is operated as an interferometer, then the baseline separation
of the most distant antennas essentially determines the D/k ratio.
Hence, at Z Gc and 500 feet between the furthest separated apertures
the system could be steered ±85 ° if corrected for refraction and on the
order of ±70 ° if uncorrected. However, operating with phase-lock loops.
only the acquisition time is affected by the scan angle. If multiple-
beam acquisition is used, then the 3 db beamwidth of the individual
aperture probably governs the look angle. For a 250 foot equ_v,x,e._'--"
aperture composed of 12 antennas (72.2 feet in diameter), this allows
a look angle of ±90 a if corrected, and ±88 ° if uncorrected.
To conclude the evaluation of propagation influences on a
multiple aperture receive system it appears that atmospheric refraction
will be the most limiting factor, ttowever, as discussed in Section 5. 1,
it may nut be necessary to have a look angle so large that refraction
errors limit the system.
5.4 System Spatial Bandwidth
An electromagnetic signal travels at a relatively large
velocity ira free space, but it is nevertheless finite. Hence, if an
aperture has a ma×imum linear dimension d, the signal will require
a finite time to travel across the aperture. This time is depender-t
on the angle of arrival of the signal to the antenna and is independent
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of t!,-' t)'pv i_pt rturv (i.e., co:,t_i_tm_l:, vr cli_crvtt.). If tl,v sig:_tl _rri,.'e.',
at an angle 0 with respect tO the llorin0.1 to aperture, thu_ cot It'_l_,ndint_
tO the zenith angle, the transit time .,cro_s the arr,,y is given b$"
At : (d/c)[sin o I (5.6)
where c is the velocit 7 of the electromagnetic signal. The reciprocal
of 'this expression is the effective bandwidth of the antenna unless com-
pensation is made for this phenomenon. Techniques for compensating
are suggested in Section 7.2, but if no corrections are made, then
Figure 5. 12 establishes the bandwidth of the aperture as a function of
the scan angle of the array for several values of d.
5.5 Collimation
The task of pointing and calibrating the antenna or antennas
in some specified direction is called collimation. The direction speci-
fied may be wither the true direction or the apparent direction of signal
arrival. For purposes of discussing collimation, the atmosphere may
be ignored completely. The position of a space vehicle will of necessity
be known relatively accurately. A problem then of major concern is
p_inting the antenna in the proper direction (boreslghting). The larger
the antenna the more difficult this task becomes since first the beam-
width is inversely proportional to the aperture diameter in wavelengths,
and second, the greater the physical size of the antenna the more
difficult steering becomes. If it is required that the antenna be pointed
to within the 3 db points of the main beana, then the ahticipated state-of-
the-art steering techniques (discussed in Appendix II ) establish an
upper bound on the aperture diameter as a function of maximum fre-
quency of operation. It is to be emphasized that the pointing accuracies
involved here have not yet been achieved, but are in the development
stage of the 120 foot HaTstack and the 210 foot JPL-NASA antenna?.
Failure to meet the specifications will require modification of the
upper bound. Figure 5. 13 establishes the upper bound on the frequency
as a function of the aperture if the antenna is steered betx_een the 3 db,
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accuracy of the aperturv. In the region from 100 to 250 feet the two
types of error are tomparable, and above 250 feet point errors appear
to limit the aperture size rather than thet'mal errors.
For a deep space system requiring a large aperture antenna,
it becomes more and more important to use the multiple aperture ap-
proach since it appears first to be more economical and second, it is
capable of overcoming mechanical limitations. A 250 foot aperture
would require a dynamic point accuracy of ±0.6 milliradians if the
aperture was to point to within the 1/2 db points of the main beam at
I Gc. This may seem to be a severe requirement to place on the an-
tenna, but the antenna must be pointed quite accurately during acqui-
.
sition of a deep-space vehicle. Recall that there is a relatively
narrow bandwidth (of the order of 100 cps), and the aperture must
search over both the frequency domain and space. Thus, the system
should act to mininaize both forms of search.
The effect of errors in siting a multiple aperture is less
than for a single parabola. It is important, however, to establish the
tolerance for a multiple antenna system. Consider the 250 foot an-
tenna in which it is required that the pointing accuracy be .6 milli-
radians (within the 1/2 points). At a frequency of 2 Gc the pointing
requirements of the multiple antenna system is shown in Figure 5. 14
as a function of the number of elements for a maximum of 1/2 db of
loss. It is obvious that not only are the steering requirements reduce,l
as more antennas are used, but the ante.':r, as become easier to point
because their physical dian_eter is also being reduced.
The only effect that the siting of these multiple apertures
could have on collimation is the minimum displacement between the
multiple aperture and the calibrating source. If the usual far field
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criterio_ of 21) Z /\ is tlscd to establish thi_; ra_,gt., the. resulti:_g error
a
may be shown to be an order of magnitude less than the pointing error
capabilities of the individ_lal eleme_ts. For a rnaximum linear aper-
ture dimension I) -: 1000 ft, this range is approximately 760 miles at
a
2 Go. In reality it is only necessary to calibrate the subapertures in
terms of the individual antennas and a known source. Thus, if bore-
sighting is performed for each antenna, independent of the other an-
tennas, collimation of the .multiple aperture system is automatically
achieved.
5.6 Operation in the Presence of Interference
The nature of a lunar mission or an interplanetary mission
_s such that there is a good likelihood that an interfering source will
appear close in angle to the spacecraft and degrade the quality of com-
munications by introducing added noise. The terminal phase of a lunar
mission will result in the moon and the spacecraft being in close
proximity. The effective noise temperature of the moon generally
will be higher than that of the "cold" sky and may reduce the system
sensitivity, especially if low noise maser front-ends are employed.
Because the interplanetary spacecraft will lie approximately in the
plane of the solar system, there is a possibility that the sun will
eclipse the spacecraft or vice versa. The likelihood of an eclipse is
small but a more usual situation would be to find the sun in the near
vicinity of the spacecraft. The sun is a strong source of interfering
noise and could severely degrade the receiving system sensitivity (See
Section 5.8). In addition to the moon and the sun, there is always the
possibility of some other nearby transmissions introducing interference.
There exist a number of circuit techniques for reducing or
eliminating interference by discriminating in the time or the frequency
domain. Any good communications system should be provided with
those such safeguards that offer benefit. This study is not concerned
w, ith time or frequency domain interference reduction techniques.
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attenuat:on of at least 20 to 30 for an un_anted signal by prop_ ;,dju_t-
ment of the atxt(.ntta outputs. It ,s cot_ceivablc that attenuations of 40
to 50 db rn_ght b_. t)o_ibl¢, in s(_me s_tuatio_s A p:'oI,('rly engxneered
space conm_uni( ations system will probably iIIcludc aS m,_ny means
as are practical and prove worthwh:le for reduci_,g the deleter-ous
effects of interference.
The designer has available the outputs of the n individual
antennas _,hich may be combined for maximum signal-to-no_se ratio.
or if the interferen¢e is large compared to noise, the ratio of signal-
to-interfe'rence may be maximized. In so doing, the desired signal
may not be as large as it would be in the absence of interference alone,
but the interference would be reduced more. Since the interference
is localized in spa( e proper adjustment o r the phases ,t,_t_ ,a_tpt_tucles
at each antenna m_ght offer the means for improvement.
To illustrate how the phases and amplitudes are ad3usted,
consider a linear array whose first side!obe is looking at a source of
interference. To minimize the interfering source using the method
9
of Woodward. _t is possible to describe two di_stributions
fl(xl = i. (s.6)
fz(x) - O, 2 1 72 e jax/L , (5.7)
such that the actual distrib,._tion across the aperture
S U Yn
fix) - fl(x) ¢ fz(x).
is the vector
The distribution ]Tnposed physically across the aperture is
Real f(x) : _/1 0472 * 0.43-14 cos a /I, cos o
x
(5 8)
(5.q)
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/-r'---c? : tan 1 _ O.ZlTZ _os a /1_
x
X °: sln O,
L :- array length.
The distributions being t ombined are shov,'n in F_gure 5. 15, both in
regard to ampl,tude and phase. Tb.e right-hand column represents the
resultant distribut!on. The resultant far f_eld pattern of this aperture
l
distribution as well as that of the uniformly lll.urmtlated apertu'e are
shown in F,gure 5. It.. Several observations are to be made. Fit st.
the ga.in of the antenna system and hence the signal from the probe
received via the main beam is reduced as _ an be seen by the difference
in the relative voltage of the two patterns (this effect was mentioned
previously}. Second, the flrbt sidelobe in the direction of pos:tzve 0
is considerably reduced. It actually has a zero where there was a
maxima {13.3 db) originally. Third, the radiation pattern is not
significantly altered in the remaining portion of space. It may be
necessary to modify several sidelobes -nstead of minimizing just ore.
Both the sun and the moon subtend an angle of arc o( about
0. 5 degree. A s._ngle null in a narrow beam radiation pattern might
not be sufficient to t ompletely blank out interference from such sources
and more complicated cancellation must be attempted. Figu,'e 5. 17
shows the number of sidelobes in an angle of arc of 0.5 degree near
the main beana. While it may not be necessary to suppress th;.s naany
sidelobes, it will probably be necessary to reduce several of them
simultaneousl3'. The technique discussed here is readily extended to
any particular requirement that might arise. Even though the te(hniquc
is extendable, it may not be possible to full,/ implement the requ;red
aperture distributions necessary to reduce the specified sidelobes.
this is because the number of subapertures in the antenna are l_mited
and hence complete control over amplitude and phase will not be
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poss:blc. Furthui (!lsctl<_sloi'i tlf $i(tt. lcl!,t, red_lctio,,_ lt, t }i;.i(;itlt, 7 :_ i:,
Section 8 a:_,<.! tl-c v.cf-,-'t of th,,., su,,: oil the sil.;::a!-to-:_.o_s,., ._atJo :-:
discussed in Section 5.8.
5.7 Doppler F;!fe(ts
The I)opple, shift of RF sigr._ls received from a spa_e
vehicle may be divided into two general _ategories each of which rn_,/
be subdivided. Fi,st there is aDoppler shift across tht enlize re,ely-
tag ape*'ture and sccoI, d there can be a diffelenLe in tl*.eI)opt)ler shift
at various points in the aperture.
Doppler sh_fts across the entire aperture depend pr_ma,:ly
on the radial compoi:ent of velocity of the space vehicle _,ith respe(t to
the earth. A probe w_th a velocity of 25,000 mph with :espe(t to the
earth will have aDoppler shift of around 0. 75 Mc at 2 G,_-. The i otat_on
of the earth will contribute a maximum shift of .03 Mc at this frequer,(:,, .
More important to the multiple aperture system is the differ-
ence inDoppler shift between widely separated elements. At 2 Gc this
-4
difference would be maximum of 1 x 10 cps for a one mile separation
between antennas and a probe at a range greater than 10 earth radii.
Thus, doppler differentes between elements are believed to be an
ignorable factor.
This zesult is in contrast to Doppler differences for orbiting
satellites. At 2 G( and antennas sepaIated by one mile, the doppler
difference is approximately 50 cps at 1000 statute miles and 500 cps at
100 statute miles. A similar type of calculation shows that for satell;_te
altitudes of 570 statute miles, and Doppler differences of 1 cps can be
expected for points sepa:'ated by 60 feet. The large displacement be-
tween the source and receiver in either the lunar or interplanetary
system is a beneficial factor in reducing Doppler differences betveei:
antennas composing the nmlt,.pte apertu,'e system. This apea:>s to be
the only ber, efit of scl(}i large transrnit-retei_'e distances.
iTiiiiii)_
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5.8 No: t' "l'empvrat_re
Appcncl.'x Vii! ctqscusst, s in dt tail tt'c effects of noise tern-
perature on an antenna syst,.m. P,trli_:tll:_.," ,...,.r_:|._.ll-is1.:, is g.l.veFi ,tti:;7_: to
expe_,-imerdal _esults acl:ieved by existing antennas. Figure 5. 18
represents a summary of Ineasured results as g:ven by Gidd s fol a
10
number of at3tenr_as. The data of the Ooldstone 85 ft (2388 lxh )
Phflco WI)L 65 It (2-_50 Me) and NRI, 84 ft (2930 Me) ave partit, ulatly
useful since tbese antennas have been measured at frequenc:.e_ anapor-
tant to the multiple aperture system. Antenz_a temperatures typi,+ally
O o o
are below 50 K for elevation angles gre.xter than 5 , and between gO
to 40°K for all other elevation angles. It would appear that 20°K is
probably the mJ.nimun_ achievable tempe,ature it: practice.
The strongest noise source to contend with is tLe sup.
Techniques for discriminating against such noise sources usirg a multi-
ple aperture have been discussed in Section 5+6. The zesult of the in-
crease in temperature of the system, and hence the decrease in szgnal-
to-noise ratio may be expressed as a funcTt+on of the angle of the sun
with respect to the axis of the antenna beam. For a 250 foot antenna
Figure 5. 19 shows the relative change in the signal-to-noise ratio due
tO the sun at approximately 2 Go. Maximum deviations of 38 to 40 db
can be expected for a 250 foot antenna. If the equivalent sJ.ze antenna
is constructed from multiple apertures it will have an even greater
deviation in the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, as the angle from
the axis of the main beam increases the signal-to-noise ratio will not
be a monotonic increasing function, but will be perturbed by the grating
lobes of the array facto,- if the antennas are equally spaced. The
effect of tkese grating lobes will be further explored in the following
section.
5.9 The Spac in_ Configuration
The total nunfi)er of antennas ;n a rn_ltiple aperture % stem
will probably not be large {3,2 or less for equivalent apertu,:es up to 600
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cor'sJdered quantities may b_. sun_n_a:_ized _,._, follow, s"
Spat.:al Bandwidth No l:mitation f(>:" bar, dwldtb, s of up to 2 _I.
in uncon_l)ensat(,d arrays F,av_.ng a r_a×.:znurn
dmlension of 1000 %vavelengths (F!gu,,e 5. 1_).
Collimation No limitations except those _mposed hv tke
atmosphe re.
Atmosphere Depends on the maximum dimen, __mn of the
array, but primarily affects the atqu;sition
time (excludes the atmospheric noise tem-
perature).
Noise Temperature Very frequency dependent but limits the
scan angle to approximately ±8 _,°., at ? Go.
Interference Widely spearated antennas will generate
grating lobes in the vicinity of the ma:_n
beam which can cause strong interference.
Hence, the spacing between elements should
be a minimum.
Shadow'ing The maximum scan angle is estaLiished in
Figure 5.5, and is approximately ±85 ° for
antennas separated by more than ten antenna
diameters.
Required Look Angle Depends on the number and locatmn of
ground antenna systems and the expected
paths of the space vehicle. For three
ground receive systems, continuous com-
munication is possible with ±60 ° scan angle.
To evaluate the effect of grating lobes in an equally spaced
ennr_o,,ra,;(_,, ,_,o a,,' .... ,_ _p_-ing may _'_ exprcss _ t ...... : .... _.,
...... b .......... _ ,.L..._._ _ ,av uv. V_,Jt as a lU, lll. l._,ui. 1.1% I.[le
subaperture d"ameter. TEe grating lobe in turn is suppressed by the
element facto." in tl.e array, so that it _s possible to show the _e]ative
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The su,: l t.s._ of a _,_ultl -iq_crtv. rt: dlltt'lillil systt'zn dvt,t't,_t._ on tt:c
efficiericy with whi(h the t,utputs of thc /tlitt'lltl;_ l_tll bt: ,-_.,rrlbirlod. If
the signals are of idcnti_al phase at each itlltenna, the full effect of the
total energy content can bt. t'xlrit_ted by sitnply addi,ig the signals at
sonde central lo_:ation _hich is conne,_tt.d to the antennas with equal
lengths of transmi._slon lines. It is quite unlikely, hov. t.vt.r, that the
phases _ill be tht. sanlc at each antcnr.a, or even that they bedr some
definite relati_,nship to one another. "]/herefore, it is assumed that tht..
phase of the signals are more or less at random. The main purpose of
the combining network is to add the several signals in such a manner
that the maximum signal-to-noise energy ratio is obtained.
When the phases of tile signals are unknown, the signal processor
must either: 1) measure the phase of each signal and apply the phase
correction necessary to add the signals coherently Figure 6. 1, or
2} destroy the phase information before performing the addition
Figure 6.2. The procedure involving the phase measurement and
correction is called an adaptive, or semi-coherent, combiner, and the
I
destroys the phase before addition is called incoherentmethod which
combining.
Since the accuracy to which the phase of each signal can be
measured is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio, the efficiency of
adaptive, or semi-coherent, combining is inversely related to tile
number of signals to be combined. This limitation can be overcome to
a large extent by taking advantage of the fact that a phase measurement
requires little information arid, hence, little bandwidth. Thus a portic
'of the transmitted signal energy can be diverted as a CW pilot to pro-
vide a means for performing the phase determination. The phase
measurement of thc pilot signal can bc carried out with a narrow band-
width receiver, of which the ph/ise lock loop Figure 6. 3 is an example.
The phase lock loop offers some flexibility in the acquisition of the pilot
so that the frequcn_ y netd not bc known beforehand to a high dcgrt.e of
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"I'he several possibly rneth_ds of coIqbining and tt_t, pr<,blc_l_s _f
3,4
acqulr,ng signals wert. des_ rlbcd in the two qu_Lrterly progress reports.
Examples of adaptive combining iI_cludc the ph,tse lock loop and the feed-
back phase shifter, both of which were described in the Second Quarterly
Progress Report, (Figure 6.4). Techniques which strip the phase
before combining :n; lude the envelope dt.tector (Figure 6.2), phase-
stripper co:nbining (Figure 6.5), pilot-signal controlled combining
{Figure 6.6), and redundant data systems. These are all described in
3
Quarterly Progress Report No. 1. Incoherent systems are less
efficient than coherent combining, and well designed adaptive systems.
Furthermore, any lack of apriori knowledge of the precise frequency
in those incoherent systems which extract a pilot signal, requires a
wide predetection bandwidth and results in lower signal-to-noise ratio.
Another adaptive method for combining the outputs of n channels
coherently is based on the Fibonacci search procedure. In this, one
tries various possible values of the phase at each antenna in a trial-
and-error search to determine the optimum combination. The search
procedure using Fibonacci numbers offers a means for efficiently
determining the proper values. This search technique is briefly dis-
cussed in Appendix VI.
An analysis of the loss associated with various types of signal
combining was presented in the Second Quarterly Progress Report.4 In
Appendix IV of the present report, a more general analysis is given of
the measurement of phase, and its application to the combination of
signals in a multi-aperture antenna system. The combining loss is
obtained for both coherent and incoherent combining and conditions are
given under which the general combining techniques are preferred.
_ vlla_,a,_it,_ _,exa assumed "_--" prcser, cc _,, a
pilot. Whenever possible, it would seem preferable to design a corn-
• munication system _th a pilot to aid in combining effi¢iently. When
the comrnunieat:on system is stretched to its limit, as _n present
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lntt, rplanetar), i'dlli_c -_)'.'l_'lil_ v, llt'r_, ddcq,l,,l_' ._;l_ll<,.l-lt_.i_,,.ji_. r,_'i,J is a
,probleri_ and ilifcil'll_<tiitJli b<ilid\tidltl,% ztFt, lt/\,,, it Ill<i), bt, lii.'t't'TSilF)' l(I
operate without the (.tJllVi..I)_lltlll{i] pilot. /kppendix VII d,.sc rlbl. s SOffit'
possible alternative inethods of opt-ration in such lnstatlct, s.
Although the pra(tical effectiveness of'a multi-aperturt_ systt'iri
depends in a large part on how well the signals frL.,m the several
antennas can be cotnbint..d, no fundatnental limitation to systen_ effe_:-
tiveness is expected froth this source. It would be worthwhile, however,
to determine for sotlle specified mission the optimum combining
technique and demonstrate =its feasibility with a realistic laboratory
breadboard. Such an experiment should demonstrate, 1) combining as
a function of the signal-to-noise ratio, _-) operation with simulated
doppler shifts, 3) effects of signal modulation, and 4) phase variations
.caused by antenna tracking.
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7. SYSTI-: M C ONSIt)t:'RATJONS
In this section se',er-:,l miscell_incous topics concerned wath t1,e
multi-apert_lre antc_m_ t|_t do x:ot fit c_t}_e__- sevtio.,_.s of the ze|,oi t ,_511
be discussed.
?. 1 Acq,_isition and Reg.e.istration of Antenna Beams
The difticulty or ease of acquiring u target signal from a
particular direction depends in large p,.,rt on the range and p.ature of
the spacecraft. ]f the spacecraft is _ low altitude s_tetlite its anguS.a:
motion is relatively high and acquisition is relatively difficult. This is
the type of situation usually experienced by the Ohio State University
multi-aperture antenna. At the longer ranges (h_nar and interplanetary
missions} the angular rates are small and determined more by the
earth rotation than by spacecraft motion. This fact, plus the likelihood
that the relative trajectory will be known quite well, makes the acqui-
sition of a distant spacecraft signal less of a problem than from a close
satellite. Point,-ng of the individual antennas should be more akin to
that of pointing a telescope rather than the usual ground based antenna
for satel.lite communications. Thus, it is concluded that in the appli-
cation of most interest for a multi-aperture antenna system -- inter-
planetary range communications -- acquisition will probably be
less of a problem than with shorter range systems.
A brief discussion of acquisition time and probability of
acquisition is given in Section 8. 3, where estimates of the signal-to-
noise ratio k.,e Eeen made on the basis of the assumed interplaneta.,y
communic _tion system.
When it is necessary to acquire at shortei than inter-
planetary or lunar ranges, the individual antenna beams can be pro-
grammed toform the following patterns:
1) A fan beam formed by using all elements
7) Each antenna e]ement scan a portion of the searcb area
3) A cluster of beams formed to cover the se_.rcb area.
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The fa(toz> th,.tt xtill d,.tc.,'_lnc _l_i_.h of tht. at,o'.t, tt_h_,::t_,_*..b
is utilized are tile follo_lng:
11 Knov, ledge of the vehicle tx'_tjt,_tory
2) Available transmitter power and antenna gain aboard
the vehicle.
If adequate information is available to predict the path ot
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seem appropriate for the search function. This techniq_m should pzovide
sufhcient gain to receive the vehicle's signal.
Lack of information as to the vehicle trajectory but with
sufficient transmitter power and/or antenna gain aboard the vehicle,
the utilization at the individual elements to search separate areas
offers the maximum possibility of detecting the target. If the vehicle's
signal strength is not adequate for detection by individual antenna elements,
then the use of a cluster of beams seems appropriate.
In summary, it is believed that acquisition of signals and
registration of beams in space will not be a serious problem in those
applications for which the multi-aperture antenna system seems best
suited.
7.2 Bandwidth Considerations
The bandwidth requirements of a space communications
system concern both the information bandwidth and the frequency
range over which the equipment is to operate. These two consider-
ations may be treated separately since one has little effect on the
other in the present application. The multi-aperture antenna system
must not only be able to handle the information bandwidths normally
encountered in space communications, but must be able to operate,
with but minor modification, atanumber of different communication
bands.
7.2.1 Frequency Range of Operation
Telemetry and space cornnmnication bands extend
from VItF to X band. Experimental frequencies have been allocated
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with any ground based tt:rrnin_l of a sp_i_.e cl_niil'l_lnic<ili , s •
.O,_.. s$'sl(>lri it is 7
necessary' to beable to operate a sir_glt, t'qtllpn_ei_t over as many bands as ....
possible. Since the adaptive circuitry of a multi-ai_tenna system is at an
IF frequency, it imposes no limitation to the f,equency of operation.
With additional IF Channels, combining circuitry, and LO's it }s possible
ii
to operate simultaneously at several frequencies. If the antenna and the
feeds are designed for wide bandwidth, the multi-aperture systen_ can
be operated over the band by sinat)l ), changing the local oscillator and
the RF low-noise amplifier if one is used. Thus, the limitations to the
frequency range of operation are no different than with a single conven-
tional reflector antenna. The reflector of a multi-aperture system can
be readily made broadband. This is not necessarily true for a large
single-dish antenna system since mechanical tolerances and beam point-
ing accuracy eventually limit the maximum usable frequency. The multi-
aperture system using antennas of relatively modest size need not have
the same frequency limitations as a single dish antenna,
Any limitation to the frequency range of operation
of a given antenna system will probably be due to the feed. Broadband
feeds for parabolic reflectors have been demonstrated which cover
a 10 to 1 frequency range, The re is no reason to expect why antenna
feeds with this capability cannot be used in a multi-aperture syslem.
It is also possible to interchange feeds to cover a wider frequency
range.
The antennas for the multi-aperture system should
be designed for the highest frequency of operation that might be con-
templated. This will increase the initial cost of the system, but will
be considerably cheaper than replacing the system at a later d_te with
one which operates at the higher frequencies.
An array antenna generally, has a bandwidth limitation
because of the appearance of grating lobes when the freqnency is increased
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sufficiently. Although tl_c niulti-apertuxe ;lntenna ;s a £oim of array,
the role that gratll_g lobes play is different. Grating lobes arc prt, sexit
because of the wide spacing. Figure 7. 1, and If there v.'ere no r, olse
sources could be compl_..tely ignored. As the source is tracked, the
entire pattern n_oves as a group, which can move across strong no_se
sources such as the sun. Tracking in the vicinity of the sun will be
difficult for either a single dish or multiple aperture system (Section
8.4), and requires the elements to be located as close as possible,
which in tursl reduces the steering capability due to shadowing.
7.2.2 RF Bandwidth
The bandwidth of the RF components must be suffi-
ciently broad to accommodate the expected width of the communication
band. This should present no problem. Different communication bands
may be handled by parallel equipments.
7.2.3 Spatial Bandwidth
An antenna aperture, be it continuous or discrete,
has a finite rise time for signals arriving from some angle other than
broadside because the signal appears at one end of the aperture before
the other. The time diffcrence between the arrival of the signal at the
ends of an aperture of extent d if the source direction is at an angle 0
to the aperture normal is
T = {d/c) isin 01 (v. l)
r
For exa_._ph-. -f the antennas extended over a distance d :: 1 km and if
the angle of arrival were 45 °, the response time as given by Equation
7. I would be 2, }6 Ixsec. A. non-zero antenna response time means a
finite bandwidth and will affect the system bandwidth just as if the
circuit bandwidth were limited. In the above example, the bandwidth
due to the finite response time is approxim;:te!y 400 kc.
The limitation imposed by a finite response time
can be overcome by one of two methods. The informatmn band can be
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subdivided it.to a nunxber of stlb-bands ea_:h of _hith is narrow enough
so as not to be affected by the finite response tilne. Each sub-band
would have its own pilot signal and a separate phase lot. k loop would be
required to phase each sub-band independently. This has been described
by Bello I for scatter communications.
The other method for overcoming an)' limitations
caused by antenna rise time is to include compensating tinae delays
between the subapertures. Depending on the delay required, these
could be lengths of t{.F or IF transmission line or acoustic delay lines.
Of the two methods the introduction of delay lines seems preferable
to use of multiple pilot signals. It seems, therefore, that the non-zero
response time of the antenna aperture will present no fundamental limit
to the system bandwidth, if proper means of compensation are introduced.
7.3 Operation at Higher Frequencies
The Statement of Requirements as listed in Appendix III
state that the frequency range of interest be from 0. 1 to 4 Gc. Primary
emphasis has been centered at 2 Gc. There is interest, however, in
frequencies as high as 35 Gc.
The basic concept of a multi-aperture system is not depen-
dent on the frequency. However, the economics of antennas are such
that the higher the frequency the more desirable the multi-aperture
antenna. At millimeter wavelengths it is probably the only practical
method for achieving large effective receiving aperture.
The major constraint on the upper frequency of a high gain
parabolic reflector is the surface tolerance that can be maintained
with present fabrication techniques. A twenty-eight foot parabolic
reflector has been built and tested which will operate efficiently at
35 Gc. The measured power gain was 67.4 db compared to the cal-
culated value of 68 db. The reflector had an overall .qllrface error of
0.008". From published information, there is only one reflector which
has a larger effective diameter in wax'elengths, and that is a 72 foot
parabolic reflector at the Lebedev Physical Institute in Moscow, USSR.
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This antt-lin_ has hcf-i, t_-._t,.d a_.el_i)cr_It.d at a _a_t. lt-l,gt}i _f 8. 5 Ini_i
and has a ga'_n in t, xce_s of 70 db. At the [_rt, st*p.t tiYlic, aritt_t_,n.a s,lrfate
tolerances can be niair:t,_iv.ed for eftlc_lei_t cJpt. ratton at a freqttt, nc:y of
35 Gc.
Readily available parametric arnplif,:er specifications list
models at _5 Gc but these units have a noise figure of 10 db and a gain
of 12 db. Amplifiers operating at X-band have noise figures of 3.2_
and a gain of lP, db. The state of the art has not progressed sufficiently
to make 36 Gc units comparable to X-band ones. At the present time,
the upper frequency limit on parametric amplifiers is X-band.
The principle contributor to ground-receiver noise is from
external sources, or galactic noise and atmospheric noise. Galactic
noise is important at'frequencies below 400 Mc and is negbgible for
frequencies above 1 Gc. Atmospheric noise is essentially negligible
below approximately 8 Gc, but absorption due to oxygen and water vapor
causes this noise to increase rapidly for frequencies above 10 Gc.
Although much effort is devoted to the frequency region
below 4 Gc future development may lead to use of the frequency region
above 10 Gc. The reason for this is the difficulty in achieving large
bandwidths without radio interference due to the crowded spectrum in
the lower frequency region. The multi-aperture antenna concept is
compatible with this trehd.
7.4
powe r PN
Antenna Temperature
The antenna noise temperature due to a noise source of
2
in a bandwidth B is defined as
P
N
r _
a kB
where k is Bo!tzmann's ,constant (!.38 x !0 -23 joule ). The total
K
noise due to a number of sources is the stim of the correspond-ng
antenna temperature multiplied by the bandwidth and Boltzmann's
constant.
(7.2)
The major sources of noise to be considered are cosmic
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ar, d _r, iv.>lt'pl,'d b$ it;,: _ntvr, i_.,_ ,-ld,'lc>b,.._) l_ot,v duc. Io ,Jtnl_>_lJltc'i.c
absorl)tl.t_i_, yc_,l_t-vc lo.q@eE it, }{I-" t)illln!_,.ii_ ._r,<| _2c _.,i,'_-r " iio;_t..
Tt_.e l'lldlX'.,.lllLllit cO_lI_iit, i]t)!_(: b._lt.b_rtlull(] _{ 2 ___li-V(._e, _ }.s
app!oxima:e!y 40°K a_ tovd:r:g to refereP.c,e 2. Sol;it s) stem ,,oTse
f
(noi.se from the sun ard pl,.inet_ in the solar system) is not ir_port_r:t
unless the _tutenr_ _,s pointed xev, i <lose to or d'.iectly at tl'..e body.
For an antenn,_ with a beaInwidth of 1,,.-s th;an 0. 5 ° the noise tempera-
5
ture of the sun is on the o:'der of 2 x 10 degrees KelvLn. Tt_e noise
temperaluze of Jupilet al 2_ Gc is approximalely 1000°K; at 10 Gc the
noise tempe,,ature of Venus, Mars, arid Saturn are 600°K, 210°K and
105°K respectively. The moon has a no'-se temper<_tu"e of 250°K at
2
1.4 Gc.
8idelobe noise caused by blackbody radiation from the gzoupd
cannot be totally eliminated. The l_mit on this lype of noise appears to
be around 20°K to 30°K for a parabolic antenna when the antenna is
3
pointed away from the earth. (Also see Figure 5. 18).
The noise due to ionospheric absorption is very small at
2 GO; its-maximum value is less than a tractS.on of a degzee foI an
5 oantenna with a noise temperalure or , 0 K and an ambient temperature
of 300°K. Noise due to troposphe:i_: at0sorpt']on is much g:eater than
that due to ionospheric absorption. Water vapo: and oxygen ave the
chief absorbers of the electromagnetic energy. Atrnospher:_c akso,_p-
3
tion noise d,ta may be found in the work of llogg and Mumfoid. At
o 0
2 Gc the noise tempezatu,'e at 0 elevat:on _- appzoximately I00 K,
5 °while at and 90 ° elevation the no_se tempe*_tures are approx!mately
o 2o30 K and K respectively.
The plumbing losses include the losses in the antenr, a lr&ns.-
mission iir.e and duplexes. The output tempe,, atu_-e (T) n_v k e cal-
O
culated from the input temperature (T ). tLe ambient temperature (Tam b)
In
and tb.e pov, cr loss I, fron, the expre_sio,,
_!i_+_i_il;_i_::i,ii_i_i_i:_:
; !
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If a low no-,._c RE arnplif.er a ma_c._ or pard, metric, arnpl _-
tier is used. then tile "t_-ec(_Lver n()ise rn_y be kept exceedinglv lo'_,
.(50 to 60°K) as compared to (rystal rn;xe_ rcc.eiver (2000°K)..
Using tl:e dat_ discussed abox'e, the equivalent temperatures
caused by the various noise sources rnay be postulated as'
cosmic noise 40°K
atmospheric absorption 30°K
sidelobe noise 30°K
o
plumbing 16ss 40 K
receiver noise 60°K
Total 200°K
The noise temperatures for the Jodrell Bank antenna during the track-
ing of Pioneer V at 378 Mc were
cosmic• noise 45°K
atmospheric absorption 10°K
sidelobe noise 30°K
plumb;.ng loss 45°K
receiver noise 120°K
Total 250°K
5
Schrader has shown for a multi-apeIture antenna system
where the amplitude of the signals from the individual apertures are
weighted by their respect:ve signal to noise ratios that the effective
system noise tempe'_ature is less than the average of the indi'_idual
noise temperatures. In obtaining his results Schrader assumed teat
the noise betv_,een ar'tennas was uncorrelated. Apper, dix V!7! describes
in detail the noise temperature of a mult.;ple aperture confi.guratJon.
7.5 Tran_miss.;or_ to Spacecraft
The multi-aperture antenna system is d:sc,.xssed in tbls
report as a _ece_ing sy._tem or_,lv. W},e_c i¢ r',o*.('ason howeve,.
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v.hy the dd;Lptivc re, eivi. r',g s;'stem _+&r.+n+;t bc r_.<,d+l'>" (t)nv++rt,+d to
efflciep.tly transm+t +tgnals irom the ground tu the sp&c(+_.raft. Thc
basic phase information cont,_ined in the cotnl+inlt+g portlc)n O+ each
antenna can be extracted and applied to the transmitting portion of
the system. Several different approaches exist for applying the infor-
mation in the rec.elved signal to retransmJtting a signal which is
coherent on reception back at the spacecraft. One such approach.
6
recently described in the literature is based on the self-phasing
principle.
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8 l IrIrod,i,l.or_
Tl_is se,t,o:, :s devoted to _t s'+mm+_ry o_ at _t_te-oi-tLe-,J,t
operat!p.g re(.e,ve s_;st+,tn. S:,nt:e two d st:net models a,e be,my evalu,_ted
in this study. It is convenient to d_scuss ea(h .as a separate comrnun--
cation s)'sten'l. .In e:ther the lunar o- inte"p!anctaty systet_ .:.t t_as k'eer
r.ecessary to m_.ke terrain assumpt_or'.s about the actual ,,,p_cec'-aft =nd
the (.oITIlI1LIn_.aI OI '_ system. For cx_:np!e the Jura, system has
assumed a spat¢¢ taft transmitter o_ 15 watts _nd antenna ga:n o._ 6 dL,
so that any comb:nat'o_: of gain and transmitter powe.r totall._.ng 17.8 db
could ke substituted. Se(tion 3 has sum_xarlzed tke system model.
Tt.xs invest_.gation has been l!miled solely to the ground
receive system as outlined z_? the statemenl of -.equireme_ ts _.r.
Appendix III. The optimum number of subapertures has been found
in terms qf equivalent aperture size and electronics cost as a function
of the expected tength of operation (Sect:on 4}. A truly optimum sys-
tem would include the characteristics and relative cost of tee space-
craft in terms of the number of ant:cipated missions over the expected
length of operat:or:.
8.2 The Luna: Rar;ge t/ece've S_stem
The second quarterly report developed in detail the commun,_'-
cations system (transmit) for a lunar rar:ge spacecraft _'hi¢h has been
reviewed in Section 3 and typical systems summarized _n Appendix V,
Two parameters are necessary in calculating the required ground
antenna s:ze -- (1) the bandwidth of the signal to be received and (2}
the equivalent no_se tempe_"ature of the receiving system. Figu,_ }. 18
indicates the reportdd antenna temperatures of a number of opetat'.ng
antennas, and Se¢tior. 7 summarizes the receive system equ.;va!ent
temperature fo _ ar antenna scanned :L85 ° (to wzth_n 5'-' of the Lo::zon_.
Appendix VIII discusses tke multiple aperture antenna temperature _n
terms of a s'_t.gle re_ e'_e s_-stem, ard _nd)::ates that _r_ tt:e (.on_t::.t_,rg
i iiiiiiiii!iiiill
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)+ |>e'+ft:_ t the: t+t., l+¢J,-+c t<'t,+pct Jt_t+_t'..-. +:t"t" Id_"+t:t _-t]. A '++(.;+st" +_t ++t•
est)m,te for tht eqt+ivdlcnt itt,,._c tenq,t :+jt+.Jrc of the +et+t..vc .,+\'+t_+rn
ls 300°K (-a ++o1.-.e t:gu:e of .' ?8 db) F'J,, b I e.',t:d,l:+hes t++o t_
Oulvf;d ,+'+|',+_rtt,r_ _,+,o ;+m ;+ ft+jr+_, l,+_,_ ++_f I..,._,h, ,tl+_ ,.-;t!._ t ....... _ .,
. - - ........................................... ,+,.,,+V.v t<at;A" C &+
a p_ramete:. Included on the aL+t:ssa are the band__dtbs _p.d po_e'.
consumed by sexe._al current aerospace TV systems. Excludfng the
Advanced Syncom System the-e is no plarned spacecraft wxtl; a b_nd-
width exceeding tKe TV system of Apollo (-t00 K_+).
According to our model an antcnn_ 16. 5 meters (5-t feet)
in d_arneter is able to receive th_s signal w_th a probabilxty of error.
-6
of 10 tf the power is reduced from 15 watts to the 6. 5 watts of
power for Apollo. then the aperture size must be increased to 25
meters (80 feet). To evaluate a multiple aperture system ha*.,_rg these
two diameters, it is assumed in evaluating relative cost that the sys-
tem will be maintained for a 20-year duration. Figure 4.6 of this
report indicates that regardless of the operating frequency, the elec-
tronics cost must be no more than one-tenth the antenna cost xf a
multiple aperture configuration xs to be econom:cal. The aperture
cost as a function of frequency is sket..hed in Figure 8.2 for 54 and 80
foot dxameter antennas and is based on the model outlined in Sect_,on q.
If a minimal cost system is designed, the antenna surfaces do not h_tve
4
to meet thermal tolerances ( 1 part in l0 ) but instead app_-oxi.mately
3 4
1 part in 4 x l0 Figure 5. 1 in the {irst qua_"tetly report illu__trates
the surface tolerance necessary. The m_.nimum cost system then would
have an 80 foot antenr_a with a maximum usable frequency of 5.75 Gc
or 5. 5 Gc for tI-e 54 d:_h. It is emphasized that these ft'equenc._es are
minimal, and the actual antenna would probably be built to ope'_ate at
a mu(b. higher frequency.
Ar cotd,_g to the assumed r'nodet the, 80 toot antenna w:ll
cost around $770 000 ,,,t;d the 54 foot dish $280,000 me-aning tbat the
ele{troni(s cost should be no more th;:an $"7 000 or -)8, 0001 respe(tiveIy.
Ele¢tron_(s (ost for s:ngle antenn+:ts have boen quoted betweet; $200.000
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to $700. 000. l_ _,: .a syste_n de_gnvd t_) opt. r_t_- _}: m_r_,_.tl
requirements _:.'_(n tl,_. lo_cr flgure of $200,000 znJgl,t be too 1,:i,gt"
but in the light of an op,::alJo:;al system expected to perform for
20 years, th:s flgute :s not out-of-line (true,a cheaper systen_ (an
be devised, but oper_tJr, g and ina_r_.ten_n_c, cost will be in( teased}.
S__n(-e it appears that the cost of the electronics port,.or.
w'lll be more th.ar_ one-tenth the antenna _ost for a lunar range system
it xs recommended tt_t a muhtple ape'-ture antenna not be used for
communications _f the ,_ssumptxons made heretofo}e apply. Th:s
recommendation _s rnade pr'_rnarily or_ the basis of econon_i¢ consider-
ations, but is also sub__tantiated by practical, operational systems
which already have demonstraled their abilxty to communicate at lunar
ranges using a single aperture.
8.3 The Interplanetary Receive System
The lunar range model has only been reviewed in this U.nal
report, but the interplanetary model is developed more completely in
Appendix V and outlined briefly in Sectio-n 3. Again the signal-to-noise
ratio is assumed to be 1 5 db wh.;ch gives a bit error probabil_.t)' of
-6
around 1 x 10 (See Figure V,I), The range requ.lrement of the inter-
planetary system xs 2.6 x 10 8 kilometers (1.62 x 10 8 miles) and rovre-
sponds to the max__mum Earth-Venus range. Briefly, the important
parameters are given in Table 8.2
TABLE 8.2 Model Parameters of an Interplanetary System
P - Spacecraft Transmitter = 100 W
t
G --- Space(raft Antenna Gain -= 20 db
t
p = Ground Antenna Efficiency -:- 50%
1 = Spacecraft System Design Margin :: 6 db
/r.r I_;, Error p__,t,-,_.._.
F :: Receiver Noase Figure : 1 db
W_th thxs model _t is possible to express the required apertu,e s,,,e _n
terms of the bandwidth as sho_'n ira Figure V. 3. The most oLv_ous
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able f.o_ {olninur. l_cttion. For most any p_,x,l_,l apt. rturt, _lec tt,c
bandwidth will Le lc. ss tl,-a_- a thous.al,d c,/, lvs per st, t.opd ,at:d i rom tt,.e
economic v'_ewpoint will be probably no rno." e than a hundred ty_.les
per second. Using a band\vidth of 100 c ps. it as necessary to b_ve a
400 foot equivalent aperture (Figure V.6).
Let us evaluate the poss!b_'llt.,es of u.-,ing a sLr, gle anter_na
having a 400 foot d_ameter. The critScal pazameters of large antennas
have been showI: to be the point',ng ei ror (Appendix II} and surtace erroI
tolerance (Section 9). Gons'idering the surface tolerance first, thermal
error in the reflector surface will give maximum gal.n at 2 Gc with a
maximum usable frequency of 2.9 Gc (Figure 9. 1).
Hence. error in the reflector surface does not make the
400 foot single aperture system unrealizable. The po:nting error
evaluated in Appendix 11 indicates that such an antenna could at best be
pointed to within :t:1 milliradxan, At 2 Gc the 3 db beamwidth of the
400 foot antenna is 1.25 milliradians, so that the antenna could be
pointed to within the 1.8db points of the main beam;
Before evaluating the effect of the pointlng error involved
consider the cost of a 400 foot single antenna. Using Equa!_m_ 9.2, the
cost of this antenna is 46 milhon dollars. Since the antenna t:_ra onl_" be
pointed to within the 1.8db points, it is possible for the antenna to be
reduced to the eqcl)valent of a 360 foot aperture, which cost 34 m,l_ion
dollars. The difference Jr, these two ape,tuves is I? m._ll_on doll_s'_
and represents the loss due to poir, t_ng e_or. Th_s ._.n .itself is enogl
to suggest using a multiple aperture s,/stem. However. the po,nting
loss is now transferred to combining loss during acqu:sition. Before
examining combining loss in the multiple aperture system it is :mpo,.t-
ant to establish the app,oximate number of antenn, as involved.
Se(:tion 4 investigated tl-e relative cost of a n_ult_ple at)eriur('
antenna in term _. of frequency aperture size ard cost electronics _ost
and anticipated lengtl'_ of operation. Equation ,t.,t incti_ att, s the opt rnurn
9g
i,{21%
In order to redu_ t, ,_.-, lnu_ h as posslble lilt' r_'qu,,vt.d ,:,i_.l--
l.urt, silt., []it t'lc,:lr¢;,::v s f,,r ,, deep spi_, t' _ Olll_'llLl|1;(itllk)li_ Sy-_.l_.'Ill x._,'kll
probably (os', more than lhe lunar system. Nor t'xamplt., the parametr,c
anapllfter would of nec ess_ty be repl,,ced by a cooled maser front end.
Thus. for a deep spact, conatnunicat_ons re{e_ver, tile ele<tron_ s cosl
wxll probably appro,,ch the $700,000 fxgure mentioned ,n the lun,xr range
dtscuss_on. For _h's value the opt_tnurn number of antennas _'s e'gh'.
representing an aperture s_ze of 142 feet. The cost of the e_gh_ antenra,ts
_s according to Equation 4. 1, 19.3 m_ll_on dollars, less than half ,.he
original s_ngle antenna cos_. Th_s cost figure _s based on the same
maximum usable frequency of the s_ngle d_sh {g.9 Go).
The signal-to-noise ratm has been assumed in th:s model to
be 15db, which means that each of the e_ght antennas has a received
signal-to-noise ratm of approximately 6db. The major effect of th_s
reduction in the sagnal-to-noise ratio _n the subapertures _s an increase
in the acquisition tin'le of the system, but th_s in part depends on ,he type
of combining and the nature of the spacecraft (t.e., see Section 7. 1).
If _t is assumed tha_ each subaperture _s made to acqu:re the signal
independent of the other subapertures, then some estimates can be
made with regard to acquisition t_me and/or probability. These est_-
mates ar.e based on the s_gnal-to-nO_se rat,o ou, of the IF. Fraz_er and
Page 8 have performed an analog study of phase lock loop w_th regard to
frequency acqu:s_t..on. Their results can be modif,ed to give an estimate
of the ttme required to a<qu_re a signal. S_nce acqu_s,t_on ts a s,at:s,.cal
process depending on random phase and/or frequency _t _s necessary to
express the resul_s _n terms of ,.he probab_ltty of acquiring. F_gure 8. $
g:ves an esl,male of the relative t_e to acquire for several differen_
signal-to.no,se rat:os. Note however, tha_ th_s ts the signal-to-no-se
out of the IF and dcpcr_ds on the equivalent bandw_dths of bo_h _he IN and
the loop in a phase lo_k 1,_op detc_:t_r (I.'_gure 6.4_.
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the relatlve it, quls'.li¢,n tirllc 1._ kn_,wn Ill tcrlilb of lhc s_gt,.._l-lc_-Ii,)::;c
ratio. F_gure 8..t is su(h a ._ketch for" 90_,'u probabll_ly of _¢ qulr:l.g lhc
signal. Several features of this curvt._ sh<mld be observed. First, for
large S/N the Ininlrnurn acquisition time is around 5.6 cycles. At 15db
(S/N ratio) th_s tittle is increased only factionally to 6. _5 cycles. Thus,
a 15db s_gnal-lo-noise ral,o oul of the ii z sufters very little in lerHls of
acquisition [lzne. Second, 11 appears that this raIlo should not be less
than 5 or 0db, or else the acqu,s_tion l_rne will become prohibitively
long (a long acquisition t_me '.s undesirable since propagation per, urba-
tions of the atmosphere become unstable over extended lengths of I_me
as d_scussed ,n Section 5). At a S/N ratio of 6db the relative acquisition
time of the eight 142 fool antennas ,*'ill be approximately 72_0 longer _han
the single 400 foot aperture. I-{owever, this is in the combining c,rcuttry
and does not include the actual search time _nvolved for the antennas.
It _ very difficult to estimate the total search time for
either the single dish or the multiple aperture syste_n, even when
search times over frequency are excluded. An intelligent guess could
be ventured on the follow,ng basis. Assume that
1. the scan rates do not l_mit either the single or multiple
aperture approaches;
2. the antennas operating _n the multiple aperture system
detect independently of one another; and
t. the atmosphere is _gnored and perfect phase correction
is n_ade be_w'een each antenna in *,he n-mlt_ple aperlure
system creating a single beam.
Under the conditions the multiple aperture system would form a single
beam in space whose width depends on the maximum dimensions of the
multiple apertt_re, and typically this bt;,trrl w_il be narrower than thai of
the single dish. However, since the effective area of bt_th ap¢'rtt__res is
the same the gain of the t_'o systems are equal. But because the bear_
of the multiple aperture is smaller _t must be scanned over a larger
area (in terms of bean_w_dths) _nd hence '*'ill rt, quire a longer search
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tl:l_e, tit _L,..lld b," r:,.,'cd _Iric lL,.i ill,." r,l._t,vr cl,cI_y pr.,k _,f b<,'}l "_c
rl_t_ bc_Ins is thr _<_inc', ,ilid if _ di_ rct_.._i,_ _' a|)pr<_r_ _n the.. energy _'.
is because of cncrgy lcJ.-.',, in the gr_,t.l_g lobes t_f tb.c _liult,.ple apcituie
antenna. See bc<tlon b). If the multiple aperture is scanned faster
than the slnglt- dish then the received energy per unit angle of spa:e is
7 • _<!i
even less than the 6db, r,'sulling in a lower signal-to-noise ratio.
in turn mean, th,_t ,tit, stgnal-to-no:_e ratio :,s fur'.her reduced ar:d lhe
acquisition time increased. Thus, the multiple aperture system should
be scanned at the same raie {or less} its the s:ngle anienna, and u_der
th_s condition the relative increase in the acquisition time i5 the prev_-
ouMy mentioned 7?-% for eight antennas equivalent, to a 400 foot aperture.
On the bas_s of this intuitive argument it appears that
acquisition of the space vehicle will generally be longer using the
multiple aperture approach.
8.4 Antenna Orientation of the Interplanetary Multiple Aperture
System
Before discussing the orientation of the antennas in the
multiple aperture system, it is important to emphasize some of the
physical constraints and limitatior, s placed on a single antenna. Con-
sider the 400 foot aperture antenna which is required by the model
developed in this study. In Figure 5.20 the degradation of the signal-
to-noise ratio due to scanning across the sun is shown for a 250 foot
antenna. The same phenomena will occur for a 400 foot antenna except
1) the abscissa will be compressed by 60°70 and 2) the signal-to-noise
level will have a minima which is less than the miniina occurring in this
figure. Since this curve has a 40db signal-to-noise ratio in the absence
of the sun, arid str<e our model was developed to have a 15db stgnaloto-
noise ratio when at maximum range (2.6x 108 kilometers), the antenna
will not remain it,. communicat_on with the spacecraft in the vicinity ol r
the sun. Any sidelobes -15db or higher in the radiation pattern looking
at the sun _lll cause the signal-to-no_se ratio to be one or less. Ideally,
the peak sldelobes should be -.30db below the inain beam, bu'. in reat_ty
7 ::
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'_.iil prob,_bl'; L:- ar_,llz:d -20 tv -2:,db .dla_ c::'t!:_:z_,,)n bca:n.
The pcrfortnan_e of t)_(' zliulttplc ,q)erturv sy.',lctxt of e:ght
142 foot antcnn,is can nox_ be esta|)ll_hcd rt:latlve to thc s;nglv 400 ioot
dish. While it was sho_.vn Ill Section 5 that the sidvlob('s of the array
factor can be controlled tn the multrplt, aperture approa_ h, tt was also
shown that grating lobes are created if these antennas are equally spaced.
Figure 8. 5 indlcatt:_ lhe approxilnate number of grat:ng lobes in the
main beam of the element factor as a function of the scan angle for an
equally spaced array (linear or planar). This sketch is somewhat
unconventional and is intended to illustrate that grating lobes necessarily
accompany the scan angle. Recall that nots(" in )he atmosphere will
limit the scan angle to approximately ±85 ° so that more than 10 grating
lobes will be present in the main beam of the element factor. If reduced
to ±80 ° only 6 grating lobes are present and the minimum spaczng
between elements is 5.75 diameters of the subape.rture (Figure 5.4).
To relate the above information to the multiple aperture
system recall that scanning of the antennas in latitude is only :t:30 ° for
any communication needs in the foreseeable future. This means that the
antennas may be placed closer together in the north-south direction
than in the east-west if nee essary. For eight antennas several possibil-
ities exist for orientation, each having advantages and disadvantages.
Basically, they fall into three categories; 1) a circle, 2) a rectangular
configuration, or 3) arranged as a linear array. A cross can also be
considered.
Assuming +80 ° for longitude steering the diameter of a
circle of antennas is almost 6 diameters or 850 feet for 142 fool
apertures. Such a ¢onflgurat:on allows +80 ° coverage in several
directions for elements spaced 45 ° apart, has a reasonably synq.'-netr.c
>
l main beam, and will not have grating lobes as such. However, it willhave relatively high sidelobes due to the array factor. Such sidelobes
will be on the Order of -8db adjacent the main beam,
can be done to suppress them as _n the linear case.
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tage of the reduced c_)veragc rcqulred lr_ t;4t_tudc, a::d will !:,:re _::d,,,!obca
on the order of - 13db. The sidt_lobcs tail be _ontrollcd via amplitude
and phase, but if equal spacing is u_ed grating lobes develop.
The linear array _f located orthogol_al to lllc rotational
motion of the earth (1.e., in the north-south) can be given complete
coverage (±90 if dcs_rcd) in longitude, and b)" placing the elements two
dzameters apart w_ll still have ± 30 ° coverage in latitude. Such a con-
figuration will have n'lininxunl interference via grating lobes, tlowever.
for this orientation no control exists over sidelobes orthogonai to the
linear array and the bearnwidth in this plane will be dett. rmined by the
individual subapertures (142 feet a 2 Gc gives a 3db beamwidth of
approximately 3.5milliradians).
The three basic configurations are shown in Figure 8.6
a, b, and c which meet the coverage of ±80 ° in the east-west direction.
Also included are the directions and angles of minimum coverage for
that particular orientation. It is not appropriate to determine at this
time the best configuration for these eight elements, because orientation
will depend heavily on interference rejection requirements of the
system. The multiple aperture equivalent will in general be more
susceptible to interference than a single antenna.
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9. COMPA}e !SOX Wi'I'tl CC)NVt:;:<TIO:'/AI. AN'I'E:q.";AS
9. 1 Reviews of Prcvio_ls Work
9. 1. 1 Cost Factor
It would be advantageous to briefly sumn_a:izc the
assumptions and conclusions obtained in other studies so as to pre_ent
the several viewpoints of these sources. As _ill be developed later
we have reached somewhat different conclusions with rega:d to the
antenna cost factor.
1
In Schrader's article, the following assumptiops
t
were made in arriving at a relative cost estimate:
1} The cost of a fully steerable large parabolic antenna will
vary as a function of the diameter approximately as
5 (DIA) 2" 7
2) The estimated cost of equipment required at each antenna
{feed assembly, RF amplifier, detection, digital tracking
system components, etc.) will be on the order of $700.000
at each antenna.
3) The operation and maintenance costs are 2% of the initial
cost per year for the antennas and 10% of the initial cost
per year of the electronic equipment.
With the above assumptions, an estimate of the cost of the initial
installation and operation over a ten year period per square foot effec-
tive area may be made with the result that the optimum antenna size
' for purposes of economy is approximately 150 feet in diameter.
2
L.E. Willimas in his article made the follow._r,g
assumptions :
1} The cost of the antenna system can be expressed as Total
2.7
Cost --- 5 {DIA) + FIXED COSTS .
2) Variable ¢osts include the structure and the drive system.
3) Fixed ¢osts include such items as the re,eiver, servo
systems, and control console.
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In Williams' example, the assigned f._xed (o_ts _ere
$200,000 per antenna resuhii_g in a reflector d_ameter of about 80 _ect
as being near "optirnun_." When an apet'ture approaching the area of
a 160 foot diametcr refle¢tor is required, it is more econom_(al to
utilize four 80 foot antennas. The aperture corresponding to 225 feet
in diameter can be most economically provided by eight 80 foot diam-
In this case the total cost is only 68% of that of theeter antennas.
single antenna.
3,4
Studies at the Jet Propulsio,_ Lab. of the Califor-
nia Institute of Te(hnology on antenna cost indicate these costs to vary.
as
2.7
Antenna Cost = 5 x (diameter}
Note that all three sources quoted above assume the same variation of
cost with diameter.
The economics of a large single antenna versus an
array of several smaller antennas was evaluated and may be surnrnaz-
ized as follows: The overall cost pictuIe depends upon the initial cost
of the antenna; the initial cost of all the electronics servomechanisms_
and instrumentation; and the total operating cost of the installation
for a given period of time.
The following assumptions were made by 3PL in
arriving at the hnal cost estimate:
1} The initial cost of an antenna varies approximately as the
2.7 po_'er of the diameter and linearly ,a, ith the number of
antennas.
2) The electronics, servomechanism, and instrumentation
costs vary only slightly with antenna diameter but are
linear functions of the number of antennas.
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in_.reasc linearly _itti the Immbt, r of ¢:l.lltt?llli_a fol r" ;t Sill ill
n,a:_._bcr of a.ntvimas, but _'ary iusa tb.tii', linearly for largt-
numbers of ant_:nnas.
A single antenna was preferred at diameters of lea-- thin aboc:I 250
feet in the JPI, anal)sis.
Sumniarizing the available inforn_ation on optimum
multi-apertures presents quite a problem since the basic assumptions
made by each of the referenced articles were different. It is interest-
ing to note that the optimum size of a single antenna varied from 80 feet
to 250 feet. It is further believed that none of the existing models are
as yet realistic. An analysis of the costs of large antennas has been
made by ECI and presented in Section 9.2. A model is developed for the
cost of a multiple aperture system and optimum results presented in
Section 4.
9.1.2 Critical Parameters of Large Parabolic Antennas
In the two previous Quarterly Reports of this study
a detailed discussion of the critical parameters of large parabolic
5,6
antennas was made and are only reviewed in this report, with the
exception of the antenna pointing accuracies (Appendix II).
Briefly, the three primary considerations for large apertures are the
effects of the atmosphere, mechanical errors in the reflector surface,
and beam pointing accuracies. Table 9. 1 shows the relative limitation
of each form of limitation.
The results in this table have been modified sl-ghtly
from that previously reported with regard to the pointing accuracy.
This change has been necessitated due to further stud)" which is out-
lined in Appendix II.
The multi-aperture approach a_ts to _ompensate
or overcome an t" of the above limitations on a large single aperture. It
was indicated in Appendix 1I that the multi-ape.,ture approach over__omes
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TAt_I.E 9. 1
Angle of Arrival Fluctu.ations
Due to the Atmosphere
Gain I,inaitations I)_le to
Errors in the Reflector
Surface {Thermal Tolerance}
Pointing to Within
1) the 3 db beamwidth
2} the 0.5 db beamwidth
3) the 0, 1 db beamwidth
Al_t'rttJrt, l.imitatior,._
Maxirnum Ape_ttire Sizv in Fcct
0. l Gc l Gc 4 Gc l0 Gt
25,000 2, 500 62 5 Z50
10, 000 1,000 2 50 100
915 425 268 198
770 357 225 166
593 275 174 128
the most serious limitation of pointing accuracy but similarly it can
compensate for the others. A 400 ft dish equivalent may not be obtained
as a single antenna at 2 Gc. Figure 9. 1 indicates the limit imposed
by thernaal tolerances as a function of frequency. The antenna z equire-
ments can be met however if four 200 ft apertures are used.
9. 1.3 Disadvantages of Multi-Aperture Antenna Systems
The primary disadvantage of the multi-aperture
configuration is in the transmission of signals. Although theoretically
possible, the desirability of transmitting energy in terms of cost and
reliability is poor. For a phase coherent system, a single power source
with a distribution network to supply each antenna with the proper ampli-
tude and phase could be quite expensive especially if the elements are
located over a wide area.
Another disadvantage is the grating lobe phenomena
created by relatively large element spacings in the array. The multiple
aperture system is capable of reducing sidelobes adjacent the main
beam by proper adjustment of amplitude and phase between the elements,
but little can be done about the grating lobes if equal spacing is main-
tained between the individual antennas. Both control of sidelobes and
the grating lobe problem have been discussed in Section 5.
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q 1.4 S;i,_iin_ry
The use of II_AllN blll_t]] dl_tt-l;H,l_ ll'ibtt',ad of op, t' l;lli3, e
equivalent /,nt_-l;na has tilt' advat_tagt, of ,n,_,e f!,_.xibI,.: arm t'.aa_¢'> [.(.dr_i
steering, enhanced reliability, capabll:ty of receiving sin_ultanvously
from more than one vet',i¢ lc, and is less expensive to implemez_t.
The critical parameters of laIge at:tcnnas, such as
surface tolerances, rectuired pointing accuracy, etc., place a limitation
on the maximum d:ameter that can be efficiently utilized.
9.2 The Cost of Antetmas
If the fixed cost of developing and implementing a large
antenna site is ignored the most expensive single item is the antenna,
which is defined to include the reflector and supporting structures,
feed, mount, and servo-driving motors. Excluding foundation cost which
will vary considerably depending on climate, geographical location, and
soil-bearing pressure at the site, the cost of a steerable parabolic
antenna has been indicated by several authors to be
r) 2"2Cost = 5 (I)iamete , (9. 1)
However, it is believed that this is not a realistic equation since it
ignores completely the requirements made on the reflector tolerance.
This tolerance is usually specified to be a fractional part of a o, ave-
length. The shorter the wavelength the smaller the mechanical toler-
ance of the reflector becomes, so that it is more expensive to build a
100 foot diameter antenna at 10 Gc than at 1 Gc. Equation 9. 1 does
not bear out any such tnc'rease in cost Furthermore, not only does
the requirement on the reflector tolerance increase _ith frequency,
but the support structures must maintain closer tolerances while
steering, the mount must support additional weight, and improve-
ment in the pointing accuracy places more stringent requirements on
the driving motors. Thus, it is reasonable to expect the cost of a-
given size antenna to Le frequency d_.pendent. Other costs which are
a function of antenn_ s_ze are those of transportation and climat(.
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(ond_tions. Txa_z,_l,orlatz=)rt _osts dry inqmrt_nt a_ rel,att, d to thv wclght
of the antenna. Clim_ttt, dicta=is the ruggedn(,s_ of the stru, tuft.
Considering only a frcquc,:cy and dlanwter (lcpcx,(l_.nt y it.
the cost of a steerable ar.tcnna, the follow'ing model for cost has beer.
determined from tl_e a_a_lablc information on antenna prates.
Cost :- 0.92 ,,,Ff D 2"94 (9.2)
In this expression f is the maximum usable frequency of the dish ex-
pressed in gigacycles, and D the diameter expressed in feet. The
choice of expressing the dish size in feet rather than meters was done
primarily because large antennas are typically identified this v,,ay.
The maximum usable frequency is a more convenient parameter than
a tolerance figure for the reflector surface and requires further'
definition.
Figure 9.2 is a sketch similar to Figure 9. 1 for two other
antenna size's, All antennas in these figures are designed to thermal
tolerances (1 part in 104 ) and thus all have the same maximum gain.
The 120 foot dish corresponds to the Lincoln Lab Haystack antenna
and is said to have a maximum usable frequency of 10 Gc, although .,t
7
will be specifically used in the frequency band from 7. 12_5 to 8. 5 Go.
The proposed 3PL 210 foot antenna will have a maximum usable frequency
of 6 Gc. It is seen that this maximum frequency is such as to give a gain
decrease of 2 db below the maximum gain and is 9 db below the gain of
a perfect antenna of the same physical size operating at the same fze-
quency. The gain falls swiftly when the frequency is increased beyond
the maximum usable frequency.
Difficulties exist often in determining what the actual cost_
are for the antenna. Table 9.2 compares the predicted value of
E .... '_^" ._ w:th ,_-_ '......... or most recently e _4r_-_',,,t cost-i....... 9 :_ " .... .................. It is
believed that the expression of Equation 9.2 is an adequate rep_esenta--
tion of antenna cost. "I'bis may be compared to the often quoted ex-
pression of Equation 9 1 which is listed for comparison in Table q. 3.
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FIG. 9.2-GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY FOR TW3 DISH SIZES.
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Max. Usable
Frequency
3 Gc
I)ianwtvr A_.tual Cost o'_
in Feet .I:',--d,tt(.-l__ • ,._,.,.-,_". ... E_timalcd Cost
6 6
60 $ .268 x 10 $ .275 x 10
6 6
85 .747 x 10 .75 x 10
600 234 x 106 240 x 106
6 Gc 210 $ 15. 1 x 106 $ 12-15 x 106
10 Gc 25 $ .375 x 10 5 $ ,45 x 10 5
85 1.36 x 106 1.56 x 106
l_0 3.77 x 106 4-5 x 106
TABLE 9.3 - Prediction of Antenna Cost, Equation 9.1
Dia me te r
in Feet Predicted Cost
5
25 $ .3x 10
5
60 3.15x 10
6
85 1. Z5 x I0
6
lZO Z. 08 x 10
Z 10 9.3 x 106
600 158. x 106
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This s_.,t tiE):] Stlllllll_t, izt. 5 the 5pc£ i,_t] ,1.'.;(1 U:_i({_lt £};_f ,_t[ |el -
ic_t;t _ t|_t *_,,", ,L- C ..... I "
................... a ,,,_,Lti-,.tpt-t tuft.. _td,_tptive _ntvnna sy_teni 3ttxat t',t'
for space conlmunications as con3pa'.'ud v:ith a rc_e!x'ing syst(:n_ _ ons_st-
ing of but a single large dntenn_. Although thi_ sect:on is m,':'Ay con-
cerned with hem 4 i_ the _.ont:act St_ttemert of t{equiren_er, ts (Appendix
IIl) it is also zelated to the comparison of _hazacteristics of lte,n 3 as
discussed in the p, evious section of this zepo_.t.
Cost One of the ma3or rc,_sons for considering the multi-
aperture antenna system is that it appears to be more econom:cal than
the equivalent single-d_sh antenna. Th:s results from the fact that the
cost of single antennas varies almost as the cube of the diameter. The
relative costs of single and multi-aperture systems are dr.s¢ ussed irL
Sections 9.2 and 4, respectively. The multi-aperture system is sho,&n
to be of advantage economically especially if the size of the equi_valer_t
single antenna is large. The multx-aperture technique is probab!.,," the
only economical method for achieving a large effective antenna aperture
capable of hemispherical coverage once the practical limiting size of
a single mechanital reflector has been reached. Although the benefits
of reduced cost for a given zar, ge capability is probably the prlmazy
reason for originally considering the multi-aperture antenn_ there
are other important benefits to be derived from its use as desciibed
be low.
Flexibility of Operation The ava.;lability of n separate
antennas of a multi-aperture system permit it to be used for up to n
simultaneous, separate missions, Each antenna operating individually
may be used in situations where the maxitnum sensitivity is not :required
or the antennas may be combined in groups of from 2 lon co!Iecti:'ely
operate as adaptive sTstems with enhanced receiving aperture.
Reliability This _s achieved via the redundancy of the
multi-aperture system. The failure of one unit will cause hut l.ttle
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ovt'td]1 [i_'prd_i_t._.oz_.!t_ t'tft'(+ti_,t_> v__!,P._' th," d.._1.-r_t_+ dr.d,_,i in+
cTrease the crto_ + I_tt.. "]'he p_'l'_ep, t,(.. oJ lll,tll_' l(|t'l_tl(-a] du.t,,.+r:t+_l dr:(]
rec_e_vit:g ss"':_ .... .,_mr ............... ,.,_ the i)vs_ib:i_ty of _t._ogn+a, ing a fa_!ute in
any ot_e unit by compatisot_ with otl-,vr opcc,tt:ng _Lnlts. Any v,'e,.tkn(,_sc:i
found in one unit carl |.,(. _orre_ted in t}_: other units t;efore ti_.y c,.tn
cause failure. Gatast:ol,hi<- failure of tb, e m_tlti-ap<'rture antenna
system is far less likely than ,a'ith .._ single antentxa. The system may
be said to "die-gracefully." Sxnce ea_:h antenna is of nxore that.age-.
able size, the down time rt.quired to perform any netessary mecha_'xt._l
repails should be less than with one large at_tenna. Routine maintenance
can be more easily' performed on the multi-ape:ture system s'_nce it is
necessary to shut-down only one antern-x at a time ratl'.er than the
entire system.
Reduced Gonstruction Time It seems reasonable to expe_:t tt,.at
the multiple, identi(al antennas could be manufactured in less time
than a single antenna of equivalent apertule. Tooling, 3igs, and hand-
ling equipment can be of smaller size and can be used over again for
each antenna. The problem of lifting materials to high heights is
progressively harder above levels of 150'-g00' Furthermore, the
engineering of the individual antennas of the sizes needed for the multi-
aperture systems has already been performed for many antenna types
and a number of companies can supply these antennas almost as if they
were a catalog item. This certainly applies to the 85 ft diameter
antennas available from several antenna manufacturing sources. A
single antenna considerably larger than those commonly used in p_'esent
space applications _ig},t require significant development time and cost.
Improved Antenr_a Perfo_"mance The more modest sizes of the
individual antennas of a multi-aperture system mean t}.at faster tz-3..cki.,',g
and slewing rates (.an be achieved compared to a single d_s}', antenna.
The ability to move an antenna at high speed usually must be sa_:ificed
as its size is Incr. eased _n order to kee t) the power requirements of the
di, ive motors to a reason_ble valu(.. Multi-aperture antenna sv.cterns
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Jbu,ld rnulti-apt,:tu'_' s,,.-,le,n> at highe.' freq,ic_vies tbap_ tl_. _Sngte-
antenna systen_s. "I'b.e:_._l _.lop.g_ttio::s ger.v.'ally ca,,se a 1,m:t._t}<_r, to
the pretisJop, with _vh{<b meth:_rl,.al structures ¢.ap. be m_tnutactu_ed
and maintained. A _ommorly quoted lindt on th_ toler_n(.e due to ther-
mal effects is 1 pa,-t 5n 104. If the dimensions _ust be held to at least
one tenth of a _'avelength. tt,e n_axirnum antenna s,_ze would be about
1000 wavelengtl, s. which is about the s,_ze of the NI_T tIaystack H!.ll
antenna. Multi-aperture antenna systems tan be designed to ove_:ome
this limitation by us;_ngAr.d_vidual antennas of sxze less than the bounds
set by thermal elongation and by using the ground as the base of refer-
ence rather than some structural bridgework suspended in "midair."
This concept has proven quite successful in the design of _._dlo astron-
omy antennas.
Freedom from Atmospheric Inhomogeneity The usual
antenna is of small enough physical extent that the atmosphere into
which it looks zs relatively homogeneous. With very large antennas,
however, the atmosphere might _ot be a unxform propagation medium
and phase perturbations ac. ros_ the wavefront can result. This limSt
to convention_ _ antennas is eliminated with the adaptive processing of
the multi-aperture system.
Beam Pointin_z The individual dishes of the multi-apertuxe
system, being of smaller size than the equivalent single-dish antenna,
are easier to point in ar_gle. This :esults from the fact that each
antenna is a lighter mechanical structure as well as the fact that the
individual beams are broader. The problem of precise pointing is
transferred to the adaptive electronic combining ci,:cuitry. It was
shov.'n in Section 4 that beam pointing is p_obably one of the mogt
D
D
severe limitations on large antennas.
Diversity Reception The primary obje(tive of the mu!ti-
aperture system conside,ed in this study is that of a(lh_eving a |a'ge
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mai_y, ant,.,nna-_ of rvlatively lIlod,.._t ._,_<,. "I'h_.. av:_l_bil,t._, of nl_lltiplc.
apertures, i:owt-vc.,_, also u_,t.¢¢ r5 t I<,,t: },,,_._it,il;1_..... .. of di_t-rsll'¢ rt.ct.l)tJon
under seYere fading co:_dltioi:s. Dlverssty ret. eptloii has bt.,:n widely
used zn short wave and t:oposphet!c scatte., (osnrriuni(at'oris to arab;eve
reliable ttansmi.sbion of niessages in spite of tl:e vagrantness of the
propagation medi.um. .l.n _olrnmun'2cat.;ons w,_th sp-aee( latt, diversTty
reception could be'of impoItance in reducing the mirllnu:n elevation
angle at which communications can be accompli.stted. At angles near
the horizon, fading due to multipath is more likely to occur. Its effects
can be mitigated because of the diversity recept:.on capability of the
multi-aperture system.
Transmission Although the major portion of th;.s study
has been con(erned with the reception of signals from spacecraft
simple modification of the adaptive circuitry plus the addition of power
amplifiers permits transmission of signals from the ground to the
spacecraft.
Growth The unit construction of the multi-aperture system
permits almost unlimited growth as the requirements fo_" space com-
munication increase.
Upper Limit on Si!_gle Aperture Size Independent of cost
there is a natural upper bound established on the antenna size and is
best summarized by Figure 5. 13 in Section 5. At Z Gc it appears
impractical to build an antenna larger than 400 feet.
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APt'EVI)'.X 1
Brief tlev,c_ of Prc\'ic_,.ls Work _n Mult_-Apcrt:_rt (2or,_.L:r.:r:g
There ha_ been ton51derable v, ork It: tt,c past tor_ e:n!ng the _t_m-
blning of tke output.', of more tl:ar, one antenna aperture fo_ s},ortx_'.>ve
and scatter (ornrI_t_r_t _:_t'ons as wt:ll as tot space communlt at:or..s. Tt:,s
section b.-3efly dest r!bcs some of the past _orl_ Jn this suL.2ecl, as avail-
able _n the published literature and cow,tract reports Most of the p_e-
vious publl(ataons appci_tlng l_ the httrrature ha_e been coI:_erned v,lth
methods ior comb:n_ng the outputs of the several antennas rathe.," titan
with the enganeerlng aspects of tracking, reliability, e(onom_ s a( -
quisition, and so forth
I Diversity Combirnng in S_atter Cornrnunicat>ons
The multi-aperture antenna concept is related to ar:d stems
from the concept of diversity comb._ning employed with success _n
1
scatter communicat_or_s and, before that. for shortwave communi-
2
cations Scatter communications are generally characterized by
signal fading resultlng from multipath propagation Signals arr;v_ng
v_a multiple paths give rise to interference effects, both tonsttuctJve
and destructive By using more than one receiving system in which
the fading is uncorrelated, the fluctuations :n received s_gnal strength
can be smoothed Reception systems for scatter communications have
/
been based on diversity in space polarization, frequency angle, and
time Space d:versity has probably seen the _idest appl,_cation and :s
the closest to the multi-aperture antenna systems considered here
Spa_e d_versity is employed in scatter commun_cat_o|,s
primarily to combat tke deleterious effects of signal fad:ng Any in-
crease "n ef!ect've aperture because of more than one antenna _s ot
secondary importance only The multi-aperture antenna for space
communications, on the other hand, is of ir,terest pr_',-nar:lv be(ause
of the increased apertt_re as compared ,._th a single unit antenra and
because it _s more e(onomital to _mplement that. a s_ngle large
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antenna of t.q_,.'al,._! size.. F,_di,_g due to r_ultip._h is no'. d.,, in_i_oItaz_t
in spathe collllIlt.ltiJ,td:.t, tiolls El5 i_ 2_ 1_1 5t.(t_te,[" (.OIIIlTUIH1L,.t!lO,q.q ",,',1_t, d!_ o
tennas beamed at or near the horizon, t3ecause of the dl ife re n( (: ,n
application, space-diversity scatter communicat:ons generally employ
only a few antennas, two or three being a typical number; while a
multi-aperture system might employ at least four or six as a minimum.
The majority of the implemented opvzating space-d:t,,,ersJtv
scatter communication systems seem to emplo, i post detection combin-
ing in which the phase of the RE carrier need not be knov, n. ThLs h_s
apparently proven satisfactory in many cases since one is not neces-
sarily looking for enhanced signal-to-noise, but to prevent the signal
1
from fading to an unusable level. Brennan discusses the several
methods of operating a diversity system including: (1} se!e(tion
diversity in which the channel with the maximum signal is determined
and then switched so as to receive only on that channel; (2} equal-gain
combining in which all channels are summed with equal weighting; and
(3) maximal-ratio combining in which the'signals from each channel
are weighted in amplitude according to their signal-to-noise ratios.
Only the last two are of interest in the combining of the multi-aperture
antenna system. The maximal-ratio combining is analogous in principle
to the matched filter since it yields the maximum output signal-to-noise
ratio. Equal-gain combining is less efficient, but in many cases the
3
difference is slight. It is easier to implement.
Predetection combining techniques for scatter communi-
4-6
cations have been described in the literature although the extent
of their application in actual systems is not known but is probably not
as great as post detection combining. In the case of FM systems wi.th
a large -"-":_'" " ,- ,-,,_,_,- bandwidlh-exchange systems detec-uv,,_,ion ratlo o ......... . . pre
tion combining can lead to substantial improvement over post detection.
This is a result of the threshold effect. A SNR at the detector input
that is more than a fe_' db above threshold yields a large outpt_t SNR
2
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output from an FM rc_el_er rlst, s sharply to ,., lev_,l _omparable to full
signal output. This w_,ll have a serious effect on equal-gain post-dcte¢-
tion combining. If post-detection com!)ining is used. it must be maximal-
ratio. Equal-gain combining can be used predetection however. Since
a large majority of telemetry utilizes frectuency modulation, it _s im-
portant to consider predetecti0n comb;_ning so that full advantage (an
be obtained of the combining efficiency. An additional advantage claimed
for predetection combining in FM systems is that FM multipath distor-
tion is reduced. This is, of course, a factor more important in scatter
communications than in space communications since multipath is mote
likely to occur in the former.
In spite of the differences in the application and the motivation
for their use, the techniques developed for predetection, or coherent,
diversity combining a_e s_milar to the combining methods which would
be used in the multi-aperture antenna.
1.2 Predetectioff or Coherent, Combining
A number of predetection combining methods have been
described. Figure I. 1 is a block diagram of an IF combin-_ng system
4
taken from the paper by Adams and Mendes and has bee_: known as the
FTL, predetection equal-gain combiner. A phase detector compares
the signals in the tw, o channels and generates a corrective dc voltage
which adjusts the phase of one of the local oscillators to bring about
coinciden(e of the phases in the two channels. In essence, it acts
like a phase lock loop with one of the two channels taking the part of
the reference signal.
The combining method of Figure I.ia contains a separate
phase lock loop in each channel which converts the signal phase to
that of a _on_mon reference. This requires some prior knowledge of
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ChdP, i'l¢:1. v, oqld b,' t,_'_>_._'i_' _t_'.d ac_.ordl::_ t_ l_,t'lgl:il_l I_,_.' |_i _ ',, :1 _.
generall_ not :t.]c_ R L_'t a,lsc of the- narr,;,_ b;_ndv, ldths drld _id_. t: x_ k-
ing ranges u,ad ;_ tl'.u _, !t,_t from service q'h_s t_', be avoich d as lr_
Figure" 1 2t.'. by pr'<." d:ng d ttr;in,.,i ) lJl>i_c l<>c .l<cd lo(_ f) to tr,ac k c l_an._vs
COII'IYFiOI\ to tJoth _I,[itltS _iFd two Scc onJ.ary loops \_hich colllt>('FiD<Tltt ' for
dlffereF.ll<x! < hai_.gws l:: the li;put to a,ssllre phclst, coherep.ce for colnbln.ng.
5
Belle and Nelln dest_llbe a "coherent" (O1Tlbllill'lg method
in which a pilot tone {s tr<snsrnitted along _.tlth the inforn_at{on sigr.al
The p_lot is f_!tered xn the receiver and used as the local oscillator
reference in a heteiod$,m operation in x_.h, ch the ditference freque,_.<y
is extracted, as in F'guie I. $ The efiect_veness of this tethn_que
depends on the signal-to-nmse ratio in the pilot tone channel
1 3 Mult:-Apeiture Ar, tenn;,s
Ohio State University Antenna Laboratory was probably
the first to demonstrate tor spa(e appl.,cations the feasib{lity of the
7
multi-aperture antenna concept Their system consisted of four
parabolic reflectors erict, ]0 ft in diameter operating at a frequency
of about 2 Gc The total area _as equivalent to that of a single 60 ft
diameter aperture The Io,_r antennas were located at the corners
of a square having a side length of 60 feet. Each channel contained
a separate phase lot k !oop for prov{ehng coherent combining The
common reference s_gnal _,*,'hich is necessar$' for achiev_,.zg phase
coherence w_,s prey:deal by I) the sum of all four ant¢.nn<:t signs, Is,
2) one of the at:tel:ha o_;tputs or 3) a separate locally generated refer-
ence os< _llator. prov.'dod the fr¢>quency is kno_vn a prlorJ Ob.'o State
demonstrated thc.t stlc l-. a s VStclVl call l_)e macle to su(cessfullv a, qu_re
and ira( k satellite td'g_.'[S
8
l.ehan ,,nd tlcighes ot:_l<tii_(,d a ptttent on t}_c ph.aso lo,k loop
method of t om,_,;n'rq. ,, lhc (.,ltl),l_7 of <in ole< l ronlC:tlly St itl]r_li<t2 ' al:'_'nr_;l
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system. "I'_is is d:.._:ri_ed xv.nrt._o,:_pl,.:_.l'i b_' (:,:_;:. "I'_, I,I.....
lock loop antenna system is ad_l)ti',:> it: t}:at it th_r,gt, s it_ t. ar d._:P.}: _n
response to the sigz_,xl level. For large slgr.,J!._ the L_r, dwl<hk of t_,t.
phase-lot k systt.)n in_ reasvs, thu.s ,.tllowing shortt, r acqu:s'-t_vt: tir_,.,.'s.
Gangi reports on tests x_'ith a sil-nulatcd _)'stc, ln us:l_g ati(l:o frt. qt:ei:, _cs.
He also states that the system can, :n theory, bc cleslgncd to akitotllat:t -
ally acquire signals of any level in the shortest poss:blc time.
Breese et a110 described a similar ¢onfiguration of phase-
locked loop antt:nna system but primarily for de('p-space comrnuv, lcat:on
applications. The possibility of bandwidth limitation was pointed out if
the spacing between elements was too large.
Other studies of the multi-apert,are antenna are those of
$chrader 11 and Williams 12 Both of these papers have been referred
to and discussed in other parts of this report.
Almost all of the references reported in this section have
been concerned',_ith space communications. The multi-aperture concept
is well known in radio astronomy and manifests itself as large inter-
13
ferometer arrays. Drake has discussed the economy involved in the
multi-aperture approach for radio astronomy.
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1,2
It, h_s bet-n shv',_r, in the two prcv_,us quarterly ret)c>rt_ the:
the tna3or l_zl_t,_t_L,_ I_, ,_ ]argt: a_itt'n+_ l_ tht" ctblll_y lo accurately pu_r.l
its bvam in +_ sp_eclt_vd d_revt_un. At l_,w frcquct+cies, '.vhcrc the w_d',h
of the ma:n bcatn is rei_tttvvly largt,, thts poses no l_tn_tltt_on. Ho'._:ever.
as the frequency inCrca>_:a, the bt:am width dt-creast-s. It is therefore
mandatory lhat the dynamic pu;nt,ng ac, ura_ y of the antenr,,_ system be
small enough to n_n=mizc losses d_e to incorrect pointing. Th:._
1,2
appendix revises the i, t ev_ous point_t',g accuracies reported m terms
of anticipated results from t_o large antennas now under construct.on.
The dynamic pointing accuracies specihed for the 17-0 fout }taystack
antenna, and the 210 foot JDL dish w_ll represent definite improvements
in the state-of-the-art. The Haystack anteuna speclf:cation calls for a
dynatnic pointxng accuracy of ±0.005 degrees, arid the JPL dish calls
4
for ±0.017 degrees. Figure 11. 1 shows these two antennas pointing
accuracies along with several h_gh quality operational antennas. The
relationship between these two antennas can be represented mathematically
by
1.92
Dynamic Pointing Error ,ac (D,.ameter) (II. l)
However, the information avatlable does not justify a model expressed
to such an accurate power, so that it will be assumed that
2
Dynamic Pointing Error czc (Diameter) (II.2J
This expression irnplles that as the d_ameter of the antenna approaches
zero so does the pointing error. The greatest accuracy thus far
accomplished for dynamic pointing of mounts is a laser teles<ope mount
developed for NASA (±Z seconds of arc). This suggests that w:th the
present state-of-the.art there is a lower bound on the pointing error
and in the _odel developed it ls assumed to be independent of the
• £ ...... 11
apert--rc s_zc- ,u, srn,_,t apertures. Using the above value of :1:2 secopds
of arc (± 5.6x 10 -4 degrees} as this lower limit the following ma_hema,ical
model may be assumed
Dynamic Pointing Error : 6.5x 10-9D2+9.Tx t0 "6, (I1. _)
11
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eqi,ation is sk,.l_ht.d in }"igurt" If. I, ,tY:<] i.- the r_lo._.topt_,,_:_'. _. IiI_,¢I_-I
The iR/pOl'+¢tllC_t • t)f dl'tUI'd[t" pu:lltlll_ 15 grt'att,$t dul'ill_ t. ht,
ac_(tulsi{ioD, pt'ritJd (Jr (t)lI'lll_til_,C_dllcllID, The _Yt'<t{t'r lht' t)tJll'_fIl'_ ', t'ult)_.
the less the $1_l],tl-tc,-nol$t' l_{ttlcl dl.lrlltg ac. qt.l,sltitjtl. "I'1_,' :ii,llt_p{t"
aperture sy_ti'rn t'l{JOy_ l_&'O advdlitii_t'$ ill rt'gal'd to }Jt)llllil'_. ]"lrs',
the individual _ut),ipt.'rltlrc'b do not h<ive ttJ' [it' printed as accur,llc'ly a._
the larger single dish. Second, because the subapcrturt" is sii_tillt, r, i1.
can be pointed with gl't'dtt'r ettst, and ecoilolIly, without dt'll-ittndlllg
improven_ent in the stait,-of-thc-art.
The most effective way to judge tht. lrnport,in< e of pointing is to
evaluate its dollars and cents cost. Consider a 250 foot an'ei_na. :f
pointed to within the 3db beamwidth (0. 12 at 2 Go} of the aperture, the
antenna must be pointed to within +0.06 ° . Since it is possible to lose
3db of signal with this pointing accuracy, the net result is an equ-valent
antenna which has half the area of the 250 foot dish {177 feet). But
according to the model used _n this study {i.e., Section 4) the difference
in cost between a 177 foot and 250 foot aperture designed to have a
maximum usable frequency of 6 Gc is of the order of 17 million dollars
{The 250 foot antenna will cost around 25 million and the 177 _ogt dish
will cost around 8 million dollars). Thus, it is possible to lose a large
fraction of antenna cost (68% for this example) if the ar'tenna is not
pointed accurately. Because of this critical loss due to pointing, the
aperture should po,nt to within the O. 1 db points of the ma'_n beam
(± 0.016 ° , which _s probably not withii: the state-of-the-art for this
size antenna).
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Slalen_t.::l of Rv(t,,: ''-I t'I!H'I _.c
_he scope ot Ill:.-; iL, bcarch contract _overs the in,,'t:,_t_.gatJ_.)_: oil
a multi-apertt, re adapt+re artier.ha syst_ t_ in order to estaLli_++ st,
utility in re;e_v:ng t¢+:eI++ett, rcd dat_ f"otll renlote space veb',nle_ o"
satellites. The tetLnical objectives of this h_ves, tigation must include+
but are not necessa"ity l_,.mited to al_ of the following:
I. A study of the pt oblerns a_¢--ociated with at ,:[uisltion of ::'-f
signals and the adaptation of an optilnum signal pto;+essing
antenna system to this signal acquisition:
{a) In the frequency band frorn 0. 1 to 4 Gc at lunar xarge__
( 3.8 x 10 5 kilometers}
(b) In narrow band opeIatio_l around 2 Gc at xnte:p!anetary
ranges (2.6x 10 8 kilometers)
2. A specific study of the problems of phase coherence, colli-
mation arid self shadowing of a multi-aperture adaptive
antenna system
3. A comparison of the characteristics of a multi-aperture
adaptive antenna system with conventional antenna systems
(i.e. fed parabolas or phased arrays} used in acquiring
telemetered r-f signals from satellites
4. A determination of the special and unique ckaracteristics
that make a multi-aperture adaptive antenna system
attractive for space communication
5. An evaluat;.on of the reliab-lity of a multi-aperture adapti,:e
antenna system by coynparison to conventional antenna_
syste ms.
with a multi aperture adaptive antenna system.
7., A study of the. utility of an adaptive antenna system in suc-
-*x
cessfully acquirirg and di.s( riminating a desired tclernet_'y
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apo__lc;'t > adaptive at, let'r_:, =ystcm to $ccomrnorc; If( mo,_t
su.+table subat:>o+_tu+,e t)-t)(,, _tnd to e+talil."+t+ tt,c. optmum
bandm]dtb_ of t|t_2 &ntt'itit+ +)ston_,
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APPENDIX IV
Analysis of Pt_se Measurement and its Applicatio,_ to
the Coherent and Incoherent Combining of
#
Signals in b,{ulti-Aperture Arrays
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I. ON 'IItE Mt.;A_,!_RI,;Mt.;N 1 t)}.' tqiAhl.; ()i-" :%?, ARi_,I] t(AR'_ t_A;ql)-
PASS Si(iNAl_
Wh,le the pIl,_>c (or .trg_i:_lcn", _f d (¢on_:.,,t a_._lpl:tcidc) -_ln,.,_so:d,,l
signal is a well deflnt:d c ¢,I_._ opt, It st_,,uld bt: realized t}i,_t 1: is not ea'.,ily
extended for lhc <_se of ,_n arb:l r,_ry sigli;,l.
one attempts to v,rl_e:
e(t)
-for an arbitrary signal e(1).
_l'he dlff.,,ult.y ,s sect; when
tl_ :1)v(t) ¢o-_ _;,_.;
It ts re. ognlzcd thdt with the t_o fun<.tions,
v(t) and qb(t), to be Sl)CCiflcd ore could b_" assigned arb.trarlly and 'he
other determined by sulv;ng Equation t t_,r the other. One way of a-_sign -
ing values to v(t) and _,(t) _vhlch yields unan_biguot_s results, and therefore
is alnaost un-vers,lilly used, is to take the spcctrui_ _, tFourler transforml
of e(t) [ Fourier transforIn will be deuotcd wl*h a capital letter], E(I).
and divide it into its symmetrical and al,tisyinrnclrical parts w:th respect
to an arbitrarily selected frequen,:y f . [ A sufficient, but not necessary,
o
condition for this method to bc applied is the signal e(t) must have a band-
l
width less than one octave, and f must be greater than 2 the h:ghest
O
frequency of any of the components of e(t).]
defined as:
SE(f) = SE(f +Af) : i_ (f +Af) * E*(f -Af
o o o
for f>O
(*where the star ) denotes the complex conjugate.
The symmetrical part is
(2)
The antisymmet rical
part is defined as:
'(E" bAE(f) : AE(t 4 Af) : z (to+Af) EV(f - Af (3)
O O
for f>0
So that both SE(f) and AE(f) represent real s_gnals, they are defined.for
f< Oby:
_ T.;" I ( _. ¢4T. _ ..f}
AE(f) AE (-f)
It is obvious fro::_ (2) and (3) that
SE(f , Af) _ AE(f 4 Af) E(f _ AfT
O O O
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or SE(f), Al:(f) E(i)
or se(t) .,b a_7(t) c(t) (4)
Further it is noted that iI a rval sxgnal t,(t) [ st) that P(f): IO (-1)]
is amplitudt, modul;_tt.d on a ¢osinusoid.1 carrier of frt_-quvncy f-, or"
o
el(t ) -- p(t) (los 2r, f t {5)
o
tl'_at :
I p(f f ), t p(fcf )El(f) : z - zo o
P(f f ) f > 0
o
1
= e P(f*f ) f< 0
o
if f is greater than the highest frequen(y component of p(t). In addition:
o
' (f +_f) + z;'(f An)SEi(I ) - SEl(fo+ Af) : e (E l o o
I (P(Af} + p_": _ (-&f))
1
: _ P(af) f > 0 (6)
and AEI(I) : 0
Hence amplitude modulation of a cosinusoidal carrier produces a
symmetrical spectrum, or a symmetrical spectrum can be considered
to be a cosinusoidal carrier amplitude modulated by a signal which is
twice the symmetrical spectrum translated a distance f (Equation 5}.
o
Similarly, if a real signal q(t) [Q(f):- O_'(-f)] amplitude modulates
a sinusoidal carrier of frequency f , or:
o
e2(t} : q(t) sin 2rrf to
that:
(7)
1
F-z(f) -- _ o(f- fo ) - _j o(f, fo)
1
= _ o(f-f ) f> 0o
I
- -_; O(f+ f ) f< 0
-J 0
with the previously mentioned restrictions. In addition:
SE2(f } = SEz_f _ Af) : ) (f + &f) 4 E 2(f - Af)o 2 o o
: ' (OlAf)-O*(-.'fl)
_'_ 0
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and
' (Ea(¢ ' "_f)" _:e (f - _))AE2(f ) At*:2(t , A() a :'_
o o o
l ( Q_,_
!
= ;: O(_f) f > 0
- J
(8)
Thus amplitude nLodulatlon of a sinusoidal carrier produces an
antisyrnmetrical spcctrurn, or an antisyrnrnctrical spectrum can be con-
sidered to be a sir:usoMal carrier amplitude tnodulated by a signal which
is twice the antisymmctrical spectrum translated a distance f (Eq. (8)).
o
If we now identify sc(t) with el(t } and ae(t) [Equation 4] with eg(t),
we have:
e(t) : p(t)cos2nf t 4 q(t) sin2_f t
o o
{9)
which with some trigonometric substitutions i's:
e(t) =/p2(t)+q2(t)cos(2=f t-arctan q(t)
o p-_l (lOa)
= v{t) cos @(t) {lOb)
where:
fp 2v(t) = 2(t)+q (t) (lla)
_b(t) = 2Trf t-arctan q(t_____)) (llb)
o p(t)
While the two terms of Equation 9 can be separated by an analysis
of the spectrum of e(t) in accordance with Equation 2 and 3, in practice
it is done with product demodulators and low pass filters, as shown in
Figure I. The combination of multiplication and filtering (averaging or
integrating) is the operation of correlation; and as is well known sin2rrflt
and cos2rrf2t are orthogonal or uncorrelated for all fl and f2" Thus the
outputs of the two correlators are q(t) and p(t).
We now proceed to demonstrate the, uniqueness of the representa-
tion (10a) and (10b).
o
is no reason to believe that v(t) and qb(t) are independent of f
o
demonstrate this we pick a new f given by:
O
f' : f 4 Af
o o o
Since f is an arbitrarily selected frequency there
To
and rewrite F;quati¢,n 9 as
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(DOTTED LINES SHOW ADAPTIVE CIRCUIT OF PART_)
e(t} = p(t) cos 2,r (f' -a_)t * q(t) sin 2. (f' - Af }t
o o o
= [p(t}:os2n&f t-q(t)sin2nAf t] cos2nf't
o o o
¢ [p(t) sin2nAf t _ q(t) cos 2_Af t] sin2nf't
o O O
where,
o
p'(t) : p(t)cosO -q(t)sin0
q'(t) = p(t)sin0 * q(t)cos0
0 _ 2,_Af t
o
p'(t) cos 2nf't , q'(t) sin 2,_f' t
o
Hence froxn t_qc_ations iia and llb, we have:
v'(t) -: t[p(t)cos 0 q(t) _,nO] Z- _-[p(t) Sin0¢ q(t) COS O]
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_'(t) 2::._'t - dr, t,_n ..................-" ..........
't ) .--lr_ 0
slnO q(t)
(+o._ 0 l,('t )2nf't - ar_t,it_ ................... '....
o )__+(_t.)_!_,,_o
p(t) cu_ 0
q(t)2-.f't 0 - at<tav, ....
o pit)
Since) tanA +tan I+
tan (A) l_) .................
I - tanAt;tnJ_
_5'(t) - 2M' (t) - 0 - ar(:tan q_(._t)-
o p(t)
2_f't - 2,_Af t - arctan qtt)
o o p(t)
2rrf t - arctan _q_(_.t)
: _(t).
o p(t)
It is beca.use of the uniqueness of the-"cluantlty _(t) that it is actually
possible to meamngful]y speak of the "phase of a signal.+' While the
above way is not the only way in which the "phase of a signal" can be
defined (another way is make use of the slgnal and Its l-lilbert transform)
they are equivalent. Furthermore (in the author)s opinion) these othcr
methods do not have the physical signlficance of the one presented.
The results of thls part are two. First, a definition of "phase of
a signal" and a circuit (Figure I) for n_easuring it. Second, that all
phase measurements arc measurements of phase with respect to a
reference. This follows from Equation llb which states that the
measurement [arctan q(t)/pft)] is the difference 2Trf t -_(t); or ,.t is the
o
phase of the signal ¢_(t) with respect to a reference phase (2,Tf t).
o
II. ON "l}lI:_MICAS,:RH.',II.IN I'Ol-+ IIIH I'}:ASI-; Of-" A SI(.:NAI+ IN A
WIt ITIC N()ISt:: I!CN V : I<ON .M t';N T
if the signal:
e(t) : p(t) cus 2r, f t + q(t) sit: 2nf t
o o
is combined with thc noisy signal:
n(t) :: nl(t)cos 2,=f t + nfi(t ) sin2,",f t
o o
(la)
so that: eT(t ) -- e(v)4 n(t); and if there exists no prior knowledge
about either e(t) or n(t) to enablr eT(t ) to be separated, thcre will be an
error made in the n_easuremct_t of the phase due to the effects of the
noise. The best that can be done (lacking any other information) is to
measure the phase of eT(t) and call that the "phasc of the signal."
Since:
_ --6T(t):- 2_.f t -arctano
q(t) + n2_{t )
p(t) + nl(t )
while the actual phase is given by:
q{t)
_(t)-- 2_f t -arctan--
o p(t)
there is a phase error of:
(t) = O_T(t )-t0(t ) : -arctanI[
q(t) + nzlt)
p(t) + n l(t)
+ arctan q(t__)
p(t)
- arctan
q(t) q(t) + n2-(t) 1
p(t) p(t) + nl(t)
q(t) q(t)+ n2(t)
1, p(t) p(t)+ nl(t)
q(t) nl(t) - p(t)nz(t)
= arctan -----
vZ(t) ¢ p(t) hi(t) + q(t) nz(t)
Further if the signal is a constant amplitude signal of amt,litude E,
(v(t)::E), we have-
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ttence as the signal to noise ratio increases (nl(t),'E and ng(t)/I': decreases)
47 (t) decreases; irl the liznit being inver.sely pr_porttonal to I!2. One way
to decrease the noi=e (increase the signal to noise ratio) when the noise
is white is to de( tease the bat:dwidth of the noise. Since the multiplica-
tion operation in Figure 1 is a linear operation_, the effective bandwidth
of eT(t) (before the multiplier) is related only to the bandwidth after the
multiplier (the bandwidth of the low pass filter). Thus to reduce the
error in the phase measurement, the bandwidth of the low pass filter
should be made as small as possible, t{owever, the bandpass character-
istics of the multiplier are a bandwidth of twice the low pass filter
centered at the frequency of the constant frequency input f . The error
o
in the phase measurement will therefore continue to decrease as the
bandwidth of the low pass filter decreases only if (as has been assumed)
the signal e(t) remains in the pass band of :the multiplier. We can there-
fore conclude that the smallest phase error will be made when the low
1
pass filter has a bandwidth equal to _; that of the signal and f is the
, --'O
"center frequency" of the signal.
In view of the preceeding, we can state the following conclusions.
(1) If the center frequency is known, the error in the measurement
of the phase of a constant frequency signal (bandwidth zero) can be made
as small as desired by decreasing the bandwidth of the low pass filters
following the multipliers to zero.
Ca) If the center frequency is known, the error in the measurement
of the phase of a signal whose frequency varies (bandwidth B) is a mini-
mum (arid non-zero) when the low pass filters following the multiplier
are of bandwidth B/a. The actual error is given by Equation 13.
(3) If the center frequency is unknown, the error ira the measure-
ment of tho phase of a signal can be no less than given by (l) and (2) ab,;ve,
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familiar phase lock loop ,,v_.h AGe.
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frequency of the osc:ilg:itc, r. It is noted that Figure l is equlvalcn _. to
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We can (op_b.nv lhem t,_ usirg p._'_se measuring _rcu_ts (F_gure 1)
and phase sh,:ter, d-. 5_:ov_n _n }-iguze 4. (In pratti(e these ope'_t,or:s
would be perform,..d k.} us,ng at, os< ,,,ato_ at a different trequen< y tt,a_
the input using t _nd pa>s ,atb.er tLan low pass filters and a heterodyne
operat_or, to rep!at,:, tee, pha_e st:Jft_r:g operat3on, but the effect is the
same.) Ou_ first ton< lus._on wl-,:ch is obvmus from an inspection of
the output ot Fzgu'e ,1 is tt,at those (omponents of the siena, 1 wth;n
the pass band ot the p}'.a_e mc_.u::.p_ rJr_ u_! are cornb'.r_ed :n<ot-erently.
This follo_ f_on_ the fatt that! the anapl,tud( of the output :s tee .-.urn of
the amplitudc¢ o! the inpul.
er, Le3=V,(t)co_ _S,(_,) _,._ KAS_T--'IV,(t3 cos 2rrf, t
e_Ct):v;(_) _os G (_) .. _.¢,;as_-{;,F--el._]
_ R;,TdGg;-l_, (_){
FI GURE 4-
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If, }ittWcVcr, Iil_' -_1t2.t, iI_ _.l!" lI;(t'r_':4t t O_',l..illi t. olllt>_t!_t id<. ottt-
side tht- tJ<_s b_._l,d c,f llic t,ll,,;c lllt',.lbtlI']li_ I;lI'tllit %t,!iltli li,J.', £" a ttl!,Js{'
Icl<_ted to tho>t collll,onc.l_t_ v,'itliili tilt' I>_ 1,<_i,d of I},,, i_h.,<<,, n_,,_,_.,,r_,,,,
circuit these lli,2i')" [,(' tol'IlliJlit, d col,crt, nlly. Whtls, if"
s.(t)- _ (l)<.o_ It,.(t) i ,,_ (l)] + v <o._ [0 .(t) _ ? (t)}
1 ;t O! p D1 Ol I11
v.(t) cos [o .(t) # <:, (i)] (14)
1 el (1
where m (t) and ni (t) tepre, scnt arnplitudc and plia_c Inodul,.ltion of
a p
the "signal" (OlllpOIlt'litS ellis:de, the p0ss b_ind of the > phast: ll_ea_qt,lrTl-ig
circuit, v .(t) cos 7, .(t) rcpreselit the noist, with c.onlponents outside
nl Ol
the pass band, and vi(t) cos [?el(t) 4 9it(t) ] represents the "signal"
and-noise _ompolients inside the pass band of the phase measur__ng
circuit _here 9it(t) represent the measured phase error of the signal
due to the noise. Since the signal s.(t) is shifted in pha..e an amount
1
Z_flt - [q_ .(t) #- 9 .(1)], the signal out of the phase shifter is given by:Ol (l
Sol.(t) : matt) cos [2,f I t *-,rap(t) *(i(t) ] ÷ Vnl(t) cos [2_f I t -I-O.nl'(t) " 0(i(t) ] +
Vl(t) cos Z_flt 115)
If two such signals as given by Equation 15 are added (i--" i and 2) and
use made of:
1 1
cos A + cos B -- Z cos _ (A-B) cos _ (A÷B) (16)
we obtain
So(t) = Sol(t) + s02_(t)
cb,i(t) - ¢,z(t) ¢, I(t)_ ¢_z(t)
= Zma(t ) cos [ 2 ] cos [ZTrf I +m (t) + ]p 2
+ Vnl(t) cos [2eflt- O.,l(t)} + VnZ(t) cos [Z_flt - .o z(t)]
+ [vl(t) + vz(t)] cos 2nf t (17)I
Thus if the tv,.o noises are independen't, they add lnl. oherently while
the two signals added cot_erently if cos [0_i (t) - o (t)/2] ,_ 1 or if
1
_ [?t l(t) - ¢, ?(t)] is sm_tll. As an example _f tile O's are indc-pcndcnt
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whett, or i> the _act._lce of x i! x Is gaLi.4_:Jan.
x
£b¢2(t ) a_c gausblan witl_ (.qt_al varia_,_:cs and aru ix,¢lc|)ct,<tt r;t.
z Z
sunl is gaus..,i,_n witt, vat:ante e - o *I't,u:-:
x
_¢2I !
(i9)
(zo)
o
If I, is to be 1 db (I, : 0.795) 0- must be 0.72 $ rad _ns or 41.4 Jt can
be shov_'n from Equation 13 that if nl(t ) and n2(t ) a,e gauss,an, q_ .(t) ._s
small and p(t) and q(t) arc, _on_-tant. teen 9_ (t) _s gaussia_. Tb,. .al-
.(t) to evaluate Equa.tion 18 when 9, i{t) Jsculation of the moments of q_
not small is ted:ous and to this author's knowledge only the second
moment has been cal_:ulated for the general _.ase, and that only fo"
constant p(t) and q(t).
In conclusion it can be stated that two signals can be com-
bined coherenthf provided, (1) there is available a signal of similar
phase as the signals to be combined from ,_,hich a measurement of
phase can be obta_.ncd, and (2) the ratio of the signal power _n this test
signal to the noise power in the bandwidth of the test signal is la,.ge
o
enough to make the phase rnea_surerner_t et'ror sufficiently small (41.4
for 1 db combining loss). While a loss o¢ 1 db from coherent addition
doesn't seem 1;ke much of a loss, it _s to be _emernbered that tee
maximum increase witl_ completely coherent addition is only 5 db.
1
(Equation 18 shows that I. .--- z which o_curs when cos x " 0 or v. he_,
2. ml n
0- becomes sufticiently large. Thus the rnax_mt_m loss is 3 db.
x
Since we are attempting to delay one of the two signals and
add them coherently, it might be thought that an entirely different
approach to the probl(,m xvowld l:,t to _orrel_c on,. sig:_l ,a'th the other.
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important thing to be observed from Figure 5 is that the effective band-
width before the multiplier (the bandwidth of noise associated _'ith eT2
which determines the accuracy with the ti.me delay "r for maximum
output is obtained) is the bandwidth of the signal eTl plus tw, ice the
bandwidth of the low pass filter. (This is a generalization of the state-
ment made previously that for a sinusoidal input (bandwidth zero) to a
multiplier the bandwidth ahead of the multiplier is twice the bandwidth
of the low pass filter,) Therefore it becomes necessary to preflltet
the signal eTl(t) to as small a bandwidth as possible. In the absence .....
of any prior information as to the exact _enter frequency of the signal.
the only practical way this can be accomplished is with a c_rcui.t similar
to Figure 1 _vith the feedback (or fo_ small errors that of Figure _).
It can now be seen that if the tv,,o sigral components have identical phase
variation, differing only by a _onstant the bandwidth of the lo_ pass
....... i
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filter can at)proacb zero. Since the eftect_ve band\vidths then be(ome
equal, the perforn_-_n,:e of F'igures 4 and 5 will be the same. If Ihc two
signal component._ r]¢_ not have the same phase va,'iations, then tl;e low
pass filter must bare a bandwidth suffi._:i.ently large t_ pass lhe f_cquen_'v
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greater phase (or t_mc "} c:lor, and t.'igurc 5 _,s p_,t, ro_ 1,_ p,,rf,_,__n_r_,..
than Figurt. 4.
B. The Cor,lbin_n_.__ of More Than "I'_o S_4r, al_
In this tase:
M
So{t)- _ So i(t )
i=l
where Soi(t ) is given by Fquation 15. Again, as irl Equation 17 the
noise adds inCoherently, because the individual parts are independent.
Further, the envelopes of the test signals, v.(t) cos 2r'f t, add. The
1 1
only remaining components are the signal components'
M
s : __j ma(t) cos [2rrflt + m (t) -_) i(t)]
P
i=l
s : ma(t){os [2r.f 1
J<!: m (t) cosa
where 9(t) : tan
M M
t+,n (Ill _ tos @¢i(t) _ san [2.'rf t4rn (t) ] _
p 1 p
i=l i=l
, i(t) ) 2
-1 i=-I
M
i:: i
M
+ sin O i(t cos [Zrrflt + m (t) -_,(t) ]
P
i=l (21)
sin ¢_i(t)
cos @_ i(t)
(22}
If we define loss due to imperfect coherent ad(15t,.on as the
average of the square of the rat'o of the amlfliturte of s (equ+xtion Z l)
with c_ (t) to the \'alue of s w:tt, o :(t) : 0 (perfect (oh(.rcp.t ad(lit'onX(1 _- "
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Thus • /( ,_l_-_"............ , z __ ..........................TP
_J
L _
M M M
L_-2-[c°s 9, (t)1, .,4il,2-c,{l(t )1 :__ > .......
i-I i_l j-:l (i/j)
S_D 0
M
Sln(e sin
_,i (t) sir, _,{j(t} : s.,t: 9,i.(t) s biT--{i-)-,j _ 0, i/j
because 9{i{t} and _, (t) ale (assumed) ind(.pend(,nt and gaus__-_tn _)tl',{.)
mean zero and st)_ x -" -sin (-x).. Further, co_ 9 t (t} cos e_?(.(t)
2 I .)
cos {}(i(t) cos _{j(t) [cos ep(l(t)] , _ /j, because all of /he 9's are
assumed to have ldenti{.al distribut:ons. Fron_ Equation 19:
2
- o"x/a{;08 X -- { (19)
2
.(t) ]2 -o"
we have [cos ¢P(I :: ( (23)
Since there are M(M-1) {.ross-product terms, we have :
2
-o" 2_
M * M(M- I) { I M- I -o"L:=
.... { (_4)2 M + M
M
Figure 6 is a plot of I, as a fum tion o£ 0" (in degrees) for va,'ious M.
Table 1 shows the values of 0" ft)r 1 db loss for several values of M
TABLE I
M 0" {radiar < ) 0-(degrees)
o
2 0._23 41.4
I0 O. 514 29. 5 °
co O. 480 27.5 °
show thal the powez loss due to tncob, erent additior, is qhite Brn£_!.l {vcr,
for relatively lazge z:n_ pb.a._{-{,_rors (0-}. As a n2,_tt(,_ - of f_t{.t. _tl o }
the values Jn Tab!(_. I are alr,,::_{l_ la'g{- :r" s_ze tlnar_ '.a'.ue_ _t}..-b ._o.1{]
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A. Ai_lt,l'.l'itlc ;kI<.(t_il<_!" ,ll
AS dt'lllol:str<.i.tcd ill ])ait II!-A, ,li oid(.r to, c(,t_.t.i't,iitl)" tolrt-
bilit t\vo si_n,lt_ ,.t i_ nt'cc_._ilr), to, h/iv<, ilit.,r p}:risc. <. rt.l _t<.(l t<, <i tt-_i
signal, oil \t'hit h it r!it'{l._:!;l"t':lq('Ir,t c.Jf pii,_." c i._ r:_,<tdt'; ot}_'i",' Is,-' it:' (,lit', t'l;t
additlcJn'occurr. <. "Iht___ irl pr<i<licc it i._ t.,.ct _-._<tr}' t,;, s_>i_d <i!c>::g ,t co_;:-
poFient Ol r tilt' tlIl!II.2(]tl]ittt'd _:arr]¢.r f,tir thl-_ purpose, and tht. r(:qu:rcr|lt'nta
for cohcrcnt cc2_-lb;n'.Ilg }J¢'_oint. siillll_r tcJ tilt_-_;(! for coht, rcnt, or $%'II-
chronou.'.;, dctcciic, r_. Ill norm_l appllc<ttl(,lis thi._ ,ldds rl,.i undc.c penalty
since the bdndv, idth ¢_f thc infcJrmation is u">ual]y very rnuch greater tha[l
tile bandwidth of the ulirliodulatc.d carrier. Uildcr these conditions tlie
power required in the umnodulatcd carrier is m,_lch smaller than that
required for the inodulated signal. If this is not the case, it should be
determined whether better pt_rforrnctnce could not be obtained by trans-
mitting the additional power in th¢. modulated signal.
If an amplitude _riodulated wave is transmitted with an
unmodulated carrier, several received waves may be (approximately)
cohe'ren"tly combined as shown in Part III-B. The amplitude of this com-
bination would be given by the amplitude of Equation 2-1, which would be
the output of an envelope dete._'-tor. Thus:
A -- matt) cos _bl i(t * sin _bt i( (2-$)
where m (t) is the dc_ircd inforlnation signal. It noT" carl bt, recognizo<]
a
that even though til¢. loss clut _ to lack of temple.re coherence (I. in Figur¢'
and Table: I) is s.m<ili, there i_ a corrtqJting _f the signi, l m (t) by the
a
factor reprt, sontcd by the r<tdi_al in Eqclation 2_. If, as we }lave assul_,.t
, is small, it._ lb<:il_dtt ldth is ont, h<ilf of the ba,idwidth of the
so far _ti(t)
unn_odulatt.d c_lrricr. Thus while ti_is is a luw frcqcicncy tlic _.ffc(t of
the radicat of t':q'..lrttlon 2_ C,innot bc scp;ir,-itcd b)' f:ltcrin_, since it
represe,'lt._ mtlltipl],ativo nc,ls0 and not <_dd,.livc i_,,isc. The cff_-,:t c>f tb_s
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for digital infornlation, I_,drst fur vo_cr i,_f_rz_latiun, and In all pzoba-
bii_y sign _ a .. . A bettrr ldval_ nt lot high prt'_i_o'_ al_ai_,g _nf_rln,it_on
of the effect of this noisy would by _,btdlnvd if _ e ev,ilualcd its average
value and its stand,,rd drviatit_n. Thr Ltvt'r,Agt' squared v,iluv has alrvt_dy
been calculated, but the c.lt ulation of thv /ivt:r,igc value appt.ars to br
quite formidable.
It should be noticrd that part of our problt:n_ and part of this
unwanted multlplicative noise could be ellminated if, instead of coherent-
ly combining the signals, we coherently detected them and then combined
them. This would give for a resuIt:
M
A' = m (t)> cos_.(t) (Z6)
a _ 1
i:l
where:
= Fm (t)
a
M
,,,-,%
F =_ cos_ci (t)
i=l
Hence:
M
z  z
_" = costs ti(t) = M_'°"
i=l
Further:
F 2 2
-- cos _bti(t)+ cos_,i(t)cos¢,j(t
1 i--lj=l
i/j
But "
•)- I 1 -_-0"
cos ¢,i(t)_ : e + e _
and:
Thus"
.(t) cos ¢,cos ¢, _ j
2 M -2_
F ....... (1+_2
: .(t):(t) cos ¢(i(t) cos ¢, )
2 2
-(Y
) 4 I',I(M-I),_
2
i/_l
(27)
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In con(lusiorl:
2
o v ---(1-_ )
2
2
F -ff
M, /2
2 2
1 +o /2 -o /2
- (c - E ) (28)
2
:_(_ sin h (_--) (28a)
The quantity o F/F is Ilk(. a noise-to-signal ratio for the factor F. It Is
noticed that this quantity is decreased by decreasing the rms phase error,
o, or by increasing the number of signals being combined, M. Figure 7
is a plot of 0F/F as a function of o for various M, while Table 2 is a
tabulation of the required values of o for a -30db noise-to-signal ratio.
TABLE 2
M a(radians) e(degrees)
2 0. 252 14.4
10 0.377 21.6
100 0. 677 38.4
130 130 O0
which,
Figure 8 is a plot of the loss due to incoherent addition
from Equation 27 is given by
2 2 2
F 1 -2o M- 1 -o
L' ........ _ (29)
2M(I 4 _ )2 M
M
Table 3 is a tat mlatlon of the rms pb.ase error required for Idb loss of
C oh(" Ft _ I'tC e .
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M o (radi.ns) o (dugrevs)
2 O. 525 30. 1
10 0.483 27.7
100 O. 480 27.5
0. 480 27. 5
A comparison of Tablcs 2 and 3 shows that for small hl the
minirnum acceptably rms phase error is set by the allowable mult,plica-
tire noise {Table 2), while for large values of M is set by the value of
coherent loss whi(h can be tolerated and still overcome the additive
noise (Table 3).
B. Angle Modulation
Again for angle modulatxon, as for amplitude naodulation, an
unmodulated carrier must be transmitted to acconaplish coherent addition.
In this case the angle detector operates on the argunqent of Equation 21,
which with the hel t) of Equation 22 gxves:
M
f_" sin 0_ i(t )
-1 i=l
A = 2_flt-tan M + m (t) (30)P
cos ¢_ (t)1
i=l
It is noticed that the noise introduced as a result of imperfect coherent
addition (which is ira addition to the noise produced by the noise present
in the channel, which is not represented ira Equation 30) for angle modu-
lation i6 additive. Thus if the frequency cot
sin0 i(t cos0_i(t
1 1
do not overlap, the _otse can be removed by
aponents of the signal m (t)
P
!i!i%i_iiiiiiiiiiiii!i_
¸¸@14¸
_IIIIII!I_I_IIII!ITFI
__s/_ _ ,/_: _3_;_
4_ii!iii!i!iiiiiii_v" i!iii_
'iltering. In some s:tuat_ons
this naa'y be a decided advantage of ar, gle modulation over amplitude
modulation.
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V. ON 'II{E I.N( D_!}_KI]:_ I"C()MIS!XI:<G l)F ML)I)LI,AiEI) _It,_,AI_I
As is v.'-'!! !-.,-v,v.,:, t}:'-','c arc o:_!y tv.,.:, !'. "_;-_ ::_.,.d__:'_,tt'o,. _y;(,.-,,_ .
These are those sy>tcn_s us:rig i.o ,n_Mul,_tlon at_d t},_,.-;c u._'.pg arni, lltc.dt"
modulation w,.th a ct,hercnt (synchro_:,.m._) dctcct_r supp!lt.d w,th a d!:p1,
care of the calricr used for rn_:,d,_:lation (corrcct ph,t_v a_d frequently)
Since the practi¢al sy.-.tcz_ls undcr consideration in this p_,per do not fit
this description, they are nonlinear. The nvnlinearitics of the_e sy.-,tems
complicates their an;_lysis, but as can be demonstrated with simple
modulations, and as can be observed in pr/tctice; thc nonlinear syste_ns
behave as if they were linear for large inpvt signal-to-noise ratios.
They arc linear in the sense that the output .qigr_._!-to-noise ratio is a
linear function of the input signal-to-noise ratios in this region. For
small input signal-to-noise ratios the output signal-to-noise ratio de-
creases more rapidly than the decrease in the input signal-to-noise tati.>.
The point (or region) of transition from these two operating characteris-
tics is referred to as the system threshold: It is to be observed that if
the system is operating above threshold, a combination (sum) of 1',1
independent detected outputs (defined as incoherent addition) has the
same signal-to-noise ratio as a coherent combination of the M independent
noise modulated waves followed by detection. The performance of the
incoherent combination will be poorer than the coherent combination only
if the system is not above threshold for each of the M different signals.
Since an}" communicatior system requires a certain minimum
output signal-to-nolse ratio for acceptable performance, and since the
maximum gain to be realized by coherent addition of M signals is 101og_I
in db, if the mi'_irnum acceptable outp,_t signal-to-noise ratio((S/N)mi n)
is greator than the threshold signal-to-noise ratio ((S/N)._) by at least
1
10 log M, the _ncoherent system will perform as well as the coherent
one. This condition is:
10 log M -5 (S/N)mi n- (S/N) T (31)
Since all (to the a_,thor's knowledge) communScat:on systems reqt, ire
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Th_s val,..'t, is glvcl: by
_( - (S/N) "I'.']
S/N)mi n
10
10 (32)
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Vx I . ( O:dt'A!(_C)?i (.)}.' ;\ c t)''L1',';\!i., .,kI't)'. >': ,'-,i };:.I t_''i'l.().:. : ,;, _ hl
A._EN>(A. <, ()i" AI)I';}t .... t_t. A W_i}i (_:(E ti''t'l.t.)':':';,'.._ ,. , A <'_-. ,_I.E
AN ..... " "l L.,.;A O1 At'I.lt(I [l<}-; .kI:_
It should Lv rcdl:zc<.l _'}l 't_< w.dv v<irl,,l_,,, _,f ,<,:lI;l_:t ,. ,,t.,j.:
n:unicatvd th,_t a s::nld,.. ,,:l. 1,,:1,,,: rug, rd:ng 't_v : o,::p<,r:-'¢_:: of ,t
n_ultiarltenn,i syslcm _ .lh <l sinbtlc ,JI',tclll,<t t-yett'lll M. ,_-h t'<i_.<_l t,.,'<,l
aperturc lll;iy lllO*, bt' |)t.J._'-_il.Jlt'l arid '.t:di<t'd It lsllll.. I-'tl;V ht?l,,ClUI't ' , S,l...t,
differences may appt-,:r otdy _thcn .,:g:;,,! lc.vcls are ._.,::<11 whcrc ai:aly!,.-
techniques arc. illadt'qtlii!t, for lilt nc>rlliit_.ariiic.- (.ii_ ountered, i t i.Tlay bt,
impos_:ble to s_'ttlc ti_<. iSStlt" CXCt'pt by t'xt)crirllt'lllation. If It is iissu'ned
that the con'ributioris to the tiutptil of t.lic clci,icI:'al areas of thc slr, glc
aperture antenl;_i are (oherenl (whic}l :s erta_nly _,ola'ed to so:nc ex'ent
as the aperture is n'ladc larger). (hell "he .two syste:ns will be ex;; ]y
comparable if cohercnl addl!ion can be acr. omplished for the rnt.l"anteni:a
system. This task cannol be elf((ted exactly in the presence of noise
unless prior knoxvledge of lht. phase of the r£ is ava:.lable. In addii_on,
if the M different antennas are spaced far enough apart coherent addi']on
may be impossible due to a lack of a constant phase difference since the
signals may propagate lhrotigh different parts of space.. It would there-
fore appear as if the multialitenna system will ahvays be poorer in per-
formance than the single antenna system. This, however, does riot
answer the practical question as to what the actual difference is, since
the difference rnay be small enough t.o p.-_ake their performan-es compar-
able, The following conclusions represent the general state:__en'.s _ha{
can be mad(" and wht h are established by the resul,s of the precedr g
part s.
A. If the con_nunlc at !on qystc:_ operale5 above lhrt.,shold 'here
is a minimum value of M (Fquation 32) }._ciow which incoherent add *,or.
(detectior. followed by add_ii(,n) gives substg, uti<illy idertti:'al sy_ten_
performance and above x_tl_<-h in(oh(toni addltion resulls it. the ._nglc
antenn<i systern t.)cing st,,peri_r-.
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B. At..,\c tt.:._ r_l::;:z_..:t:, v.tl:,<-,,f .x.l i}_,. i,..rf,,.-:_: _, .... i T}_.
sy-_°.enl_ can be ill<_(t_' co'_}_<_r<it,lc (,,.'.!icr _.,:ld.ii_,l_> t>,.i::g l,r,,i.vr).,: _$. I,.v
lral_bpl_itt!ng a b<t._ilt_It, {jr ttit. tllll:'i(J(]tll<iiUd C,_FI'.t'F tll),,ti _,_,tI'.v l: ,l Illt',twtiFl'-
rnent of I)ll<ist' I_<l)' hi. ill&dr' ltJ I]cJllt. rt.ltl_iy <,(t(t tt_c tCc)li_l'!iJttlli,ll-, C) f l-lit"
sever&l dntenlia_. T.}lTs follov,._ fi-t,ln tht. f<i<.t (t),,rt Ill-A) th,,t tht. cc,:I:-
ponellls within the ptiss b.tnd (,f the ph<isc lllt'd.'!ll'll!g C il'Ctllt <trt' _,.d(!vd
incoherently and tilt: (oilc lu._itlll A above Illei.lllS thiLt tilt' t.>hdst.> IlleabtlYt'-
ment c ould not be lll{tdt" oil a, nv tJf tilt.' {v:ftirli]dl if.)ll ¢_ otlll)or:t'pt $ (( OlI_lt),Jnt'i]t7
produced by the illodul,-_tion or sldt'baild>).
C. Since our ability to effect cc_hcrcnt addition is dt'pcndcl., upon
our ability to measure the phase of the referent t. carrier (l_'lgure. _ 6 and
8), and this in turn i._ dependvnt upon the signal carrit, r and nc,:sc
amplitudes in the pass band of the ineasuring device (E]quat,on l _;
1) The phase measuring circuit should have as small a
bandwidth as poss_.ble, and this minimum value is determined by the
received carrier bandwidth. (Which may be greater than the transmitted
carrier bandwidth due to th(" effects of tilt? propagation med:um. )
2) If the carrier bandwidth is comparable to the information
bandwidth, the carrier amplitude necessary to effect coherent addition
may represent,a significant part of the total power transmitted. The
multiantenna sy-_tem is then poorer in performance by an amount at least
as great as the fraction of the total power in the information components
(e.g., 20% in the carrier and 80% in the sidebands, ldb loss of perform-
ante; 50% in the carrier and 50% in the sidebands, 3db loss of
performance; e/c).
D. If the carrier frequency is not known to an accuracy corn-
parable to the bandwidth of the received carrier, an adaptive frequency
measuring circuit (phase lock lo_)p) should be employt,d to effect a
decrease in the allowable pass band of the phase measuring device (Par', II).
E. The technic:rue for combining co/:.tributions fr¢>m the various
a'ntennas are basically two, phase rneasure:x_ent (con_parison wiih a
noiseless refers.nee) a.nd correlali_,n (c(>trii,girison w'ltt_ a noisy refer,.nct.).
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In the furii_,.r _,,_c i! <,:i <_d,_t>tiv,. _,$,.t,.:zi i.-, u._.d (i,t,,,:,,. lc,_ b 1_,,,i,) tt,,.
bandv.':dth of the t,t_ts_, i_lt.,i.-urc:nci_t ,,in St. rcstrictt.d to tl_.lt c.,f the.
rc(eived tarr_t'r ar, d nc_ better pcrft,r:ltau_._- c<l_ bc obt,til,t.d. If the
signals received at the ._e\'eral antennas are identical in 5hp. pc (th,. .... ), ,
propagat;on med_unl has nu effect ur an idt.ntical effect upc, n t.<tch
received signal), onc sign,tl can be used ,iS a refcrt'nce in ;_ corrclato_.
It is necessary to filter this signal to the nainilnum bandw:dth (that of the
carrier) by using an adaptive frequency tracking filter) before it is used
to be correlated with each of the other signals. The bandwidth of tile
correlation filter must be muc:h smaller than the pass band of the signal
(and it can be if the signals are identical)before this method is compar-
able to that employing phase measurement.
F. In an AM system, in addition to the regular additive noise
whose effects (signal-to-noise ratio) are determined by the fraction of
coherent output (Figure 6) realized by the attempts at coherent addition,
there is introduced a multiplicative noise (Equation 25) as a consequence
of the errors, qbt.(t), in measuring the phase of the carriers. Because ...............
1
it is multiplicative it cannot be removed by filtering.
G. If the AM signals are coherently detected and then added the
multiplicative noise is decreased and can be evaluated for simple cases
(gaussian phase error) is shown in Figure 7. ....
H. In an angle modulated system (FM or PM), in addition to the
effects of the regular additive noise, the phase error introduces an
• it)
additional additive noise (Equation 30). For small phase errors, qbti ,
this noise is the same bandwidth as the carrier and can be removed by
filtering if the lowest frequency in the signal is sufficiently greater that.
the highest frequency in qb i(t).
I e:-. - ^_t L,, (?_.qts Of ,t...
• o_tJLe iF_ &i'i ,r'_L S}.StCnl *I.,-, C,_.. 1.1_t. ,xu,-*,t_,-''l'l;t; .......• _.,_o_;_ .... _ ao
measured by the fraction of cohcreat output in Figures 6 and 8, increases
as M increases for fixed e, while the effects of the multiplicative noise
decreases as M in{ reases (Figure 7); there is an optimurn v,llu{, of M
for each systc_n.
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valut' of ,kl is as srIl<ill _:,_s tJcJ._siblt' (l).
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Con mmni< atio:: Systt x_ ,Mod,:l:;
In Section 3 of the _lmin bvdy oI the rvpurt, the po. ldlllctera asatllncd
for a lunar range and dr. itttc, rplanctar_i r,_r, ge spa_c<raft _.otll_nunl_.at,on
system were summarizcd. In th_s appendix a ratio:i¢_llzation _s g_vcn
for these assumptions b} presenting t}ic t.hara¢ Ie_istics of exJsti_g space-
craft systems. Also presented are the valculatioBs of performance of
the model systema. The assunmd pat_,xmeters cannot be considered
"typical" since it is difficult to define or to find a typical spacecraft.
Instead they should be considered as an example whose purpose is to
serve as a model for s}'stem calculations of the multi-aperture antenna.
V. 1. Summary of Spacecraft Communications Systems
Table V. 1 is a summary of various spacecraft _ommunica-
tion systems as digested from the published literature. For more
details one may refer to the papers listed at the end of this appendix.
This table seems to indicate that the frequency range is from 1 Gc to
10 Gc, the transmitter power from 10 to 40 watts, and the antenna gain
from 0 to 2_0 db. It is from an evaluation of data such as summarized
in this table, that the model system characteristics listed in Section 3
were derived.
V.2 Lunar- Range Co. mmunications
Any analysis of the multi-aperture antenna approach to
lunar communications requires a knowledge of the spacecraft system
parameters. With the parameters of the lunar communication system
model as given in Table 3, 1 as well as with some additional data. system
calculations of perform.'._nce will be made.
The effective antenna aperture diameter for the ground s}s-
tern can be sho_'n to be given by the following equation
'_ B.C. Martln, "The M_riner Planetary Communication System I)csign,
JPL, Rept. No. TR 32-85, M._y 15, 1961.
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where
(v. 1)
D = effective antc, n::a aperture in hinters
e
R b = data bit rate -db (cps)
S = received signal pov,'er -dbm
T d = telemetry data bit duration -db (see)
N/B = system noise power spectral density dbm/cps
L = system design margin -db
s
b = miscellaneous spacecraft systems power losses -db
m
R = range (meters)
Pd = transmitter power allocated to data subcarrier -dbm
G t = transmitter antenna gain above isotropic. -db
S.T P L L
1 d N L m p
oR - NTg-*au*-2 _
Pd Gt
now
S. T d1 N
(GR)db = _ + RB +--B- + PL -t (L m
Tr2 D 2
4_r e
G R - k2 " A e - k2
Lp) - Pd - Gt (v. 3)
(4rrR) 2 16Tr 2 R 2
PL : k2 k2
= _n _,_, ,_ • :_n 1,..,,-, D 20 log k
PL : 10 log 16 4 20 log _ _ 20 log R - 20 log k
Substituting the abe)re in V. 3 and solving for D , the effective aperture
e
diameter, gives the expressic)n in Equation V. 1.
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This may bc dcri_.d _is follo_:;:
The received t,owcr is given by the usual equation
GR Pd Gt
S :: P =
1 R L L P
m p L
where
(v.z)
G
R
Pd
G
t
L
m
L
P
-- Receiving antenna gain
= Effective transmitted power
Transmitting antenr, a gain
"- Misc. spacecraft losses.
= Design margin
(4_rR) 2
PL "-- k2 = monopath loss.
We desire the expression to contain the ratio of received
SiTd
energy/bit per noise power/unit bandwidth =_
(R. b = bit rate). Solving Equation V.2 for G R
numerator and denominator by N/B.
1
whe re T d .-- R b
and multiplying the
S. T d R b PL L L
GR _ 1 ' m p
N/B N/B" Pd Gt
ST d
in Equation V. 1 is the required SNR and is a function of the bit
probability error given in Figure V.I. For a coherent PSK system
it can be shown that the required SNR is 3 db less than for the coherent
FSK given in the figure. N/B is a function of the average operating
noise temperature of the receiving system and is given by
N
k (T. + Tel (V.4)B 1
1
whe 1-o
k
T.
1 1
T
e
Boltzman's constant
average noise temperature of the equivalent input to the
receiver
average effective noise temperature of the receiver and
is given by
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where Y i_ the: y._t_u of tol,_l noisc pov.'c_ at son,t, telnpvrat_lTe T 1 to
the total noise t)o_, ., at _on',e |,J_er tcn_pt_rature "I"2 .
. ' } VU-i. ng F:g,ite V. 1, "]aAe i_. I and Equati_n . 1 tee total
system petrol m,_n, e can be dcscrJ.bed. F'lgure V.2 is a g_ph_t ;il
descr;ptJon of ttie :k'qtl,rt'd effettive antenna aperture vs ave_agt.
: Tigsystem operating temperature Top 4 Te for various bit zates.
Unless ex¢ ept'onally large data rates are required effective ret elve_
noise tempcTatutes from 150-200°K could be tolerated and _onsectuentl Y
parametric aml_lificT front ends would bc suitable fo_ lunar c ommvni-
cation ranges.
For luna_ communications the defined region of operating
temperatures would be in the region of from 200 to 400°K. Bandw:dth.s
of from 20 to 60 kt _an thus be obtained for an effective aperture of
10 meters. Apertures of 60 to 90 meters could handle a megabit rate.
V,3 Commtmi_ations Interplanetar-'-Ra_}.,_
In this section an attempt is made to establish a suitable
model for the inte-planetary range commm_ications system. Of funda-
mental importance 'o an3' communi(ations system is the concept of
effective energy; this is usually defined as the energy necessary to
transmit the requited information over the range required fo'_ the
space mission. One is therefore l_'-nited by tt,e allowable commun,.-
cations payload aboard the spac ecraft since this in tu,'n lir'zltts the
total available energy, ttow effectively this energy is used detetm;.n(.,_
the energy per b_t of information available as effectSve tad;areal powe,.
mt,:_ • l_,_,_,:,,;,_,_ ,_ll{_,a it_olf to two problems namely:_,L basI_ .......................
The generation transmission, and reception of energy, and fe_ or, d
the dete_minatu)n of the most effective method of modulating this
energy to ttanst_:'t the reqtcred informatio:_. For interplanetary range:;
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dvi4"ec o'. :,ui_) 7.-1..... t.<,i ;i. l.>ot}_ ila- ,,_,,_J,l lt_,J,', tt < i.:._q,,,:_, o'.d It,,' d.Jt.,
proc. essitig .cqcl.'led _)tt,ili flit.._.Jit, l],/c (Jr tt."lJ},c.
Olite tilt" lll.lX'lllUll_ _t'.uil;l,lv eI,crgy abvard thu Sl,otcccr,,ft
has been dc. tt,_ n_.i;t.d, tt:c _ ftvcti',t.' t,vv.'ur ra,li,._tcd f':,Jm tt,.c pit)he Ill..x')
be n_iax;-illizt'd t.,,f l) iil<lttasi'tg tilt" trhl;_rrllltt-r effic_vnc.7, 2) by inc rt.a_-
ing the al_itcl'llT::t, gTt_cl_., tt seems ti,at ili.xjor illliJ_'ovc, rlicnts: iI. traD_rllittt, i
efficiency art, unlfkcl\. It 7_s tl,ereforc re<tlistic to <i$-%tllllC lllaXitllUlrl
efficiencies of the o.-.dc_' of 60% for t:-ansniitters operating at sevc.ral
Gc. The second mett_od, that o£ increasing antenna gain aboard the
spacecraft, is limited -- particularly in the case of an unrn_xnned
probe - to the degree of attitude control available. One could impose
boundary conditions on the above based upon the present state of the
art and still arrive at innumerable possibilities for an interplanetary
system by changing o.,iginal assumptions concerning the ground receiv-
ing system. It becomes necessary, therefore, to consider the system
collectively, accounting for all possible _'ariations of system parameters.
This method has been adopted in the following analysis and no single
parameter will necessarily be maximized to achieve the desired results.
To investigate the effect of increasing ground antenna size,
one may employ the following expression for power received as a
function of power transmitted"
where
PR
kT
B
F
S/N
P
T
(PTGT) ARP
vrt = kTBF [sl_] :: (v.6)
4rrR21
= Received power
-23 -21
_: 1.3 x 10 x 290 _ 4 x 10
= Bandwidth, cps
= Receiver noise figure
-: Required signal to noise ratio
= Vehicle transmitter power
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/ -- 6 (tb _y_ttin d_'sign I,_largui
p _ 0. B - anteil::,a efflcit'n_)'
3
R -: lt_,nge in miles x 5.28 x 10 ft/intlc
sq ft
Solving Equatl()n V.6 l<_s I)the antenna ct_riletcr
1/_
D -- 4r [ t bITt_F(S,/N) ] (V.7)
PTGT P
The required ai?tenna d_arneter varies directly with the range while it
is only moderately sensitive to other p_ramete,- valicttion_.
Equation V.7 suggests innumerable possibil_ties of athiev-
ing the same tesuh. Rather than assume fixed values for all param-
ete_,s which would lead to a family of D vs R curves, the more _mpo_t_nt
parameter will be treated as variables, namely. Bandv.idth B, and
Signal to noise ratio S/N.
• Signal to noise ratio is inherently related to acquisition
and the reliable recovery of the required information. In addition
since there is a lower bound to S/N the bandwidth assumes a role of
equal importance.
One can examine Equation V.7 for the effects on band_'Jdth
as a function of range for various artenna sizes. Solving for B as a
g . D2 [ PT°TPG16 Rz , k-_-Vg/Nj
function of R
Let us choose
100 watts
100
- 50%
6db: 4
(v.8)
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Figurt. V. _ tlAcn ._ho,a_ the t, fft, cts of the ground antvn,la re_civing
aperture and _p.__cct r_ft rallgc on band'_vidth. The IniIliIlml'l_ and n_ax_-
mum earth-vcnus d:stanct, s are superinaposed on the figure for comp_ri-
SOIl.
A similar invest_g,_tion may bc n_,_dc in order to observe the
effects of range on signdl-to-nois¢, ratio for various antenna apertures.
When this is done the results are given by Figure V. 4 - V. 7.
Figure V.4 sho_s t}_at for a required n_inimurn signal-to-noise ratio
of 15 db, the available band_idth is limited to less than I0 cps at
Earth-Venus maximum distanCe for a I00 it aperture system, wh:le
Figure V.7 shows a bandwidth *_500 cps for a 600 ft system, assuming
the same required signal-to noise ratio. Both, of course, depend upon
the model assumed.
From Equatlon V.8 it is apparent that the effect of varying any
of the parameters (except D and R) with respect to B or S/N is a linear
process so that to estimate the effect of increasing the transmitter
power ten fold for example would increase the values given in the
figure by a factor of ten, etc. In this w, ay one may extrapolate using
the figures and deterrninc available bandwidth or signal to no_,se ratio
for any other combination of parameters directly.
There is much to be gained through using the most effective mean_
of modulation to transmit the required information. }tartlev and Shanno',
have both show,_ that the maximum amount of information which (ar, be
transmitted through a Channel of given bandwidth and signal to noise
ratio is given by
S
H :- Bm log 2 (1 ÷ _/ ) (V.9)
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Thus fo+
It -: tht." itil+oli+iat,o+'i :_t(' +,+ bit.-. |,,:' .',-c._>,ld
B : tl,<: t.<Ji:d_idt}_ of tttc ii+vs+agc _l <an+,v[
S : the sigi-_l arid
N " the no;se ;r tiic t>at_dwidth t _,
I'I'1"
B 10 t ps
I-I1
S/N : 15 db I,B1, P'm}
ttMA X :: 10 x log 2 (1 _ 3I. S}
-- B0 bits/set:
More often than not, tt-e transmission channel L._t dwidth and tt'e mes-
S S' B m S _
sage char..nel band_vidth are not equal and-_+ (_I,)_ T- ,,her e _. ,s
the transm_-_sion tbannel signal to no_s_, _atio B = rues,age katd-
m
width and B T = t_ansmission channel bandwidth. Thus h'gh signal to
noise ratios in the transmission channel as _,etl a_ narrow trans-
mission bandwidth_ are essential in max;.mizing the available bit rate
for the transmission of information.
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blavk boxts it, tl,ia t _,.',e lht. l.,.ix_ork _ t.,li_binn,g lh(.. sigi_,,l:, c.>f t!,<. N
antermas. "l.'him _jutt,ut J= et f_l,vtlo:'> uf N \'_tri:ahlc_, (tih0. s<: _l_,ft_) t,_dv:_
our cOiatrol. |{owt, vcr, tlit: _til;c tiol: ia _ .'-,unlll:,_tit0it of N twrlil:_ t.a, |i of
v.'t,ick is & ful,cticll, ol- o,il_, I of tl:v' N <<_'.troll,,t,lc v_rl_,t>ic_. 'I'hcIt-forv
there is no i_itvr_c tio_, [.t.t_veIL ct:_)' otl_wr cont,'ollztblt, x,,riaLlt .-, on lhl,
.th
1 or:e and _e in.,.), to_sidvr finis ,t._ N onc-dii_c,lsion_l lil_xiln:z_ttion
problcma in wl_lch the fcm_;lioilality l-. til:kliown -- except th_t Jt is
unirnodal in ea_h one dimensio_,al problem over some period of time.
If we sirni)lY dcfin(' the phase of tht. first term (or reft. ren_e
anlenl_a) as zt. ro wc tan do our m:_ximization re!_ttive to this term.
Now consider the scvond term (or signal from the second anter_na) --
holding all othels constant Then the phase which maxim{zes the out-
put will maximize th,,t second term because we have as follows
N
E(_t,_al,_2. ..... _an, el, nZ' .... an ) : ___cos {_t + _?n t Cn )
n=l
or considering only the second term"
E(.,t, ?Z' CZ ) =: cos (,_t + _>Z ÷ ca) + K
where K is nowa constant with respect to change in a z (the alphas art,
our phase shifters}. This is just a one dimensional search problem
in a 2. At any instant of time the function might look like what is sho_tn
below
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* R.E. Bellman. and S.IC. I)revfus, At>plied I)->r.an_i< t>rogI<_m,52.:):, _,
Princeton University Dress, Prin_(.ton. N.J., 1{}02, Cb.,it)t,.r IV.
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it) _,*nd a}. "lh,..,. f x,rg th-'<:_- u_. ,.{_,lld p;{){{.dc l_, tl_c s._la' ma_il;c_ v.',th
c c ..... c . S:/:, c thl,-- _v_>c_ld [,c acc(>lill>li_l,cd oli a computc_ wc
5 4 i:
_ot,l(l {]t,i I._' lift. l.l, illi},{." t}f t15;>2,:I-, 1(} t), _>t'<l] elit'{1 a._£ t}I_{: {Jr tilt" Flt'ol ,_c_ "
I_tiilitt,r_ _ . "It{ I_i} ol,-_,_'_ " i.umL_'ts <Jr_.g('/:crat(>d l>) ad(l_r_g t},c two
p:{'v_Oti;_ t"t {}';_,l( { l:tlllll, t'l S. F e,d t may be dcflncd oq 1, Tb{,i,
o I
_ { 2 % F : 5 4 J, - 8
F z 1 { 1 2 t 3 2 { l - _ I_'4 " 5
• - ?l _, l.:}-.54 t.'9: _-i _ 21 : ha. {'it.t 6 8 _ :', 13 I- 7 15 ' 8 Zl I/8
Support _c h:,d a fui;,.lio/_ as sho\v:; bcl{}w to _car{ h ({h. filicd on d,s<,{..t<
po] 12t a)
{'(x;)I .,
I
| !
z 3
tl
P
4 5 _ 7 8 9 io il 17_
X I
Slr_ce :t _s defined or', a Fibonacc_ number of po,_nts we would procede
as follows: F 7 13. So we would plate one po._nt at F 6 : 8 at the
other at F - 5. Since f(5) > f(8) ar, d the function is unimodal we can
5
el_mlP.ate point whe:e x : 8 and all po_rHs to tl_e right of it. Pla{e
next expeliment symmetri(ally in the range, i.e., at x : 2. Notice
that after each experiment the nun_ber of remainLng points .is a lr'_,bonact i
number. After the first two out region looks 1._t<e this
AF'T E R "5 _a •
I E_PF..RBAE_,'T • •I
! -
i I , _.-L__..I_-I___.__
o i __ 5 4 5 co "/
Aqer pla{)l:g tL{. c, cx_ or_(- at 2 wc can {]iii;]i_at(. x - 2 and x -- 0 x - I,
siI-i_ e I"(?) "; f('4) and f(x) ._5 tll_tl<_l<}fl.al, _Vt" Iio_t }i,,'c 5 t)c.JJI?t_, to search
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So v,.'e pl_cc our v:t-xt cxpcrin_t::_t at I-'_ _.,d t'" . but ,,.,_. hav_: o_t. _t I'" 3
nd
so ,,vc pla_.e ouc _tt F 2 - 2 p¢_lnt it_ rt.zx_,_ln'_g )z_tc:_al, _.t-., x-.t.
Then we can ellr_lln_ttc x 3, at,d x :4 and have or:l, i x::5, 6, 7, to scar( I_.
We place one at x 6. If f(6) <: f(5) v,c arc tI,t_ugh if ri_)t, v,c must al.-._,
look at f(7). Tht, xt. fotc. at n:ost v,'t. ha,,,., sear¢hcd 1-t poiv, ts it: 6
experirnents. Notit c tl:at if _(' have F llUIl'l})_...1 of p_.,ir_t.,, v e t.ar_
n+ 1
search thern opt'n_._ll_ i_ n observatJo_:_. Examt>lc: Supt,o_e ',vc had
56 points. 55 + I _ 56 but 55-:F 9 So _e _.a_ search 55 points in 9
experin-wnts and do it optimally.
This procech_re has been progran_n_(,d and can be done fairly
easily.
If this search procedure were _:onsidered further, the effect of
noise should be taken into ac(ount.
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h. vel of th(- gr,_tin/_ lobe5 _ith r_.,_pc6ttv tl.v n_ai:_i,c,ain. I_'_ a ll._-,,c
array composed of uniformly illun_in_tcd _ircular apert_ircs of d:._neter
D with a spacing d between each element the suppressio,_ may be sketched
as in Figure 5.20. It is obvious that tb.e grating lobe is reduced only
slightly if the nmltiple aperture is to have any significant look angle.
o
For example a scan of ±60 required d/I)-2 (fIom Figure 5.5) so that
two grating lobes exist, one -g. 8 db below the n_ain beam and the ottle_:
-15 db.
Thus far the multiple apertuIe has been considered to be
a hnear array, but because of grating lobes created by the relatively
large element spacing (to allow scanning), and because the pattern
needs to Ee controlled in more than one dimension, the multiple
aperture anter.nacouldbe in a planar array configuration. A configura-
tion of the multiple aperture is suggested in Section 8, and the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the multiple aperture system are summarized.
* Note that a partially suppressed grating lobe exists even when d/D 1.
This is because the beamwidth of a circular aperture used as the
element factor is sltghtl T larger than for a rectangular aperture
whose side is of length I). Any mutual coupling effects have been
ignored.
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APPI._N I)I.N VII
this report have been co:lct, rp, t.(l x_ J,th eff_, It. nile' Lon:t,_lr:'l,g t!:t. outp,,xt-.
of several inform,,t'on tha,'r_els whir)} t:ont._)),, a l_arrow'b,_tt'_d t>'l<)t
signal. A portiox_ of the available transmitter energy n'_,tst },t" made
available for the pilot, thu> lowt:ring the total energy a',';.i._tOb_,e ._Or
the information content. As long a_ the total ene_g,, is suft_t :e_,t fo_
maintaining wideband communications the arnou_t t_ken b,v the tarrier
is generally negligible, ttov,.(.ver, as t},e range of commttnJ, ations _s
increased the available band_vidth (i_.forrn,tt,on rate) must be d_.t teased
in order to maintain the transmitted etiergy per bzt to a roasonaL|e
value. As the band_'_dth xs shrunk a point is reached where the er, e_gv
in the pilot is no longer an insignificant part of the total. One method
of operating under suth tircumstances is to totxtit',ue the use of the
pilot signal for combining even though it is less efficient. Tha_
appendix discusses several other possible pro(edures for operating
with narrow band information channels. Probably the best te_hn_ca_
solution, but not necessarily the most etonomical, is to increase the
spacecraft power and antenna gain so that a pxlot (an be ut{!._zed.
The combining technique that _,ould be use'd for the lunar distun, e
where the modulation band,a'idths xh'ere several orders of magn,tude
wider than the equ4valent noise bandwidth of the telemetry t_ansmitle_
signal would not limit the number of antennas which _.ould be combined.
However, s_n(e the modulation bandwidths arc mu<h narrov, e_ arid are
more nearly equal to the equivalent noise bandwidth of the telemetry
_ii_ii__ i_i_
iiiiiill_ i)iii_
_'_i__ _ iiiiiii_!_i_
..... __i_
L
,*_ ,4
7
:'iii_:i ::_ii_ii ¸¸
:iiii i4 _
transmitter in the interplanetary ra_:g,.. .a;r¢ ..... ,,_ (ombining te(hr:,ques ....
must be considered. These te(hniques must be (omp;ttible _x,th the
optimum modulation me, thud a_.d in g(,n(',';,l shot_td not be the lim:ti:_.g
factor in the r'.un,!,er of ar_tent}.ts _hlch (arz bc con',,blned t3in,:t,y
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l')t'_fOI lll,-llitt'. All of lht: lr_ti,:.,nl_.il_ _ t_,.J_t.r _t_o_:l,.J be u_td It.Jr It,_
modclialson. V,lt[: ti.cbt, cL_tlll'it)tlOli_-, tl,t' _.st'_t tt:c|:itl'@_t" -- lt,v t)t;,i-',t,
lock leo]r) -- cap.Ilot t+,t" ust'd foI colltt, lI_-.',_ tt_e a._:tc..,.r_a o-,tl):,.t.%. The
phase lock loop i._ not stable tilidt, l tht, co:_dllioi_ of rap:d p!,,_._e n_odtl-
lation of the sJgn.xl. Norrliall) ih's is ovcrcolrlo b$ trar_rt_itting ,i
continuous, unlilodulated carrier or pilot on w'hich the pl,ase lock loop
operates. This p]lol encrg} is subt,.,, ted frolii the total av,,ilable
transrnilted s.;gr:al energy and is thercfo.ve, a les_-, eflic:ierit _ygtern.
There are at least four cornbiI._ir:g techr, ique.-: v, hlch tan ope_'ate
with a phase niodulatcd signal and wb.i_.h might bt* applTed to the inlet-
planetary case. In general an]t prior lnfoimation about the frequency
of the signal will sl-,otten tt_e search time. Also, the interplanetary
telemetry transmitter intist tra_smit a "clean" signal and have good
short term frequency stability. Nnowledge of the transmitted £_equency,
and the doppler frequency should be know, n to v4ithin several modulation
band-._'idths. If this be so, the main acquisition problem is the relative
phase between the signals of the several a}_tennas.
The first system is shown in Figure VII. 1. The binary phase
modulated signal _s filtered, then doubled in frequency by a times-
two multiplier. The output of the multipliel, has the same phase regard-
less of the state of the phase modulation. The phase modulation of ±90 °
becomes a modulation of :tlS0 ° at twice frequency therefore, there will
be no modulation component at twice frequency to confuse a phase-lock
loop. The phase-lock loop is completed by using a reference oscillator
_ignal. a loop filter, voltage controlled oscillator and frequency
divider. The loop will perform as described before. A signal may be
extracted from t!:e loop which contains the mod_latior',. In it,e loop
sho,a'n this ,_,ould be at one-half the reference frequent:)'. This sig_,al
may be summed ,,_itt_ all the oct'responding signals from ea_h receiving
aperture. The rnod_latior, is recovered from the sum sigt_.al. The
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related to th_ ,_o._e bar, d_Idt},.< o_ t},t+ .',ig),_il.-, u:,d t}_,: (,,I.,itul i)it,,,)+_Ivt.-..
The bett)n(l _ystvtn +__ _}+ov.r_ il_ IZ:g_t t . V]]. _. A, ). add_tio,,al
referet+_e os_il!_Jto) and },at+dl)a+ > fJ!tt-, ,_,e _,'_ludv(l -',u ,,.'- to _icld
signal with tk_, ai,p,ol,rt.atc frequcn_'y a_+(l p}:-_se f_,,- ad+l_t,g to the si__,t_l+_
front other that+t_(.ls. The equatiot_ of the loop is tl,e same as the f+tst
systetn. TI':P s._gn..tl is l.)t oct. ssed by ),etetody,+.l_)g :t agtx_nst a voltage
controlled osv+,ll,+tto., _',tl, two outputs l,, quadratu-t, v_th one another.
After an ad(l,.tior, al n_:x'+t:g o})cratton the resulting dJffcrer, ce frequcnt y
is filtered out. The passband of these lo_' p,a_,,-, filters must be suffi(+_ct_t
to pass the modulation components. One furtb, er multiplication and filter
ing gives the _ortrol sigr_dl for the voltage _ontrolled oscillator, This
dual channel loop w_ll lock the oscillator to tee pLase of the incoming
_ignal. As before, there is a signal v,'hieh _-_ay be used to add to the
_ignals from the othe) channels to yield the sum signal.
The performance of th_s system is related to the signal-to-noise
ratio at the f_nal multtplication. The b,_ndwidths are more easily con-
trolled to matth those of the signal on this cir(:uit than they are in the
first system. Als.o lhxs cir_u__t does not destroy the phase of the modu-
lation, so the_e .is no phase ambiguity. Slight variations in the ctrcuit
allow it to become an automatic frequency tontrol rircuit dur'ng initial
acquisition, St!ll otk, er modifications convert it into ar amplztude
detector.
The th, rd systen_ is shown _n Figure VII+ 3 and, as far as is
known is an original development. It is based on tl,e phase ]ock loop
but the usual loop fi!ter is repla+ed b3 a Computer, Each loop in the
system v_ould [,r'ovide inputs to the ¢o)-t_put_-r. and it wo,>ld control the
phase shlfters and various reference oscillators. The ,asual phase
lock loop does not estimate the, frequcnc_ or Fhase error from t}e
error signals. }towever. a computer could ,_r, alyze t}'e a,'eiage zero
crossing rate for all of the channels and ar,';ve at a good estimate
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two trials (o:_t' i_>e t',_ch of tht" I_o po<,->_t>l_ • d_lc.< titii_s) i_J filtd the c:o'.tt.t t
ll(i'_t.lt, II(i$. Tht'iY tl;-" ]l),l_. loc k-up c t,t_ld t>ro< ed.e undt, r (onlpulc. r d rt.c.-
lion. The ,_iCi'.','Sl'lt<i_l._ Of ltti$ Cil,i)_'Ciat l'i _.S tt'l_lt [h(' t _,) l]lt)lit (' l" t'al] _li_llyTt!
arid (.oiIlpflFe tht" .<ilgi;<_l .-,tati.stic $ in a rl_ort" (otl_p]t'It,' rYl_.ltil_t,l foi all o/
the channel__. Tl,e ethel sti-li, llit,_- n_tiSt operate by t|len_selvvs sJ.nce
it is difficult to iiltcrt, oi_:',ect the varlou_ feedback loops. ]'tie computer
could also i etovt, F the most probable modulation.
The fourth systt, nl is sho,._'n in Figure VlI.'t. In sevelal _espec.ts
this is the simplest systeni. The signals a,'e added, imperfectly, most
probably, at the start. Then in a system_Jtic way such as discussed in
Appei{dix VI each (h,r:i_el phase is var;ed and compared _,ith the result-
ing ampl.i.tude vaii_ations of the output. Each channel's phase is set in
turn to give the max;mum output. Sln_e it is an interacting p,ocess,
after the first adjustment, a second setting is made. The limit on the
accuracy of this phasing process is the signal-to-noise ratio. Hov_ever,
since in any real system the signals must add to a ÷15 db S/N, the
problem reduc:es to that of seeing a small perturbation of amplTtude as
the phase is changed. A small variation in output may be due to a
change in receiver gain> so periodic modulation of the phase and recovery
of resulting modulation in a synchronous detector will reduce the effects
of receiver gain (honges.
In the remainder of this Appendix is presented a brief analysis of
some common (oherent demodulation systems m'hich use the information
signal as the reference or synchron]z'ing signal. Van Trees has sho_t_
that the receivers shown in Figu_"e VII. 5 and VI._.6 are identical as far
as the information part of the signal input to the low pass f{i_eis is
concerned. Us_-ng analyses sir_lar to Van Trees the above s_ate_ent
_ill be shov,,n to be true.
'_ tt I Van T,-ee; "Opt;_n',l,_ Pox_er I),vJsio,n ii_ Gohcre;_t Col_naun;_iJ-
tion Systems," MIT Lincoln l_aboratory "I'e_:hn_< al Repo,_t No. 301
19 February 1°63.
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('arr_er_ the _gnal at thv I ec(.iver n_.iy be w_'illvv_ as
e. (t) A(t) ++,_ [+ t : o (t)]
I n c I rl
where A(t) is tht. i),f,):n_it,on ,o,,,_istlI,.g of a rav,(lo_l_ _t-quc_:_c of pul.,r-_
of amplitude ±A ea, h |)ulsc having a duration of T seconds. The raz,-
don_ phase n_odu]ation 0 (t) is (auscd by the time varying channel
In
through whi(h thv signal propagates.
Consi(h.l thc le_._:i_cr 5|lown in Figure VII. 5. The signal given
by Equation VII- 1 is m_iltiplied in the upper channel by the output of
the oscillator whk(h is given by
eLOl(t) =B cos [_ct ¢ 0(t)] (Vii-E)
e {t) : A(t) B sin [_ t + 0 (t) ] cos [w t + O(t)]
l c in c
( )z sin [z_ t, o (t) _ o(t)] + sin [o (t) - o(t)] (v_I-3)
c in in
/
(v II-1)
i_iiiiiii_iiii_i_
Assuming that the low pass filter in the upper channel is ideal so that
it passes the low, frequency term without distortion and completely
attenuates the high f, equency term, the filter output is
ez(t } _ A{t)BZ sin [0 It) - O(t)]
In
(VII-4)
In the lo,_vcr channel the output of the local oscillator is advan(ed
in phase by 90 °, so the VCO input into the multiplier is
eLog{t) : -B sin [_ct _ O(t) ]
The mixer oL_tpL'_'
(VII-5)
e.(t) : -A(t)B sin [.o t + O. (t)] sin [_ t .+ O(t)]
3 C In c
-A(t)B (Z .... cos [0 (t) - O(t)] - ,os [Z_ t 4I II C
(V)l-6)
o (t)+ oCt)l_
in
is filtered by the low pa_s filter (,tssun:ed idoal) to produce
7Z
4e tit), = -A(t)t5z co_ [0 (t) - 0(t)] (vli-7)in
The signals frona tLt. tx_o low pass filters arc fed to the phase detector
where they ,ire n_ultipli_:d. TI_e phase detector output
Z Z
es(t) -A4_t)t$__ sin [0xn(t) - 0(t}] cos [0m(t) - 0(t)]
Z Z
-A (t)B
8 sin [ ZO '_t)- 20(t)] (VII-S)i n
is sent to a filter which operates on it and feeds it to the voltage con-
trolled oscillator.
Assuming the same input signal, Equation Vlt-1, for the receiver
shown in Figure VII-6, the output of the squarer
el(t) = A2(t) sin 2 [_ t ÷ 0 (t)]
C In
A2(t) ( [2_ t+20in(t) ] ) (VII-9)- 2 1 - cos c
is filtered by a flat bandpass filter with a center frequency of 2_o
C
The signal component input to the multiplier.
-AZ(t)
ez(t) - 2 cos [2_ t 4 20 (t)] (VII-10)c in
is multiplied in the mixer by the VGO output
3(t) -B sin [2_o t * 20(t) ] (VII-ll)
e = _ C
The mixer output is
e4(t)- - =4Z-_-'_ _)_- cos [2_o t , 20 (t)] sin [2_ t _ 20(t)]
c in c
2 r
• a I,_,( [ ] r ..... -.,_ 1 ,,,,, ,)_
"" '""- _sin 4-_ t + 20 (t) * sin t avlt , - _._, '" j •= 8 c in in _tl j t i
which has a low frequency output given by
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2
A (t)!_. z .. •.
............... sin t,'-'.'Lt) 20 _t) l
8 in
.A2(t)P,
s,.n [zo (t) - 2oCt)] (v_:-13)
8 1 Ii
The' low pass flltc: t_): eq(t) is :n_ ludcd in the loop filter shou. n in
Figure VII-6. Thus it is seen that the s,_gnal input to the loop f_lters
of Figure VII-5 arid VII-6 are ldentl¢al.
In order to be used with the mult'--at)erture antenna system, the
receivers shown iz, Figures VII-5 and VII-6 must be modified as shown
in Figure VII-7. Ea(h antenna of the system would have a receiver.
but now the sig_,al from the VCO in Figure VII-5 would be set to opezate
at a radian frequency of (_ - WlF) so thctt its output signal would be
c
O(t)] (VII- 14)
eLOl(t) - B cos [wc - _OlF) t
The voltages el(t) avd e3(t ) then become
e
e
f
__ A(t)B ]_
l {t)
Z _"_n [(2.o - t ) 0c _"l F ) in
3(t) _ -A(t)B f2. os [_]Ft ¢ Oin(t) - O(t)]
(t) _ 0(t)] {sin[co t 4 0 (t) - 0(t)]_
IF in J
(vii- 15)
,%
-cos[(Z,_-_ +0 (t)+0(t)]}c IF )t in
,J
(VII- 16)
If the low pass filters in the upper and lower channels .of Figure VII. 5
are replaced by bandpass filters centered at WIF" then
and
ez(t) ' 2
A(t)B
sin [WlF t -_ 0m(t ) - 0(t) ]
-A(t)B [_IF te4(t) " Z cos + 0an(t) - 0(t)]
(VII- 17)
(vJi- 18)
"_)..^ _t._,o_ _,,*o,-tc_r cnitDut would be
2 2
es(t ) : -A 8(t)B * 20 in(t) Z0(t)]
- sin ,2-_jiFt , (VII- 19)
If the phase detector output is rrmltiplied by the signal from a lo(al
_9
/i ii
oscillator _I_i_h has a frequt.:_cy 2._IF.
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6
is seen from Equation VII-20 that c (t) h_ts a lo_ frequenty t(.rl[, of
2 2
e6LF/t ), -A (t)B16 sin [2(I (t) - 20(t)] (Vl[-211i n
which is needed to _ontrol the VCO.
The IF" equivaler, t of the rec(,ixc, t sho,an in Figure VII-6 is given
in Figure VII-8. The respective voltages are
-Ag(t)
e2(t) 2 cos [g,, t + 20 (t)]
c in
1VII-22)
(VII-Z3)
-B
e3(t) =: "-2- sin [2COct - WlF t + 20(t)]
2
A (t)B
8
es(t) =
(V]I-24)
sin [4.0 t- +20 (t)+20(t)]-sin[,.alFt_20(t)¢20in(t)])c wIFt in
(vu-25)
-A2(t)B
8 sin [_OlFt - 20(t) + 20. (t)] (VII-26)In
e6(t) :: cos WlFt
eT(t) - -A2(t)B ( sin[216 ColFt 20(t)÷20in(t)] + sin[20. (t)-20(t)])(Vtl)811n ""
An examination of Equations VII-21 and VII-27 show that tim receivers
of Figures VII-7 and VII-8 are mathernatitally equivalent as far as the
low frequen(y signal component of the input to the loop filter is concerned.
Essentially th,., function of the two channels in Figures VII-5 and VII-7
and the squaring devi(e of Figures VII-6 and V1i-8 is to reconsiru_.t a
constant frequen(y signal (pi'lot signal) from the biphase r nodulatcd
input signal to use as a (oherent reference.
(vi1-27)
i[
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fronl t.ach antt. nna Equat_u:: \'11-17 or VII-18 f¢_r th,. F__g:::._. V!!-7
c ontlguratl_:_ ar_(t E_.tu_ttlox_ V11-26 for the I"_gurc Vll-_ _unI:gu,_t:¢.,,,
and add it tt_ tl_t. II-" signals fxon_ the otl_cr dnlt'I'_I,d.b IO arri'.t, at t},(.,
total information, sig::al. SlI_¢t- the ie_civers at the indi\,idkl,ll a_tt'_,_i:a_
are indepcndt._:t, the ph._sc errors at ea_..h antc:i:_a v. ould be ir, d_,pc_dt,,,-.t
and the sy_lctn operation w'o_ld depend on the ability of earl, phabe lot. l_
receivt, r to follov_, the rando_n pha._c modulation at each antcnt_-_.
"/7
/
..... i!i!
7¸
}
the sigrials fr_,z:l c... h _nt,..x.:t._ dry. _vclgi,.tcd ._u_ h tii,_t thvy arv pr_i,,.,r-
tlonal to lhcxr .-,g:_al-t,,-v.,,',,c ratio: (as ilt r=_,xim,tl r_ttio ¢u_xbat_,r_g).
Theh
P
: J']'; '- -- k Sm (VIII t)ESIn ._ S,n "i5 ..... "
N m
where ESm, P and PN art' the rzx_ :.igni_i amplitudt., slg_ial l_,\,.cr
S: n xn t h
and n_ise po_ter rcspc,.tiveIy at the n_ autcnna. There:fore, tht: rn_s
th
noise anxplitt.'de at the m antc,ma _s
_Psm {VIII. ;')
ENm-- _:'Nm : kv_
If it is assumed that the signal combining is idtral (the sig,,_s are
added perfectly xn phase), the rms value of the sum signal from M
antennas is
M
PsmESM ° = k (VIII. 3}
PNm
m=l
and the total signal power is
= )Z
PS Mo ( ES Mo (VIII. 4)
Further assuming that the noise bet_een antenna elements is
incoherent,
2 _" Psm (Vlii. 5)
EN Mo : PNm
m:l
_and
1. J.H. Schrader, "Re(river System I),,sig:_ for the Arrayi,ig of Indc-
pendenlly Steerable Antetmas," IRl-2 I'ran_-. on Space Elt.ctr,,r,_ s
and Telemetr}, Vol. St';T-8, No. 2 pp. 148-153; June, 1962.
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The slgp,al p_v,t,r at eat, h a',_t_.r,:_a _:':,_.v a]>o bc "arittt-n as
p :: W A (VIII,8)
S rn n-_ n_
th
where W is the power de:Laity (W'atlS per squart meter) at tile m
rn th
antenna element and A is the effective receiving area of the nl
m
th
antenna. The noise power at the m antenna is
P : KT B (vni.9)
Nm m m
where N is Boltzmann's _onstant (1.38 x 10 -23 joule per degree Kelvin)',
th
T is the effective noise temperature of the rn antenna and B is the
m m
th
eHective noise bdnd_idth of the m channel. Therefore the signal to
th
noise po_ver ratio in the m channel zs
P W A
S rlr_ n'l m
:- (vnl. 10)
PNm KT Bm n-I
Using the exprt*ssion in Equation VIII- 10 and Equation VIII-7, -t xs seen
that
M M
PSMo _ff Psm _ ' w A...... = m nl
PNMo DN KT Bm m m
m.:l m: I
(VIII. 11)
If the received I_,o_ver dv_sity is the same and if the effective area and
bandv,idths of tee _ha_ :_,'I.', are identical, then Equation VIII-11 be, one,.5.
M
PS Mo W A T t
PNMo KB _-J T m
m.l
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e IK}_G (Viii. I _)
Slnte lhe ga;r, {)f tht" rc_ c,vcr l.- cqu,_] It) the -_gr,,_l i>,,_t.r o_:t d:v.d<d },?
the signal t)t._wcr at:,
S P
o SMo
O : _-- MWA (VII!. t4}
t n
If Igquatio_,s Viii. 12 ,,nd VIII. 14 are ...ub.-':tutcd into Equ, t_<,rl \'Ill. ! _,
the effective no,be tc:_pcraturc bcco,_cs
M
T _ -- .......
e M
a..., "I
nl
m:l
{VIII. ] 5)
Since the average
T
av
of the individual channel temperatures is
1%t
Tm
m:l
M
(VIII. 16 )
Equation VIII. 15 may bc written as
e
2
"I M
av
M 1%1
,_ m T
m
m= 1 m: I
{VIII. i7)
Now
M I%t
'> T _ _l _>M?
g.... "rn a_. T
m
m=: I n_::I
(VllI. 18,
so that
T __ -f (VIII. i9}
e av
Eq,_ation VIII. I c_ shv,v_ s that the cffc(tivc noise te_t)t-raturc (_f lh,..
systen_ is les._ tilth or equal t,.> th(' axt. r,_.gv cffv, ttve noise tclnper,l,'urt
of the ind:v_du,_l *},,,,_r('ls.
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UE
this ca+<. il thc s+,gn.l._+ arc .tdd,.d cohccc++tly, tht. n the. to+al +-+,gn.l pc¢., cr
out for M ar+d-ct+nas l+
Z
PSMo M t'Sr n (Viii. 20)
where Psm is thv .-..gnal p,.,\vcr out fur ¢,_it" ant¢'nr;a. Usrig S:_hradcr'_
definition of sigt_al po_er in
PSM+ = MWmAtt+ (Vlll. 2t)
in
where W
In
and A are as deftned previously, the galn n_ay be written as
II1
PSM ° MgPsm M Psm
G ....... + (vuI. 22_
Ps. Mwa WA
in
for antennas m_th equal area when the po_ver density is the same at each
antenna elem erlI.
The equival(.n' noise temperature is
P
N M
O
T (Vlii 23)
e K BG
where PNM ° is the" t,otal no_se power ou+put for the system of M antennas.
Assuming that the ,:o_se fron_ the !ndividual antennas ts incoheren+, then
where PNm
written as
PNM : M PNrn
(9
th
ts the no_se power in the m
(VII1.24}
channel, whtch may also be
PNm : K'ImB (VllI.2¢,
Substituting the rvla:i,,nsh:ps of Equa*,it,ns VIII. 22, VIII.24, and Vlll.2:"
into EquaI::m V!II.23 gives the following
WA+I
ln
T : T (VIII. 26)
e _P rI1
S rl"l
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anlplitud_, of the" s_gti,,l_, :II th,' ':Mix:d_.:l '. }..t,:',,'l-_ l- _t_,,,d, - }':_'t .... rt._:,i|
to the: (}+_ilt_t_+t +] _'gti,,! to t,t,:>w rdi,_0 t}x,_t ti+:'. • t'+i+_+,|tt,t t_,:>t' t,'i;Ipt'rd
ture of the systt't+i +_-- l,'-- t}t..,ti _Jr t+q,l+ll to tht" +tVt't'tlt2t" Of t}'l,' {t'l:l},t.+l',lltt._l"t +
of the lndlx'+du+Jl ,thtt'Pal'.i.-. It" the .-:gnal> frt,+l+ lht- lnd;vadug, l ar_!e+:_,f_
are equally xvvigh+vd I_t t_,I,, _,.nb_r_:t_.g and if tilt >ig,;itl>, as wt'll a_
noise are equal tt_. the. var,ous _h;tt_nvl:, then the vquivdl_.r..t ntJi-'e tt+_l_-
perature of the sy_tt'tn i> t'(tu/,} tt_ the ',lO:st" 'ernl>erat,,'re uf d slnglt'
channel sin¢:c ca, h chunnt+} nc_>c |t'lFii)t'l+,tll.ll't" 1:-, t}*_' S/,tI'lt'.
I i ¸
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